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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Das Modell der unbeschränkt verzweigten Bäume ist in der aktuellen Forschung
von großem Interesse, insbesondere aufgrund ihrer Anwendung als formale
Modelle von XML-Dokumenten. Hierzu sind in der Literatur Automatenmodelle
und Logikformalismen für unbeschränkt verzweigte Bäume (erneut) betrachtet
worden. Es hat sich herausgestellt, dass viele Resultate, die zuvor im Kontext
der beschränkt verzweigten Bäume gezeigt wurden, ihre Gültigkeit behalten. In
der vorliegenden Arbeit werden zwei Arten von Erweiterungen des Modells der
endlichen Automaten auf unbeschränkt verzweigten Bäumen, die die Klasse der
regulären Baumsprachen charakterisieren, studiert, nam¨lich die Erweiterung
um arithmetische Bedingungen und die Erweiterung um Gleichheitsvergleiche
von direkten Teilbäumen.
Im ersten Teil der vorliegenden Arbeit wird ein Automatenmodell auf un-
beschränkt verzweigten Bäumen eingeführt, das zwei verschiedene Ansätze
zur Erweiterung des Modells der endlichen Baumautomaten um arithmetische
Bedingungen in sich vereinen: zum Einen den Ansatz der globalen Bedingungen
(Klaedtke und Rueß, 2003) und zum Anderen den Ansatz der lokalen Bedingun-
gen (Seidl et al., 2003). Im Kontext des erweiterten Automatenmodells werden
die beiden genannten Ansätze bezüglich ihrer Ausdruckskraft verglichen und
es wird gezeigt, dass das Leerheitsproblem für das erweiterte Automatenmodell
entscheidbar ist.
Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit wird ein Automatenmodell auf unbeschränkt
verzweigten Bäumen mit Gleichheits- und Ungleichheitsbedingungen über di-
rekten Teilbäumen eingeführt, welches das entsprechende Automatenmodell
aus dem Fall der beschränkt verzweigten Bäume (Bogaert und Tison, 1992)
erweitert. Aufgrund des unbeschränkten Verzweigungsgrads kann es in einer
Transition allerdings zu einer unbeschränkten Anzahl von Sohnpositionen, die
auf Gleichheit beziehungsweise Ungleichheit getestet werden müssen, kommen.
Um dies zu erfassen, werden in der Definition des Automatenmodells Formeln
der monadischen Logik zweiter Stufe benutzt, um Gleichheits- und Ungleich-
heitsbedingungen zu spezifizieren. Es wird gezeigt, dass das Leerheitsproblem
für dieses Automatenmodell entscheidbar ist. Auf diesem Resultat aufbauend
wird anschließend eine bezüglich des Erfüllbarkeitsproblems entscheidbare
Logik über Wörtern über einem unendlichen Alphabet definiert.

ABSTRACT
The notion of unranked trees has attracted much interest in current research,
especially due to their application as formal models of XML documents. In
particular, several automata and logic formalisms on unranked trees have been
considered (again) in the literature, and many results that had previously been
shown for the ranked-tree setting have turned out to hold for the unranked-tree
setting as well. In this thesis, we study two kinds of extensions of finite automata
on unranked trees, namely, the extension by arithmetical constraints and the
extension by subtree-equality constraints.
In the first part of the thesis we introduce a framework of automata on un-
ranked trees that unifies two different approaches to incorporating arithmetical
constraints known from the literature, namely the global-constraint approach of
Klaedtke and Rueß (2003) and the local-constraint approach of Seidl et al. (2003).
We investigate the relationship between the two types of arithmetical constraints
with respect to language recognition, and we show that the emptiness problem
for this automaton model is decidable.
In the second part of this thesis, we introduce automata on unranked trees
that are equipped with equality and disequality constraints between direct
subtrees, thereby extending the corresponding automaton model in the ranked-
tree setting, which was introduced by Bogaert and Tison (1982). In the definition
of the automaton model, we propose using formulas of monadic second-order
logic to capture the possibility of comparing unboundedly many direct subtrees
for equality, a feature that arises naturally in light of the unrankedness. Our
main result is that the emptiness problem for this automaton model is decidable.
Based upon this result, furthermore, we introduce a logic over data words
(that is, words over an infinite alphabet) for which the satisfiability problem is
decidable.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Trees appear in many domains of computer science, and as trees constitute a
natural generalization of words, automata on trees have already been a subject of
study since the early days of automata theory, as remarked by Büchi in [Büc89,
Chapter 6]. In fact, the techniques of tree automata theory have successfully been
applied to many domains of theoretical computer science, including, among
others, term rewriting systems, logic, program verification, and cryptography.
For a comprehensive account of tree automata theory, the reader is referred to
the textbooks [GS84, CDG+07] as well as the surveys [GS97, Tho90, Tho97].
Based on the structure of the trees that appear in different domains, two basic
types of finite (ordered) trees have been considered in automata theory. First,
in ranked trees, the number of successors of a node is determined by its label.
Example of ranked trees are binary trees and tree representations of arithmetic
terms (say, with addition and multiplication). Early references on automata on
ranked trees are the works of Doner [Don65, Don70] and Thatcher and Wright
[TW65, TW68]. By contrast, in unranked trees, the number of successors of a
node is not a priori bounded by its label. Unranked trees appear, for instance,
as derivation trees of extended context-free grammars (that is, context-free
grammars where the right-hand side of rules may contain regular expressions).
An early reference on automata on unranked trees is the work of Thatcher in
[Tha67].
Until the late 1990s, the study of automata on finite trees has been focused
on ranked trees. Since the arrival of XML, however, the notion of unranked
trees has regained interest from the research community, especially due to the
application of unranked trees as formal models of XML documents. In fact,
several automata and logic formalisms on unranked trees have been studied
(again) in the literature, and many results that had previously been shown for
the ranked-tree setting have turned out to hold for the unranked-tree setting as
well. For references, in particular on the application of automata and logics in
the context of XML research, the reader is referred to the surveys [Sch07, Nev02,
Lib06] and [CDG+07, Chapter 8].
As noted by Schwentick in [Sch07], there are a broad range of XML-related
tasks where automata on unranked trees can be applied, for example, as speci-
fication formalisms and as query formalisms for XML documents. Motivated
by these application scenarios, a current trend in the theory of unranked-tree
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automata is concerned with the development of automaton models (and the
corresponding logics) that are more expressive than the framework of finite
automata and, at the same time, retain decidability results, in particular, with
respect to the emptiness problem.
Our efforts in this thesis are devoted to this line of research: we study two
kinds of extensions of (bottom-up) finite automata on unranked trees for which
the emptiness problem remains decidable, namely, the extension by arithmetical
constraints and the extension by subtree-equality constraints. Accordingly, this
thesis consists of two parts in which the two kinds of extensions are treated
separately. Furthermore, since the extensions we consider are motivated from
the corresponding extensions in the ranked-tree setting, this thesis can be seen
as part of a research program of transferring known results from the ranked-tree
setting to the unranked-tree setting.
Part I: Automata with arithmetical constraints
A common approach to increase the expressive power of bottom-up finite tree
automata is to incorporate some constraints into the transitions, in the sense that
the transitions can only be applied if the corresponding constraints are satisfied.
For instance, in a transition of a bottom-up tree automaton one can require that
“at least half of the children of the current node are labeled by some particular
symbol”.
The latter example illustrates a typical counting constraint. Adding this
type of constraints to the transitions of unranked-tree automata is particularly
interesting in the presence of unrankedness since the number of successors of a
node in an unranked tree is not bounded a priori.
A particular automaton model that uses counting constraints is the class
of Presburger automata, which has been introduced by Seidl et al. in [SSM03,
SSMH04, SSM08] (a similar automaton model, called sheaves automata, has
independently been introduced by Dal Zilio and Lugiez in [DL03, DL06]). In
Presburger automata, transitions are equipped with counting constraints that
are expressed in Presburger arithmetic, that is, the first-order theory of the
natural numbers with addition. Based on the fact that Presburger arithmetic
is decidable, a result shown by Presburger in [Pre30], Seidl et al. showed that
the emptiness problem for Presburger automata is decidable. Moreover, they
defined a logic corresponding to Presburger automata and concluded that the
satisfiability problem for this logic is decidable.
In the ranked-tree setting, Klaedtke and Rueß pursued in [KR03, KR02]
another approach to adding arithmetical constraints into finite tree automata. In
this approach, they introduced the class of Parikh automata (on words and on
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ranked trees), in which Presburger-arithmetic constraints are posed not to the
applications of transitions but, instead, to the input as a whole. For example,
with such constraints one can express the property “at least the half of the nodes
of the input tree are labeled by some particular symbol”. As with Presburger
automata, it turns out that the emptiness problem for Parikh automata (on
words as well as on ranked trees) is decidable. As an application, Klaedtke and
Rueß showed that the satisfiability problem for a particular extension of monadic
second-order logic, which corresponds to Parikh automata, is decidable. As
a remark, a similar automaton model, called linear constraint tree automata,
has also been introduced in the unranked-tree setting by Bojan´czyk et al. in
[BDM+06].
Recapitulating, in the former approach arithmetical constraints are employed
locally in the transitions whereas in the latter arithmetical constraints are applied
globally. In the first part of the thesis we introduce, based on the idea of
Parikh automata, a framework of automata on unranked trees that unifies these
two approaches to incorporating arithmetical constraints. In particular, we
investigate the relationship between the two types of arithmetical constraints
with respect to language recognition. It will turn out that they are orthogonal to
each other in the sense that there are some properties that can only be expressed
using a certain type of constraints.
Moreover, we show that the emptiness problem for our automaton model is
decidable. In order to obtain this decidability result, we combine the emptiness
decision procedure proposed by Seidl et al. with the one proposed by Klaedtke
and Rueß. The universality problem, in contrast, is undecidable because this
problem is undecidable already for Presburger automata (see [SSM08]) and for
Parikh automata (see [KR03]).
One possible extension of the idea of Parikh automata is to allow intermediate
global constraints in the transitions; that is, the application of transitions are
subject to the satisfaction of some constraints that are posed to the part of the
input that has been processed so far. We show that with this extension, already
in the context of Parikh word automata (in the sense of Klaedtke and Rueß), leads
to the undecidability of the emptiness problem. Consequently, the extension of
Parikh automata (ranked or unranked) trees by intermediate global constraints
also leads to the undecidability of the emptiness problem.
Organization. The first part of the thesis comprises Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
We introduce our automaton model in Chapter 3 and then study the relation-
ship between global and local arithmetical constraints. Also, we investigate
some closure properties of our automaton model. We devote Chapter 4 to the
emptiness problem and the universality problem, and we conclude this chapter
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with considering the extension of Parikh word automata by intermediate global
constraints.
Some of the results presented in the first part of the thesis have been ob-
tained in collaboration with Benoît Groz, Felix Klaedtke, and Wolfgang Thomas;
furthermore, some of these results have appeared in Benoît Groz’s internship
report [Gro06].
Part II: Automata with subtree-equality constraints
Apart from arithmetical constraints, another type of constraints that has been
considered in the literature deals with the aspect of nonlinearity, which, for
instance, appears in the (non-regular) language of trees of the form a(tt), where
a is a symbol and t is a tree. In order to cover this aspect, it has been suggested,
in the context of ranked-tree automata, that the application of a transition is
subject to whether certain subtrees of the current node are equal or unequal;
here, one speaks of equality and disequality constraints between subtrees.
It turns out, however, that these constraints, in the most general form where
comparisons between arbitrary subtrees are allowed, are too powerful in the
sense that the emptiness problem for tree automata featuring such constrains
is undecidable, as shown by Mongy-Steen in [MS81]. Furthermore, Tommasi
showed in [Tom92] (see also [STTT97, STTT01]) that the undecidability remains
even if the equality constraints are only allowed between cousin subtrees, that
is, subtrees at depth at most two. Nevertheless, by imposing some appropriate
restrictions on how equality constraints between subtrees are used in the transi-
tions, it is possible to identify classes of automata with equality constraints for
which the emptiness problem remains decidable. Such a restriction is embodied
by the class of reduction automata, which has been considered by Caron et al.
in [CCC+94] and Dauchet et al. in [DCC95]. In a reduction automaton, one
requires that the number of equality and disequality tests in each path of a run
tree must be bounded.
Another class of ranked-tree automata with equality and disequality con-
straints, called Rec 6=, has been proposed by Bogaert and Tison in [BT92]: in
these automata, equality and disequality constraints are only allowed between
direct subtrees (that is, between sibling subtrees). Bogaert and Tison showed
that this class of automata is closed under the Boolean operations and that
every nondeterministic Rec 6= can be determinized. Bogaert and Tison’s main
result in [BT92] is the decidability of the emptiness problem for deterministic
Rec 6=, which carries over into the nondeterministic case since the latter can be
determinized.
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In the ranked-tree setting, the latter two classes of automata with subtree-
equality constraints have found many applications, in particular, in term rewrit-
ing systems.
Recently, motivated by applications in XML query languages, Filiot et al.
considered in [FTT07, FTT08] (see also [Fil08]) automata on (ranked as well
as unranked) trees with global equality and disequality constraints between
subtrees, which means that the subtrees to be compared do not need to be
siblings but, instead, may remotely be located in the tree. In particular, they
showed that the emptiness problem for certain subclasses of this automaton
model is decidable.
In the second part of this thesis, we aim to extend the model of automata
with equality constraints between siblings, that is, Bogaert and Tison’s automa-
ton model, to the unranked-tree setting, thereby pursuing a complementary
approach to the global equality constraints studied by Filiot et al. mentioned
above. With unrankedness, however, even the definition of such automata is
not obvious. On the one hand, the number of pairs of sibling subtrees to be
compared is not a priori bounded and may increase with the size of the under-
lying input tree. On the other hand, the (possibly unboundedly many) siblings
comparisons must be finitely representable in order to define an automaton
model properly. In order to meet these two requirements, we propose using
formulas of monadic second-order logic over the set of states to address the
pairs of siblings to be compared.
Our main result is that the emptiness problem for this automaton model, to
which we refer to as UTACS (unranked-tree automata with constraints between
siblings), is decidable. In contrast, the universality problem turns out to be
undecidable. In addition, we show that the class of nondeterministic UTACSs is
strictly more expressive than the class of deterministic UTACSs.
Our consideration of unranked-tree automata with equality constraints
between siblings are related to the notion of data words, which is an active
area of current research due to, again, applications in XML-related research.
Generally speaking, a data word is a finite word over an infinite alphabet (in
other words, a finite sequence of data values) like, for example, the set of natural
numbers. In the literature, several automaton models (and logics) for data words
(as well as data trees) have been proposed; for references, we refer the reader
to Segoufin’s survey of this subject in [Seg06]. Usually, in order to maintain
decidability results, the only operation between data values that is allowed is
to compare them with respect to equality. As trees can be used to represent
data values (for instance, natural numbers can be represented as unary trees),
equality between data values amounts to equality between trees. Hence, with an
appropriate encoding of data words as unranked trees, automata with sibling
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equalities on unranked trees can be used to describe languages of data words.
Since the emptiness problem for UTACSs is decidable, the emptiness problem
for the resulting languages of data words is decidable, too. Furthermore, we
show that the universality problem for the latter is undecidable, which implies
that the universality problem for UTACSs is undecidable, too.
Organization. The second part of the thesis comprises Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and
Chapter 7. In Chapter 5 we give the definition of unranked-tree automata with
equality and disequality constraints between siblings, and we prove that the
nondeterministic automata are strictly more expressive than the deterministic
ones. Then, we show in Chapter 6 that the emptiness problem for UTACSs is
decidable. Finally, Chapter 7 is devoted to the connection between UTACSs and
languages of data words.
The results presented in the second part of the thesis have been obtained in
collaboration with Christof Löding and have been published in [LW06, LW07,
LW09].
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Chapter 2
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, we fix the notation and basic terminology that we are going to
use throughout this thesis.
2.1 Basic notations
For every set S, we denote its cardinality by |S| and its power set by P(S). To
every pair, R and S, of sets, we denote the set of mappings from R to S by SR.
A (finite) word over a set S is a finite string, that is, a finite sequence,
consisting of members of S. We denote the empty word by ε. For every word w,
we denote its length by |w|, and, for every word w and a member s of S, we
denote the number of occurrences of s in w by |w|s. We denote the set of all
words over S by S∗ and the set of all nonempty words over S by S+.
We denote the set of natural numbers byN and the set of positive integers by
N>0. Further, we denote, to every natural number m, the set of natural numbers
that are less than or equal to m byN≤m.
For the sake of exposition, we will occasionally express exponentiation by
means of the arrow notation ↑; that is, to every pair, m and n, of natural numbers,
we denote by m ↑ n the number mn.
2.2 Automata and formal languages
We mainly follow the notations of [HU79].
An alphabet is a finite, nonempty set of symbols. To an alphabet Σ, the set
of all words over Σ is denoted by Σ∗, and the set of all nonempty words over
Σ is denoted by Σ+. A word language (or, whenever no confusion might arise,
language) over Σ is a subset of Σ∗.
To every pair, K and L, of languages over an alphabet Σ, the concatenation
of K and L is defined by KL = {uv | u ∈ K and v ∈ L}. To every language,
L, over Σ and every natural number i ≥ 1, we denote the concatenation of L
with itself i-times by Li, and we define the Kleene closure (or closure) of L by
L∗ = {ε} ∪⋃i≥1 Li. Also, we define L+ = ⋃i≥1 Li.
2.2.1 Regular word languages
Regular expressions over an alphabet Σ are built up inductively from the atomic
expressions ∅, ε, and all symbols a in Σ by using concatenation, closure, and
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union (denoted by +). To a regular expression r, we refer to the language
defined by r as L(r) or, to simplify exposition, as r. A language over Σ is said to
be regular if it can be defined by means of regular expressions.
A (nondeterministic) finite word automaton (or finite automaton or, for brevity,
FWA) over an alphabet Σ is a system A = (Q,Σ,∆, qin, F) where: Q is a finite,
nonempty set of states; ∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q is the transition relation (that is, a
set of transitions); qin is the initial state; and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states.
For every word w = a1 . . . am, m ≥ 0, in Σ∗, a run of A on w is a sequence
ρ = q0 . . . qm of states from Q such that q0 = qin and, for each i = 1, . . . , m,
we have (qi−1, ai, qi) ∈ ∆. The run ρ is said to be accepting if, in addition,
qm ∈ F. A word w in Σ∗ is accepted by A if there exists an accepting run of A
on w. The language recognized by A, denoted by L(A), refers to the language
{w ∈ Σ∗ | A accepts w}.
A deterministic finite word automaton (or, for brevity, DFWA) over an alphabet
Σ is a system A = (Q,Σ, δ, qin, F) where Q, qin, and F are defined as with
FWA and δ : Q × Σ → Q is the transition function. As usual, δ is extended
to δ∗ : Q × Σ∗ → Q by setting δ∗(q, ε) = q, for each q ∈ Q, and δ∗(q, wa) =
δ(δ∗(q, w), a), for each q ∈ Q, w ∈ Σ∗, and a ∈ Σ. A word w in Σ∗ is accepted by
A if δ∗(qin, w) ∈ F. The language recognized by A is denoted by L(A).
It is well known that finite word automata recognize precisely the regular
languages. Thus, whenever we refer to a regular language, we shall not make a
distinction as to whether the language under consideration is given by a regular
expression or by a finite word automaton, and we will switch freely between the
two formalisms. The class of regular languages over Σ is denoted by LREG(Σ),
and the class of regular languages over Σ that do not contain the empty word is
denoted by L +REG(Σ).
2.2.2 Trees and automata on trees
A tree domain D is a finite, nonempty subset ofN∗>0 that is closed under taking
prefixes and, for each u in D and each i inN>0, if ui ∈ D, then also uj ∈ D, for
every j = 1, . . . , i.
Let Σ be an alphabet. A (finite) unranked tree t over Σ (or, for brevity, Σ-labeled
unranked tree) is given by a pair (Domt, valt) where Domt is a tree domain (called
the domain of t), and valt is a mapping assigning to each member of Domt a
label, that is, a symbol, from Σ (called the valuation function of t). To simplify
exposition, we shall sometimes treat t itself as a mapping from Domt to Σ; that
is to say, we shall not distinguish between t and valt.
To a tree t over Σ, we refer to the members of Domt as the nodes of t, and we
refer to the node ε as the root of t. A node u of t is said to have k ≥ 0 successors
(or to be of rank k) if the sequence uk belongs to Domt but the sequence uk′
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with k′ = k + 1 does not. In this case, we call the node ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, a (direct)
successor of u, and we say that the nodes ui and uj, with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, are
sibling nodes. Further, a node of t is called a leaf if it has no successors. For
each node u of t, the subtree of t at u, denoted by t|u, is the tree obtained by
setting Domt|u = {v ∈ N∗>0 | uv ∈ Domt} and valt|u(v) = valt(uv), for each
v ∈ Domt|u . Further, the subtree t|u is said to be a direct subtree of t if |u| = 1,
that is, if u is a direct successor of the root of t.
We denote the set of all unranked trees over Σ by TΣ. A tree language over Σ
is a subset of TΣ.
Another way to define unranked trees over an alphabet Σ is by means of
induction, which goes as follows:
• For each symbol a in Σ, we have that a() is an unranked tree that consists
of one single node labeled with the symbol a. To simplify exposition, we
shall simply write a instead of a() whenever no confusion might arise.
• If t1, . . . , tk, k ≥ 1, are unranked trees, then so is a(t1 . . . tk), for each symbol
a in Σ; that is, the tree a(t1 . . . tk) consists of a root node that is labeled
with a and has t1, . . . , tk as its direct subtrees.
Note that this inductive definition of unranked trees is equivalent to the defini-
tion above, so we can switch freely between these two definitions.
In opposition to unranked trees, in ranked trees the number of successors
of every node is a priori given by the label of the node. In this context, we say
that the underlying alphabet is a ranked one. A ranked alphabet is given by a pair
consisting of an alphabet Σ together with a rank function rkΣ : Σ → N, which
assigns to each symbol a in Σ its rank, that is, the number of successors of every
node labeled with a. For each natural number i, let Σi denote the set of symbols
of rank i; that is, Σi = {a ∈ Σ | rkΣ(a) = i}. To simplify exposition, we will
sometimes omit the reference to rkΣ whenever no confusion might arise.
A (finite) ranked tree t over a ranked alphabet (Σ, rkΣ) (or, for brevity, over
Σ) is given by a pair (Domt, valt) where Domt is a tree domain, and valt is
a mapping assigning to each node u in Domt a symbol from Σ which, more-
over, adheres to the rank function of Σ; that is, if u has k successors, then
rkΣ(valt(u)) = k. An inductive definition of ranked trees, like the one for
unranked trees, goes as follows:
• For each symbol a in Σ0, we have that a() (or, simply, a) is a ranked tree
that consists of one single node labeled with the symbol a.
• If t1, . . . , tk, k ≥ 1, are ranked trees, then so is a(t1 . . . tk), for each symbol
a in Σk.
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We denote the set of ranked trees over (Σ, rkΣ) by T(Σ,rkΣ) (or, simply, TΣ when-
ever no confusion might arise). A tree language over (Σ, rkΣ) is a subset of
T(Σ,rkΣ).
As we are mainly concerned with unranked trees in this thesis, we will often
just say ‘tree’ instead of ‘unranked tree’ whenever the unrankedness aspect is
clear from the context.
A (nondeterministic) finite automaton on unranked trees (or, for brevity, finite
unranked-tree automaton or UTA) over an alphabet Σ is a system A = (Q,Σ,∆, F)
where: Q is a finite, nonempty set of states; ∆ ⊆ LREG(Q) × Σ × Q is the
transition relation; and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states. For every tree t ∈ TΣ,
a run ρ of A on t is an assignment of states from Q to the nodes of t which,
moreover, complies with the transition relation ∆; that is to say, for each node u
of t with k ≥ 0 successors, there exists some transition (L, a, q) in ∆ such that
the following properties are satisfied:
• The sequence of states assigned to the successors of u belongs to L; that is,
ρ(u1) · · · ρ(uk) ∈ L.
• The node u itself is labeled with a; that is, valt(u) = a.
• The node u is assigned the state q; that is, ρ(u) = q.
As a remark, the run ρ can also be seen as a Q-labeled tree with Domρ = Domt
which complies with the transition relation ∆. The run ρ is said to be accepting
if ρ(ε), the state assigned to the root of the input tree, belongs to F. A tree t in
TΣ is said to be accepted by A if there exists an accepting run of A on t. The tree
language recognized by A, denoted by T (A), is the set of trees accepted by A. For
an alphabet Σ, the class of tree languages over Σ that are recognizable by some
UTA is denoted by TUTA(Σ).
2.3 Monadic second-order logic
To every nonempty word w over an alphabet Σ, we can associate a logical
structure w, called a word structure, with:
• {1, . . . , |w|}, the set of w’s positions, as the domain of the structure;
• the successor relation Succw = {(i, j) | i, j ∈ {1, . . . , |w|} and j = i + 1};
• the order relation <w = {(i, j) | i, j ∈ {1, . . . , |w|} and i < j}; and
• the label predicate Labwa = {i ∈ {1, . . . , |w|} | the i-th position of w is
labeled with a}, for each a in Σ.
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For the sake of simplicity, we will often not distinguish between a word w and
its corresponding word structure w.
The formulas of monadic second-order (MSO) logic over words over an
alphabet Σ are built up, inductively, from:
• first-order variables, denoted by x, y, z, . . . , which range over positions
(that is, members of the domain of a word structure);
• (monadic) second-order variables (that is, set variables), denoted by X, Y,
Z, . . . , which range over sets of positions;
• to every pair, x and y, of first-order variables, the atomic formulas x = y,
x < y, and Succ(x, y);
• to every first-order variable x and every symbol a in Σ, the atomic formula
Laba(x);
• to every second-order variable X and every first-order variable x, the
atomic formula X(x);
• Boolean connectives (∩, ∨, and ¬ as well as the usual abbreviations like,
for example,→ and↔); and
• first-order as well as second-order quantifiers.
In addition, we use the logical constants min and max to refer to the first and the
last, respectively, position of a word. Furthermore, the formulas ‘true’ and ‘false’
stand for a formula that is always satisfied and for one that is always falsified,
respectively. We indicate that an MSO formula ϕ contains free occurrences of
first-order variables x1, . . . , xn and second-order variables X1, . . . , Xm by writing
ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, X1, . . . , Xm).
The formulas of first-order (FO) logic over words over Σ are MSO-formulas
which lack second-order variables and second-order quantifiers.
The interpretation and truth assignment of MSO-formulas over words are
defined as usual. For each MSO formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, X1, . . . , Xm) over words
over an alphabet Σ, we write w |= ϕ(i1, . . . , in, P1, . . . , Pm) if the formula ϕ is true
in the word structure w over Σ where the variables x1, . . . , xn are interpreted as
the positions i1, . . . , in in w and where the variables X1, . . . , Xm are interpreted
as the sets P1, . . . , Pm of positions in w.
2.4 Vectors of natural numbers
For every subset S of N and every positive integer k, we denote by Sk the set
of k-tuples over S, that is, tuples of length k each of which consists of members
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of S. For such tuples, the number k is referred to as their dimension. Further, to
simplify exposition, we also refer to such tuples simply as vectors (of natural
numbers) and denote them by d¯, e¯, . . . . As usual, vectors of natural numbers (of
the same dimension) are partially ordered by comparing them componentwise.
Every vector d¯ = (d1, . . . , dk) in Nk, k ≥ 1, can be seen as a mapping
assigning to each i in {1, . . . , k} a natural number, namely, di, the natural
number at the i-th component of d¯. This observation allows us to treat d¯ also as
a mapping from {1, . . . , k} toN and, accordingly, to refer to the i-th component
of d¯ as the value of d¯(i), for each i in {1, . . . , k}.
Conversely, every mapping from a finite set S to N can be seen, implicitly
assuming a fixed linear order on S, as a vector of natural numbers of dimension
|S|. Therefore, and for the sake of exposition, we will sometimes not distinguish
between |S|-tuples of natural numbers (that is, members ofN|S|) and mappings
from S toN (that is, members ofNS).
Furthermore, for every pair of finite sets S and R with R ⊆ S, and for every
vector d¯ ∈NS, we denote by d¯R the vector that is obtained by restricting d¯ only
to the components in R; that is, d¯R is a vector inNR (or, in our terminology, a
mapping from R toN) defined by d¯R(s) = d¯(s), for every s ∈ R.
Let k ≥ 1. The zero vector of dimension k has only zeroes in all its components
and is denoted by 0¯k or 0¯, whenever the dimension of the zero vector is clear
from the context.
To every pair, d¯ and e¯, of vectors of the same dimension, we define the vector
d¯ + e¯, called the sum of d¯ and e¯, by adding d¯ and e¯ componentwise. To every
vector d¯ and every natural number j, we obtain the vector jd¯ by componentwise
adding d¯ to itself j-times. To every pair, d¯ and e¯, of vectors of dimension k
and k′, respectively, we define the vector d¯⊗ e¯, of dimension k + k′, called the
concatenation of d¯ and e¯, by appending e¯ to d¯. Furthermore, we extend these
operations on vectors of natural numbers to sets of vectors of natural numbers
as usual.
2.5 Semilinear sets
Let k be a positive integer. A set A ⊆Nk is called linear if there are some vectors
d¯0, . . . , d¯m, m ≥ 0, inNk such that
A = {d¯0 + j1d¯1 + · · ·+ jmd¯m | j1, . . . , jm ∈N} .
In this context, the vectors d¯0, . . . , d¯m are called the generators of A. A set A ⊆Nk
is called semilinear if it is a union of finitely many linear sets. For every k ≥ 1,
we denote the class of semilinear sets of dimension k by SLk.
Ginsburg and Spanier showed in [GS64] that the class of semilinear sets is
effectively closed under all Boolean operations, addition, and concatenation.
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Theorem 2.1 (Ginsburg and Spanier). For each k ≥ 1, the class SLk of semilinear
sets of dimension k is effectively closed under union, intersection, complementation, and
addition. Furthermore, for every k, k′ ≥ 1, if A ∈ SLk and B ∈ SLk′ , then A⊗ B ∈ SLk.
A characterization of semilinear sets in terms of logic is given by Presburger
arithmetic, which is the first-order theory of the structure (N,+), that is, the
natural numbers with addition. In other words, a Presburger formula is just a
first-order formula (with equality) over this structure (cf. Section 2.3). To every
Presburger formula with k ≥ 1 free variables, say ϕ(x1, . . . , xk), we can associate
a set of vectors of natural numbers of dimension k, namely
JϕK = {d¯ ∈Nk | (N,+) |= ϕ(d¯)} ,
where ϕ(d¯) results from replacing each occurrence of the free variable xi in ϕ
with d¯(i), for each i = 1, . . . , k. A set A ⊆ Nk, k ≥ 1, is said to be a Presburger
set if there exists a Presburger formula ϕ such that JϕK = A.
As usual, we use the following abbreviations when specifying a Presburger
formula:
• For every variable x, the formula ‘x = 0’ stands for the formula ∀y.(x+ y =
y).
• For every pair, x and y, of variables, the formulas ‘x ≤ y’ and ‘x < y’ stand
for the formulas ∃z.(x + z = y) and x ≤ y ∧ ¬(x = y), respectively.
• For every variable x, the formula ‘x = 1’ stands for the formula ∀y.(y =
0∨ x ≤ y).
• For every variable x and every natural number k ≥ 2, the first-order term
‘kz’ stands for the first-order term z+ · · ·+ z consisting of k occurrences of
the variable x. Further, the formula ‘x = k’ stands for ∃y.(y = 1∧ ky = x).
• The formula ‘true’ represents a formula that is always satisfied, for instance,
the formula ∃z.(z = z).
• The formula ‘false’ represents a formula that is always falsified, for instance,
the formula ∃z.(z 6= z).
Ginsburg and Spanier showed in [GS66] that the class of semilinear sets and
the class of Presburger sets coincide. That is to say, for each semilinear set A,
say, given by its generators, we can effectively find a Presburger formula that
defines A. Conversely, given a Presburger formula ϕ, we can effectively find
some vectors of natural numbers such that the semilinear set generated by these
vectors coincides with the set JϕK.
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The main result concerning Presburger arithmetic is that the truth of every
Presburger sentence is decidable, a result shown by Presburger in [Pre30].
Consequently, the emptiness problem for Presburger sets, and thus also for
semilinear sets, is decidable.
2.6 Parikh’s theorem
Let Σ be an alphabet. The Parikh mapping ΦΣ : Σ∗ →N|Σ| is defined by setting
(ΦΣ(w))(a) = |w|a ,
for each w in Σ∗ and each a in Σ. In other words, ΦΣ(w), called the Parikh image
of w (with respect to Σ), assigns to each a in Σ the number of occurrences of a
in w. Likewise, for every language L over Σ, the set ΦΣ(L) defined by
{ΦΣ(w) | w ∈ L}
is called the Parikh image of L.
The main result concerning the Parikh mapping is that the Parikh image of
every context-free language is effectively semilinear, which has been shown by
Parikh in [Par66]; in the sequel, this fact will often be referred to as Parikh’s
theorem.
Theorem 2.2 (Parikh). The Parikh image of every context-free language is effectively
semilinear.
The term ‘effective’ in Theorem 2.2 refers to the following: if the context-free
language L under consideration is given by a context-free grammar, then we can
effectively find the generators of ΦΣ(L).
As has been remarked by Parikh in [Par66, Corollary 1], the converse of
Parikh’s theorem also holds: for every semilinear set A, say, given by its gen-
erators, we can effectively construct a regular expression (or finite automaton),
thus also a context-free grammar, such that the Parikh image of this language
yields A. As a corollary, every context-free language, with respect to its Parikh
image, is equivalent to a regular language.
2.7 Two-register machines
A 2-register machine M consists of two registers, say R1 and R2, whose values
range over natural numbers, and is given by a numbered list [〈1, I1〉, . . . , 〈k, Ik〉],
k > 1, where Ij, for each j = 1, . . . , k− 1, is one of the following instructions:
• INC(R), where R ∈ {R1,R2};
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• DEC(R), where R ∈ {R1,R2};
• IF (R = 0) GOTO m, where R ∈ {R1,R2} and m ∈ {1, . . . , k};
• GOTO m, where m ∈ {1, . . . , k};
and Ik is the instruction STOP. The meanings of these instructions are fairly
self-explanatory. Regarding the conditional jump (that is, the IF-instruction),
if the condition of the instruction is not satisfied, the machine jumps to the
next instruction. Also, in order to avoid negative register values, we assume,
without loss of generality, that each decrement instruction is preceded by a
check whether the corresponding register value is positive.
A configuration κ of M is a triple (p, d, e) ∈ {1, . . . , k} ×N2 consisting of the
current instruction number p and the current values, d and e, of the registers.
The initial configuration is (1, 0, 0). A configuration κ′ = (p′, d′, e′) is said to
be the next configuration of κ = (p, d, e) if the former results from the correct
execution of the instruction number p with the register values d and e, in which
case we write κ `M κ′.
A computation of M (starting from the initial configuration) is a sequence
of configurations κ1, . . . , κm, m ≥ 1, such that κ1 is the initial configuration and
each pair of subsequent configurations complies with the next-configuration
relation. Such a computation of M is said to be a halting computation if the last
configuration κm carries the instruction number k; that is, the instruction STOP
is reached.
A well-known result due to Minsky in [Min61] states that the halting problem
for 2-register machines, which is the question whether, for a given 2-register
machine, a halting computation that starts from the initial configuration exists,
is undecidable.
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Part I
ARITHMETICAL CONSTRAINTS
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Chapter 3
AUTOMATA WITH ARITHMETICAL CONSTRAINTS
In this chapter, we introduce an extension of finite automata on unranked trees
by adding arithmetical constraints to the basic model of finite automata. Our
starting point is the notion of Parikh automata on words, introduced by Klaedtke
and Rueß in [KR03], which extends the standard model of finite automata on
words by a counting mechanism as follows. One associates with each automaton
transition a vector of natural numbers. In this way, each run of the automaton
induces a vector of natural numbers that arises as the sum of all vectors of
natural numbers that occur in the run. Then, a run is said to be accepting if and
only if the induced vector of natural numbers satisfies a pre-given arithmetical
constraint that is expressed as a semilinear set or, equivalently, as a Presburger
formula. With this extension, for instance, we can express arithmetical properties
on words such as “the number of occurrences of a and b are equal”.
The notion of Parikh automata is very flexible; the underlying idea can di-
rectly be applied to many other automaton models such as pushdown automata.
In fact, in [KR03] Klaedtke and Rueß also defined Parikh automata on ranked
trees, and it is actually straightforward to extend their automaton model to the
unranked setting.
As the arithmetical constraints of Parikh automata are posed to runs as a
whole, we can regard Parikh automata as an extension of finite automata by
global arithmetical constraints. On the other hand, the notion of Presburger
automata1, introduced by Seidl et al. in [SSM03, SSMH04, SSM08], extends
the model of finite automata on unranked trees by embedding arithmetical
constraints in the transitions in the sense that the application of a transition is
subject to the satisfaction of an arithmetical constraint. In this context, we thus
speak about local constraints: as opposed to Parikh automata, the arithmetical
constraints in Presburger automata are posed only to parts of runs. An example
of properties we can express using Presburger automata is “each node has as
many a-labeled children as b-labeled ones”.
In this chapter, we intend to conduct the extension of Parikh automata to
unranked trees formally, and, moreover, go even slightly further: we will embed
arithmetical constraints also in the transitions rather than just in the acceptance
condition, similar to the notion of Presburger automata. In this regard, our
1A similar automaton model, called sheaves automata, has been introduced by Dal Zilio and
Lugiez in [DL03].
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automaton framework can be seen as unifying the two existing approaches, the
global and the local one, to incorporating arithmetical constraints into automata
on unranked trees.
This chapter is organized as follows. In order to give a flavor of the flexibility
of the notion of Parikh automata, we start by recalling the definition of Parikh
automata on words in the next section. In Section 3.2 we introduce our automa-
ton model, that is, the extension of Parikh automata to unranked trees, with
both global and local arithmetical constraints. In Section 3.3 we compare the
expressive power of the two types, local and global, of constraints. In Section 3.4
we formally prove that our automaton model, if restricted to local constraints
only, is expressively equivalent to Presburger automata. Finally, in Section 3.5
we study some closure properties of our automaton model.
3.1 Parikh automata on words
Definition 3.1. A Parikh word automaton (or, for brevity, PWA) is a system
A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, qin, d¯in, F, C), where:
• Q is a finite, nonempty set of states;
• D ⊆Nk is a finite, nonempty set of vectors of natural numbers of dimen-
sion k, for some k ≥ 1; for the sake of simplicity, we will often refer to D
as the auxiliary (vector) set of A and to its members as auxiliary vectors of A,
and refer to k as the dimension of A;
• Σ is an alphabet (that is, the input alphabet of A);
• ∆ ⊆ (Q× D)× Σ× (Q× D) is the transition relation of A, that is, a finite
set of transitions of the form (〈q, d¯〉, a, 〈q′, d¯′〉);2
• qin ∈ Q is the initial state;
• d¯in ∈ D is the initial vector;
• F is a subset of Q× D containing the final pairs of states and vectors; and
• C is an arithmetical constraint which is given as a semilinear set of dimen-
sion k.
For every input word w = a1 . . . am in Σ∗, a run of A on w is a sequence
ρ = 〈q0, d¯0〉 . . . 〈qm, d¯m〉 of pairs from Q× D such that:
• q0 = qin;
2In order to avoid confusion, we will often write 〈q, d¯〉 instead of (q, d¯)
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• d¯0 = d¯in;
• for every i = 0, . . . , m− 1, the transition (〈qi, d¯i〉, ai, 〈qi+1, d¯i+1〉) belongs to
∆.
The run ρ is said to be accepting if and only if the following two requirements
are fulfilled:
• 〈qm, d¯m〉, the last pair in ρ, belongs to F; and
• ∑mi=0 d¯i, the sum over all vectors occurring in ρ, belongs to C (or, in other
words, satisfies the arithmetical constraint C).
The input word w is said to be accepted by A if and only if there exists some
accepting run of A on w. The (word) language recognized by A, that is, the set
of words accepted by A, is denoted by L(A).
Notice that the underlying transition structure of a PWA A, as defined above,
can be seen as a finite word automaton with Q× D as its state set and with an
additional acceptance condition.
As a remark, our definition is slightly different from, but equivalent to,
the original definition by Klaedtke and Rueß. In the latter definition a vector
of natural number is assigned to the input symbol occurring in a transition
whereas in our definition a vector is assigned to each of the states occurring in a
transition.
3.2 Parikh automata on unranked trees
Usually, the transition from word automata to bottom-up automata on unranked
trees involves two modifications in the automaton model. First, a run is no
longer a sequence but, instead, an unranked tree. Second, the precondition of a
transition (that is, the first component of a transition) is no longer a single state
but, instead, a regular language (given as, for instance, a finite word automaton,
which is, in this context, called a horizontal automaton) over the state set of
the underlying tree automaton, which allows us to deal with the unrankedness
aspect, while still maintaining a finite representation of the automaton.
The definition of Parikh automata on unranked trees is now all but straight-
forward; we assign to each node of a run tree a vector of natural numbers,
and we consider the run tree accepting if, in addition to the usual acceptance
condition by final states, the sum of all vectors occurring in the run tree satisfies
an arithmetical constraint specified by a semilinear set. In fact, in terms of
ranked trees, this extension has also been proposed by Klaedtke and Rueß in
[KR03].
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In light of the unrankedness aspect, we can go even further than Klaedtke
and Rueß’s extension to (unranked) tree automata: For the horizontal automata
of an unranked-tree automaton, one can employ Parikh word automata in place of
finite word automata since the former have a finite representation as well. For the
application of a bottom-up transition to a node of an input tree, this means that
the sequence of states occurring at the children of this node (or, more specifically,
the sum of the vectors occurring therein) has to satisfy an arithmetical constraint
as well. This observation thus allows us to use arithmetical constraints not only
globally, that is, with respect to a run as a whole (as is the case with Klaedtke
and Rueß’s definition), but also locally, that is, with respect to the application of
a transition at a node of the input tree.
Definition 3.2. A (bottom-up) Parikh unranked-tree automaton (or, for brevity,
PUTA) is a system A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C), where:
• Q is a finite, nonempty set of states;
• D ⊆Nk, called the auxiliary set of A, is a finite, nonempty set of vectors of
natural numbers of dimension k, for some k ≥ 1; we refer to the vectors in
D as auxiliary vectors;
• Σ is an alphabet (that is, the input alphabet of A);
• ∆ ⊆ LREG(Q × D) × SLk × Σ × (Q × D) is the transition relation of A,
that is, a finite set of transitions of the form (L, α, a, 〈q, d¯〉) where L is a
regular language over Q× D and α is an arithmetical constraint given as a
semilinear set of dimension k; 3
• F is a subset of Q× D containing the final pairs of states and vectors; and
• C is an arithmetical constraint which is given as a semilinear set of dimen-
sion k.
For every input tree t in TΣ, a run ρ of A on t is a mapping assigning to each
node of t a pair from Q× D which complies with the transition relation ∆; that
is to say, for each node u of rank i in t, there exists some transition (L, α, a, 〈q, d¯〉)
in ∆ such that
• ρ(u1) . . . ρ(ui) ∈ L;
• ∑ij=1 d¯j ∈ α;
• valt(u) = a; and
3For better readability, arithmetical constraints in transitions will usually be denoted by α, β,
etc.
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• ρ(u) = 〈q, d¯〉.
Note that, if u is a leaf (that is, i = 0), the first of these requirements means
ε ∈ L, and the second one means 0¯ ∈ α. Note also that ρ can be seen as a tree
over Q× D with Domρ = Domt; accordingly, we will often also refer to ρ as a
run tree. The run ρ is said to be accepting if and only if:
• ρ(ε), the pair assigned to the root of the input tree, belongs to F;
• ∑〈q,d¯〉∈ρ(Domt) d¯, the sum over all vectors occurring in ρ, belongs to C.
The input tree t is said to be accepted by A if there exists some accepting run of A
on t. The tree language recognized by A is the set of trees accepted by A, which is
denoted by T (A).
For each alphabet Σ, the class of tree languages over Σ that are recognizable
by Parikh unranked-tree automata is denoted by TPUTA(Σ).
We refer to the arithmetical constraints occurring in the transitions of a
PUTA as local constraints and to the ones occurring in the acceptance condition
of a PUTA as global constraints. Furthermore, whenever specifying arithmetical
constraints of a PUTA of dimension k by means of Presburger formulas, unless
stated otherwise, we will use the free variables x1, . . . , xk.
Example 3.3. Let Σ be the alphabet {a, b}. Each of the following tree languages
over Σ is recognizable by a PUTA:
T1 = {t ∈ TΣ | t contains the same number of a-labeled and b-labeled nodes}
T2 = {t ∈ TΣ | each node of t has at least as many a-labeled children
as b-labeled ones}
T3 = T1 ∩ T2
In order to construct a PUTA A1 recognizing T1, we use the auxiliary vectors
(1, 0) and (0, 1); in essence, these vectors are supposed to be associated with
a and b, respectively. Then, we use a global constraint expressing that in an
accepting run the first and the second component of the sum of the vectors
occurring in the run are equal. Formally, we define A1 = (Q1, D1,Σ,∆1, F1, C1)
by setting
• Q1 = {q};
• D1 = {(1, 0), (0, 1)};
• ∆1 = {((Q1 × D1)∗,N2, a, 〈q, (1, 0)〉), ((Q1 × D1)∗,N2, b, 〈q, (0, 1)〉)
• F1 = Q1 × D1; and
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• C1 is the semilinear set defined by the Presburger formula
ϕC1(x1, x2) = (x1 = x2) .
Note thatN2 in the definition of ∆1 corresponds to the Presburger formula true;
in other words, A1 makes use of no local constraints at all.
For a PUTA recognizing T2, we modify A1 to A2 as follows. We remove the
global constraint (that is, we replace C1 withN2), and add to each transition in
∆1 the constraint α ⊆N2 defined by the Presburger formula
ϕα(x1, x2) = x2 ≤ x1 ;
that is, the set ∆2 of A2’s transitions is defined by
∆2 = {((Q1 × D1)∗, α, a, 〈q, (1, 0)〉), ((Q1 × D1)∗, α, b, 〈q, (0, 1)〉)} .
Finally, a PUTA A3 recognizing T3 can be obtained by combining both types
of constraints: we define A3 as the PUTA with A2’s transition relation and A1’s
global constraint.
3.3 Local versus global constraints
In this section, we study the relationship between the two types, local and global,
of constraints that occur in the definition of PUTAs. In particular, we will show
that the two types of constraints are orthogonal to each other.
Definition 3.4. A Parikh unranked-tree automaton A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C) of
dimension k is said to be local if it does not make use of any global constraints;
that is, C =Nk (or, equivalently, C = JtrueK).
For each alphabet Σ, we refer to the class of tree languages over Σ that are
recognizable by some local PUTA as TLocPUTA(Σ).
Definition 3.5. A Parikh unranked-tree automaton A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C) of
dimension k is said to be global if it does not make use of any local constraints;
that is, for each transition (L, α, a, 〈q, d¯〉) in ∆, the constraint α is equal to the set
Nk (or, equivalently, JtrueK).
For each alphabet Σ, we refer to the class of tree languages over Σ that are
recognizable by some global PUTA as TGloPUTA(Σ).
Intuitively, local constraints can only be used to check arithmetical properties
with respect to nodes as single entities and its children. Consequently, local
constraints cannot express properties involving all the nodes of an input tree. In
contrast, global constraints can only express arithmetical properties concerning
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an input tree viewed as a whole, so they cannot examine its local structure. In
the following, we aim to formalize these observations: we will show that there is
some tree language that is not recognizable by using only global constraints and
that, conversely, there is some tree language that is not recognizable by using
only local constraints.
Proposition 3.6. For every alphabet Σ, there exists a tree language over Σ that is
recognizable by some global PUTA, but not by any local PUTA.
In order to show this proposition, we proceed in two steps. First, we consider
in Lemma 3.7 the case Σ = {a, b}; note that all other cases with |Σ| ≥ 2 can
be treated in the same way. Then, we consider in Lemma 3.8 the case that Σ
consists of only one symbol.
Lemma 3.7. Let Σ = {a, b}. Then, there exists a tree language over Σ that is recogniz-
able by some global PUTA, but not by any local PUTA.
Proof. We will show that the tree language T1 of Example 3.3, namely
T1 = {t ∈ TΣ | t contains the same number of a-labeled and b-labeled nodes} ,
satisfies the requirements of the lemma. For this, we first observe that the PUTA
A1 given in Example 3.3, which recognizes T1, is a global one. It thus remains to
show that there exists no local PUTA that recognizes T1.
Toward a contradiction, assume that a local PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, JtrueK)
recognizes T1, and suppose that |Q × D| = n. Consider the unary tree t
consisting of (n + 1) nodes labeled by a that are followed by, in the order from
root to leaf, (n + 1) nodes labeled by b; that is,
t = a(a(. . . (a︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n + 1)-times
( b(b(. . . (b︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n + 1)-times
) . . . ) . (3.1)
As A does not make use of any global constraint, the claim follows by a standard
pumping argument, which will be, for the sake of completeness, formalized
below.
Since t ∈ T1, there exists an accepting run ρ of A on t. Suppose ρ(1i) = 〈qi, d¯i〉,
for every node 1i of t, where i = 0, . . . , 2n + 1. By the definition of accepting
runs, ρ satisfies the following properties:
• ρ(ε) ∈ F;
• ∑2n+1i=0 d¯i ∈ JtrueK;
• for each i = 0, . . . , 2n, there exists some transition (Li, αi, σi, 〈qi, d¯i〉) in ∆
such that
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– 〈qi+1, d¯i+1〉 ∈ Li;
– d¯i+1 ∈ αi;
– valt(1i) = σi;
• there exists some transition (L2n+1, α2n+1, σ2n+1, 〈q2n+1, d¯2n+1〉) in ∆ such
that
– ε ∈ L2n+1;
– 0¯ ∈ α2n+1;
– valt(12n+1) = σ2n+1.
Among the (n + 1) nodes in t that are labeled by a there exist at least two
distinct nodes that are assigned the same pair from Q× D by ρ; that is to say,
there exist some j, h ∈ {0, . . . , n} such that j < h and ρ(1j) = ρ(1h). Let us now
consider the tree t′ that is obtained from t by removing the nodes 1j+1, . . . , 1h
and the corresponding assignment ρ′ that emerges from the run ρ; that is, t′ and
ρ′ satisfy the following properties:
• Domt′ = {1i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n + 1− (h− j)};
• for each i = 0, . . . , h, we have t′(1i) = t(1i) and ρ′(1i) = ρ(1i); and
• for each i = h + 1, . . . , 2n + 1− (h − j), we have t′(1i) = t(1i+h−j) and
ρ′(1i) = ρ(1i+h−j).
Then, it is straightforward to show that ρ′ is indeed an accepting run of A on
t′, the crucial point being the fact that the removal of some part of the (run)
tree does not affect the satisfaction of the global constraint (since true is always
satisfied), nor any local constraint (since, for each node, either all or none of its
children are removed). Hence, t′ is accepted by A, which is a contradiction since
t′ does not belong to the language T1.
Lemma 3.8. Let Σ = {a}. Then, there exists a tree language over Σ that is recognizable
by some global PUTA, but not by any local PUTA.
Proof. Basically, the main idea of the proof is the same as the idea used in the
proof of Lemma 3.7 above; namely, we want to consider the language of trees of
the form given in (3.1). Since the alphabet consists of only one symbol, a, we
will replace every b-labeled node with a binary branching. For instance, we will
consider a(a(a(aa(aa)))) instead of a(a(b(b))).
Formally, for every j ≥ 1, let tj be the tree over Σ with
Domtj = {1i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 2j} ∪ {1j−11i2 | 1 ≤ i ≤ j} .
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a a a a a a a a
aaaa
. . . . . .
︸ ︷︷ ︸
j-times ︸ ︷︷ ︸
j-times
Figure 3.1: The tree tj of Lemma 3.8; the left-most node is the root, and at
every branch the upper and the lower node depict the first and the second child,
respectively.
In particular, tj consists of j unarily-branching nodes followed, in the order from
root to leaves, by j binarily-branching nodes (for an illustration, see Figure 3.1).
We define the language T as the language of all these tj; that is,
T = {tj ∈ TΣ | j ≥ 1} .
We will show that T is recognizable by some global PUTA but not by any local
PUTA.
We construct a global PUTA recognizing T as follows. We use the auxiliary
vectors (0, 0), (1, 0), and (0, 1), which will be assigned to the leaves, the unary
branchings, and the binary branchings, respectively. Using an appropriate global
constraint we can then ensure that a tree is accepted if and only if it has as many
unary branchings as binary branchings. Formally, we define the global PUTA
A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C) where
• Q = {q};
• D = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)};
• ∆ = {(ε,N2, a, 〈q, (0, 0)〉), (Q× D,N2, a, 〈q, (1, 0)〉),
((Q× D)2,N2, a, 〈q, (0, 1)〉};
• F = Q× D;
• C = Jx1 = x2K.
Finally, the pumping argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.7 above can be
adapted to show that there is indeed no local PUTA that recognizes T.
To summarize, we conclude from Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.8 that there are
some arithmetical properties that can only be expressed in the presence of global
constraints. Orthogonally, there are some properties which can be expressed
only in the presence of local constraints.
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Proposition 3.9. For every alphabet Σ, there exists a tree language over Σ that is
recognizable by some local PUTA, but not by any global PUTA.
As with Proposition 3.6, we will first consider the case Σ = {a, b}. All other
cases with |Σ| ≥ 2 can be treated in the same way, and the case |Σ| = 1 can be
treated using the same technique as the one used in the proof of Lemma 3.8
above.
Lemma 3.10. Let Σ = {a, b}. Then, there exists a tree language over Σ that is
recognizable by some local PUTA, but not by any global PUTA.
Proof. We will show that the language T2 of Example 3.3, namely
T2 = {t ∈ TΣ | each node of t has at least as many a-labeled children
as b-labeled ones} ,
satisfies the requirements of the lemma. Notice that the PUTA A2 given in
Example 3.3, which recognizes T2, is indeed a local PUTA. Hence, it remains to
show that T2 is not recognizable by any global PUTA.
In order to show that T2 is not recognizable by any global PUTA, suppose,
toward a contradiction, that it is recognized by some global PUTA of dimension
k, say, A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C).
As in the proof of Lemma 3.7, our aim is to construct an accepting run tree
of A that is sufficiently large such that we can remove, or pump, some part of it
without affecting its being an accepting run. Note that in the proof of Lemma
3.7, whenever a node is removed, then so are all its successors. Consequently,
the application of the pumping argument therein does not affect the satisfaction
of the (other) local constraints. In the presence of a global constraint, however,
removing a certain part of a run tree might affect the sum of the vectors occurring
in the whole run and thus the satisfaction of the global constraint, as will be
illustrated in the following.
Consider the tree s defined by
a ( a . . . a︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times
b . . . b︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times
) , (3.2)
where n ≥ 1 is assumed to be a sufficiently large number. Clearly, s belongs to
T2, so there exists an accepting run ρ of A on s. In particular, there exists some
transition (L,Nk, a, 〈q, d¯〉) in ∆ such that ρ(ε) = 〈q, d¯〉, and
ρ(1) . . . ρ(2n) ∈ L . (3.3)
Since L is a regular subset of (Q × D)∗, by the pumping lemma for regular
languages (see, for instance, [HU79]), it has a pumping constant, say, nL, and
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a pumping length, say, pL, which is less than or equal to nL. Assuming that
n ≥ nL, we can thus remove pL pairs among the first n pairs in (3.3) without
affecting the membership in L nor the satisfaction of the (trivial) local constraint.
In other words, there exists some j such that 1 ≤ j + pL ≤ nL and
ρ(1) . . . ρ(j)ρ(j + pL + 1) . . . ρ(2n) ∈ L ,
so the transition above can still be applied. As a result, we obtain from ρ a run
ρ′ of A on the modified tree
s′ = a ( a . . . a︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n− pL)-times
b . . . b︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times
) .
On the other hand, ρ′ bears fewer auxiliary vectors than ρ does, so their respec-
tive sums might differ. That is to say, the modified run ρ′ might violate the
global constraint and might thus be a non-accepting run.
In order to cope with this, we aim to restore the sum of the vectors we have
removed into other parts of ρ, so, overall, the sum of the vectors occurring in
ρ′ is equal to the sum of the vectors occurring in ρ; in particular, the former
satisfies the global constraint as well as the latter. To this end, we consider a tree
consisting of sufficiently many, say, m, copies of the tree s. In each copy of s the
same pumping argument as above applies, so we obtain m possibilities to pump.
Since D and ∆ are both finite, there are only finitely many pumping lengths and
thus only finitely many possible sums of vectors that can be pumped. Hence, if
m is sufficiently large, then there must be two copies of s sharing the same sum
of vectors that can be pumped. Therefore, we can remove this sum at one of the
copies, and restore it at the other. In this way, we can thus ensure that the global
constraint remains satisfied.
We now come to formalizing these pumping arguments. Let n be a natural
number which is greater than all the pumping constants of the transitions of A;
that is,
n > max{nL | nL is the pumping constant of some L occurring in ∆} . (3.4)
Further, let m be a natural number which is greater than the number of possible
sums of vectors that can be pumped. Since, by (3.4), the pumping length of each
regular language occurring in ∆ is smaller than n, we need only to consider
sums of nonempty vector sequences of length smaller than n. Together with the
fact that vector addition is commutative, it follows that
m >
n
∑
i=1
(|D|
i
)
, (3.5)
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a
a
a · · · a b · · · b
. . . a
a · · · a b · · · b
Figure 3.2: The tree t in the proof of Lemma 3.10; the root has m a-labeled
children, each of which has n a-labeled children followed by n b-labeled children.
the right-hand side being the number of possibilities of choosing at most n
vectors from D.
Let s be defined as in (3.2), and let
t = a( s . . . s︸ ︷︷ ︸
m-times
) .
That is, t consists of m copies of s, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. For the sake of
exposition, let us number the m copies of s in t; that is, t = a(s1 . . . sm), where
si = s, for each i = 1, . . . , m.
Clearly, t belongs to T2, so there must be an accepting run ρ of A on t. For
the sake of exposition, let us fix how we refer to parts of ρ in the following. First
of all, let ρ(ε) = 〈q, d¯〉. For each i = 1, . . . , m, let ρ(i) = 〈qi, d¯i〉, and, further, for
each h = 1, . . . , m, let ρ(ih) = 〈qih, d¯ih〉.
By the definition of runs, there exists, for each i = 1, . . . , m, some transition
(Li,Nk, a, 〈qi, d¯i〉) in ∆ such that
ρ(i1) . . . ρ(i(2n + 2)) ∈ Li .
Since Li is regular, the pumping lemma for regular languages applies to it; that
is, there exist a pumping constant nLi , a pumping length pLi , and some ji such
that
1 ≤ ji + pLi ≤ nLi ,
and
ρ(i1) . . . ρ(iji)
[
ρ(i(ji + 1)) . . . ρ(i(ji + pLi))
]`
ρ(i(ji + pLi + 1)) . . . ρ(2n) ∈ Li ,
(3.6)
for each ` ≥ 0. Note that, in particular, (3.6) holds for ` = 0 and ` = 2. Note
also that the local constraint of the transition under consideration is a trivial
one, namely Nk, so the satisfaction of the local constraint, and thus also the
applicability of the transition, remains unaffected regardless of the value of `.
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Furthermore, let e¯i, for each i = 1, . . . , m, denote the sum of the vectors
occurring in the pumpable part of (3.6); that is,
e¯i =
ji+pLi
∑
h=ji+1
d¯ih .
Such an e¯i consists of at most pLi summands, and thus at most n summands,
each of which belongs to D. Hence, by (3.5), there exist some h and ` such that
1 ≤ h < ` ≤ m ,
and
e¯h = e¯` .
We now modify t in order to obtain t′ as follows: we remove, on the one
hand, the pumpable part of sh, and repeat, on the other hand, the pumpable
part of s`. Formally, we define
s′h = a ( a . . . a︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n− pLh )-times
b . . . b︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times
) ,
and
s′` = a ( a . . . a︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n + pL` )-times
b . . . b︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times
) ,
and
t′ = a(s1 . . . sh−1s′hsh+1 . . . s`−1s
′
`s`+1 . . . sm) .
Then, the restriction of ρ on t′, say ρ′, is still a valid run of A, as has been seen
above. Moreover, the sum of the vectors occurring in ρ′ is the same as the sum
of the vectors occurring in ρ, so the former as well as the latter is accepting.
Hence, A accepts t′.
On the other hand, t′ does not belong to T2 since the subtree s′h of t
′ has
fewer a-labeled children than b-labeled ones, which is a contradiction. Therefore,
we conclude that T2 cannot be recognized by any global PUTA.
As with Lemma 3.8, we can modify the proof of Lemma 3.10, by replacing
every b-labeled leaf (notice that each b-labeled node therein is a leaf) with a
binary branching, in order to settle the case |Σ| = 1 of Proposition 3.9, which is
stated in the following lemma:
Lemma 3.11. Let Σ = {a}. Then, there exists a tree language over Σ that is recogniz-
able by some local PUTA, but not by any global PUTA.
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3.4 Presburger automata
In this section, we study the relationship between Parikh unranked-tree automata
with Presburger automata on unranked trees, that is, the automaton model
introduced by Seidl et al. in [SSM03].
Definition 3.12. A (bottom-up) Presburger unranked-tree automaton (or, for brevi-
ty, Presburger-UTA or Presburger automaton) is a system A = (Q,Σ,∆, F) where:
• Q is a finite, nonempty set of states;
• Σ is an alphabet;
• ∆ ⊆ LREG(Q)× SL|Q| × Σ×Q is the transition relation of A, that is, a finite
set of transitions of the form (L, α, a, q) where L is a regular language
over Q, and α is a semilinear subset of N|Q|, which is intended to be an
arithmetical constraint with respect to the number of occurrences of states
among the children of the node under consideration;
• F is a subset of Q containing the final states.
For every input tree t in TΣ, a run of A on t is an assignment of states to the
nodes of t which complies with the transition relation ∆. That is, for each node
u of rank i in t, there exists some transition (L, α, a, q) in ∆ such that:
• ρ(u1) . . . ρ(ui) ∈ L;
• ΦQ(ρ(u1) . . . ρ(ui)) ∈ α, where ΦQ is the Parikh mapping with respect to
Q (note that we implicitly assume an ordering of the states in Q); in other
words, the vector indicating the number of occurrences of the states from
Q in the sequence ρ(u1) . . . ρ(ui) satisfies the constraint α;
• valt(u) = a;
• ρ(u) = q.
Note that, if u is a leaf (that is, i = 0), the first of these requirements means that
ε ∈ L, and the second one means that 0¯ ∈ α. Note also that ρ can be seen as a
tree over Q with Domρ = Domt. The run ρ is said to be accepting if ρ(ε) belongs
to F. The input tree t is said to be accepted by A if there exists some accepting
run of A on t. The tree language recognized by A is the set of trees accepted by A,
which is denoted by T (A).
For every alphabet Σ, the class tree languages over Σ that are recognizable
by Presburger automata is denoted by TPresUTA(Σ).
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Example 3.13. Let Σ be the alphabet {a, b}, and let us consider the tree language
T2 of Example 3.3:
T2 = {t ∈ TΣ | each node of t has at least as many a-labeled children
as b-labeled ones} .
We construct a Presburger automaton that recognizes T2 as follows. We use
two states, qa and qb, which are also final states, and assign them to the nodes
according to their label (a or b, respectively). Further, the transition relation
contains two transitions, (L, α, a, qa) and (L, α, b, qb), where α is a semilinear set
of dimension 2 expressing that the number of occurrences of qa (say, the first
component) and that of qb (say, the second component) are equal. That is,
α = Jx1 = x2K .
Note that Presburger automata do not make use of any global constraints. In
fact, a Presburger automaton can be seen as a local PUTA for which, moreover,
the auxiliary vectors are used only to count the number of occurrences of states.
Proposition 3.14. To every Presburger automaton on unranked trees there exists an
equivalent local PUTA.
Proof. Given a Presburger automaton A = (Q,Σ,∆, F), we construct a local
PUTA A′ = (Q′, D′,Σ,∆′, F′, JtrueK) as follows:
• We take Q as the state set Q′.
• The PUTA A′ is of dimension |Q|, the intention being to associate each
component of such a vector with a state of Q. Accordingly, we have D ⊆
N|Q|. Moreover, as we are only interested in the number of occurrences
of states, we use only unit vectors (a unit vector is one with exactly one
occurrence of 1) as auxiliary vectors, and we associate each q in Q with
the unit vector carrying a 1 at the q-component, which will be denoted by
e¯q in the following; that is, for each q and p in Q, we define
e¯q(p) =
{
1 , if p = q ,
0 , otherwise .
• The transition relation ∆′ results from ∆ by associating, for each transition,
the states occurring therein with the corresponding auxiliary (unit) vectors.
More precisely, for each transition (L, α, a, q) in ∆, we have in ∆′ a transition
(L′, α, a, 〈q, e¯q〉), where L′ results from L by replacing the occurrences of
every state q in Q with the pair 〈q, e¯q〉. Note that the resulting language L′
is still a regular language.
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• For the set of final states, we define F′ = {〈q, e¯q〉 | q ∈ Q}.
It is straightforward to show that A′ indeed recognizes T (A).
In this regard, Presburger automata thus constitute a restricted subclass
of local PUTA; after all, local PUTAs are equipped with more possibilities of
counting. Even so, the converse is also true; that is, Presburger automata are
expressive enough to recognize all tree languages recognizable by local PUTAs,
which is stated in the following proposition4.
Proposition 3.15. To every local PUTA there exists an equivalent Presburger automa-
ton.
Proof. Given a local PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, JtrueK) of dimension k ≥ 1, the
main idea in constructing an equivalent Presburger automaton is to use pairs
from Q × D as states. In this way, runs of the Presburger automaton, if we
ignore the satisfaction of the arithmetical constraints, are just runs of A. It then
remains to ensure that the satisfaction of the PUTA-constraints carries over as
well.
We now define the Presburger automaton A′ = (Q′,Σ,∆′, F′) as follows. The
set of states is defined by Q′ = Q× D, and, similarly, the set of final states is
defined by F′ = F. For each transition (L, α, a, 〈q, d¯〉) in ∆, we put the transition
(L, α′, a, 〈q, d¯〉) into ∆′, where α′ will be defined below, such that an application
of the former implies an application of the latter, and vice versa. This means, in
particular, that α is satisfied if and only if α′ is satisfied.
Given a transition (L, α, a, 〈q, d¯〉) in ∆, we define α′ as follows.
For convenience, suppose that Q = {q1, . . . , qn} and D = {d¯1, . . . , d¯m}.
Since α is a semilinear subset of Nk, there exists a Presburger formula, say,
ϕα(x1, . . . , xk), defining α. Note also that, for every underlying word w over
Q× D, semantically, the variable xh, for each h = 1, . . . , k, is interpreted as the
h-th component of the sum over all vectors occurring in w. We are now going
to define α′ by means of a Presburger formula, say, ψ, as well. In contrast to
ϕα, the formula ψ has y11, . . . , y1m, . . . , yn1, . . . , ynm as free variables, where the
variable yij, for each i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m, is interpreted as the number
of occurrences of 〈qi, d¯j〉.
Intuitively, ψ express the same constraint as ϕα, so the task remaining is to
express in ψ the variable xh, for each h = 1, . . . , k, in terms of ψ’s free variables.
To this end, we observe that the h-th component of the sum over all vectors
occurring in a word w can also be obtained by considering the h-th component
of each vector d¯j occurring in w multiplied by the number of its occurrences
4This result (Proposition 3.15) has been obtained in collaboration with Felix Klaedtke.
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in w. For each d¯j in D, in turn, the number of its occurrences is given by the
number of occurrences of pairs from Q× D that contains d¯j. Formally, we can
thus express the h-th component of the sum over all vectors occurring in a word
w by
m
∑
j=1
n
∑
i=1
yij · d¯j(h) ,
where yij is interpreted as the number of occurrences of the pair 〈qi, d¯j〉, for each
i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m.
To sum up, we define the semilinear constraint α′ by means of the following
Presburger formula ψ(y11, . . . , y1m, . . . , yn1, . . . , ynm):
∃z1 . . . ∃zk . ϕα(z1, . . . , zk) ∧
k∧
h=1
zh =
m
∑
j=1
n
∑
i=1
yij · d¯j(h) .
It is then straightforward to show, for each word w in (Q× D)∗, that w satisfies
α if and only if w satisfies α′.
By the definition of A′, each transition in ∆ corresponds to a transition in ∆′,
and vice versa. It follows that every run of A can be simulated by a run of A′,
and vice versa. Therefore, for each tree in TΣ, it is accepted by A if and only if it
is accepted by A′, thus justifying the claim of the proposition.
3.5 Closure properties
In this section, we study the closure properties of the classes of tree languages
that are recognizable by Parikh automata with respect to the Boolean operations.
Actually, these closure properties are fairly immediate consequences of the
corresponding results for Parikh automata on words and on ranked trees as
shown by Klaedtke and Rueß in [KR03]. The results we are going to present in
this section are summarized in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.16. For each alphabet Σ, each of the classes TPUTA(Σ), TGloPUTA(Σ), and
TLocPUTA(Σ) is closed under union and intersection, but not under complementation.
The remainder of this section is devoted to showing these results. We begin
by showing that the class of PUTA-recognizable tree languages is closed under
union.
Proposition 3.17. For each alphabet Σ, each of the classes TPUTA(Σ), TGloPUTA(Σ),
and TLocPUTA(Σ) is closed under union.
Proof. Let A1 = (Q1, D1,Σ,∆, F1, C1) and A2 = (Q2, D2,Σ,∆, F2, C2) be PUTAs
of dimension k1 and k2, respectively. For the union of T (A1) and T (A2), we
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construct a PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C) that, basically, simulates A1 and A2
simultaneously. In other words, a run of A consists of a run of A1 and a run
of A2. Note that, as only one of the automata is required to accept, one of the
simulated runs may not be an accepting run (and may not be a run at all).
We define the state set of A as the Cartesian product of Q1 and Q2. In
addition, we introduce a new, non-final sink state, q⊥, which is reached by A1
or A2 whenever the simulation of A1 or A2 within a run fails. That is to say, we
define
Q = (Q1 ∪ {q⊥})× (Q2 ∪ {q⊥}) .
We use auxiliary vectors of dimension k1 + k2, the intention being to simulate
the arithmetical constraints posed by A1 by means of the first k1 components
and the ones posed by A2 by means of the last k2 components. In other words,
the vectors in D results from the concatenation of the vectors in D1 with the
ones in D2; thus, we define
D = (D1 ∪ {0¯k1})⊗ (D2 ∪ {0¯k2}) .
Here, the zero vectors are introduced in order to deal with the case that the
simulation of one of the PUTAs within a run fails.
We define the transition relation ∆ of A by putting into the transition relation
∆ the transition (L, α, a, 〈(q1, q2), d¯1 ⊗ d¯2〉) if and only if at least one of the
following cases occurs:
• There exists, for each i ∈ {1, 2}, a transition (Li, αi, a, 〈qi, d¯i〉) ∈ ∆i such
that:
– L = {(p1,1, p1,2) . . . (pm,1, pm,2) ∈ (Q1 ×Q2)∗ | m ≥ 0,
p1,1 . . . pm,1 ∈ L1, and p1,2 . . . pm,2 ∈ L2};
– α = α1 ⊗ α2.
• There exists a transition (L1, α1, a, 〈q1, d¯1〉) in ∆1 such that:
– L = {(p1,1, p1,2) . . . (pm,1, pm,2) ∈ (Q1 × (Q2 ∪ {q⊥}))∗ | m ≥ 0,
p1,1 . . . pm,1 ∈ L1};
– α = α1 ⊗Nk2 ;
– q2 = q⊥;
– d¯2 = 0¯k2 .
• There exists a transition (L2, α2, a, 〈q2, d¯2〉) in ∆2 such that:
– L = {(p1,1, p1,2) . . . (pm,1, pm,2) ∈ ((Q1 ∪ {q⊥})×Q2)∗ | m ≥ 0,
p1,2 . . . pm,2 ∈ L2};
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– α =Nk1 ⊗ α2;
– q1 = q⊥;
– d¯1 = 0¯k1 .
Note that the latter two cases cover the possibilities that one of the simulated
runs fails, as has been remarked above. Note also that in all three cases the
language L is a regular language over Q that can effectively be obtained from L1
and/or L2.
Finally, we define the set F of final pairs of states and auxiliary vectors by
F = {〈(q1, q2), d¯1 ⊗ d¯2〉 ∈ Q× D | 〈q1, d¯1〉 ∈ F1 or 〈q2, d¯2〉 ∈ F2} ,
and we define the arithmetical constraint C by
C = (C1 ⊗Nk2) ∪ (Nk1 ⊗ C2) .
It is straightforward to show that A indeed recognizes the union of T (A1)
and T (A2). Moreover, A is global if A1 and A2 are, and A is local if A1 and A2
are.
In order to show the closure under intersection, we use the same technique
as with showing the closure under union above, the difference being that this
time both of the simulated runs must be accepting ones.
Proposition 3.18. For each alphabet Σ, each of the classes TPUTA(Σ), TGloPUTA(Σ),
and TLocPUTA(Σ) is closed under intersection.
Proof. Let A1 = (Q1, D1,Σ,∆, F1, C1) and A2 = (Q2, D2,Σ,∆, F2, C2) be PUTAs of
dimension k1 and k2, respectively. We construct a PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C)
that recognizes the intersection of T (A1) and T (A2) as follows, the main idea
being to simulate A1 and A2 simultaneously.
We define the state set of A as the Cartesian product of Q1 and Q2; that is,
Q = Q1 ×Q2 .
The set D of auxiliary vectors is of dimension k1 + k2 and is defined by
D = D1 ⊗ D2 .
We define the transition relation ∆ of A by putting into the transition relation
∆ the transition (L, α, a, 〈(q1, q2), d¯1 ⊗ d¯2〉) if and only if there are a transition
(L1, α1, a, 〈q1, d¯1〉) in ∆1 and a transition (L2, α2, a, 〈q2, d¯2〉) in ∆2 such that:
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• L = {(p1,1, p1,2) . . . (pm,1, pm,2) ∈ (Q1 × Q2)∗ | m ≥ 0, p1,1 . . . pm,1 ∈ L1,
and p1,2 . . . pm,2 ∈ L2}; note that the language L is a regular language over
Q that can effectively be obtained from L1 and L2;
• α = α1 ⊗ α2.
We define the set F of final pairs of states and auxiliary vectors by
F = {〈(q1, q2), d¯1 ⊗ d¯2〉 ∈ Q× D | 〈q1, d¯1〉 ∈ F1 and 〈q2, d¯2〉 ∈ F2} ,
and we define the arithmetical constraint C by
C = C1 ⊗ C2 .
It is straightforward to show that A indeed recognizes the intersection of
T (A1) and T (A2). Moreover, A is global if A1 and A2 are, and A is local if A1
and A2 are.
We now come to the closure properties of PUTA-recognizable tree languages
with respect to complementation: we are going to show that each of the classes
of tree languages that are recognizable by PUTAs, local PUTAs, and global
PUTAs is not closed under complementation. In order to do this, we will make
use of Klaedtke and Rueß’s result that says that the class of word languages that
are recognizable by Parikh word automata is not closed under complementation
(see [KR03, Kla04]).
Theorem 3.19 (Klaedtke and Rueß). There exists a word language over {a, b} that
is not recognizable by any Parikh word automata but whose complement is.
The correspondence between words and trees is established by the following
encoding of words as unranked trees of depth one. Given a word, we take its
positions (and their labels) as nodes of a tree, and connect them with a single
root labeled with, say, >, the intention being that a run of a PWA on a word
carries over naturally to a run of a PUTA on the tree representing the word
under consideration, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Note that in the encoding
we add an additional child node in order to accommodate the initial state and
auxiliary vector, which occur in every run of a PWA.
Definition 3.20. Let Σ be an arbitrary alphabet. In the following, without loss
of generality, let us further assume that Σ contains neither > or ⊥. We define
the tree encoding of words over Σ as the mapping
treecode : Σ∗ → TΣ∪{>,⊥}
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>
⊥ a1 . . . am
〈q0, d¯0〉 〈q1, d¯1〉 〈qm, d¯m〉
Figure 3.3: Simulation of a PWA-run 〈q0, d¯0〉 . . . 〈qm, d¯m〉 on a1 . . . am by a PUTA-
run (with some details omitted, for better readability). The states assumed at
the child nodes are indicated below the respective nodes.
defined by
treecode(a1 . . . am) = > (⊥ a1 . . . am ) ,
for each m ≥ 1 and each a1, . . . , am in Σ.
Furthermore, this encoding is extended to word languages by setting
treecode(L) = {treecode(w) | w ∈ L} ,
for every word language L ⊆ Σ∗.
Lemma 3.21. Let Σ be an arbitrary alphabet, and let L be a word language over Σ. If L
is recognizable by some Parikh word automaton, then the tree language treecode(L) is
recognizable by some PUTA.
Proof. Suppose that the Parikh word automaton A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, qin, d¯in, F, C),
of dimension k ≥ 1, recognizes L. In what follows, we will construct a PUTA
A′ = (Q′, D′,Σ ∪ {>,⊥},∆′, F′, C ′), of dimension k, that recognizes treecode(L).
Basically, what we want to do is to simulate a run of the PWA A, on a word over
Σ, by means of a run of the PUTA A′ on the tree encoding of the word.
We begin by setting the following components of A′:
• The state set is given by Q′ = (Q× (Σ ∪ {⊥})) ∪ {qacc}, where qacc is a
new state not occurring in Q.
• The set of auxiliary vectors is given by D′ = D ∪ {0¯}. Here, the zero vector
will be assigned to the root of every input tree.
• The set of final pairs of states and vectors is given by F′ = {〈qacc, 0¯〉}.
The transition relation ∆′ consists, roughly speaking, of two parts: first, the
assignment of pairs of states and auxiliary vectors to the leaf nodes, which
corresponds to a run of the underlying PWA, and, second, the simulation of
the PWA itself, the correct execution of which leads to the assignment of a final
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pair of state and auxiliary vector. Since PUTA-transitions, by definition, cannot
inspect the labels of the child nodes, we pass the label of each (leaf) node to the
state assumed at the node under consideration, which justifies our choice of Q′
above. For the first part, we put the following transitions into ∆′:
• (ε,Nk,⊥, 〈(qin,⊥), d¯in〉);
• (ε,Nk, a, 〈(q, a), d¯〉), for each a ∈ Σ, q ∈ Q, and d¯ ∈ D.
For the second part, we put into ∆′ the transition
(K, α′,>, 〈qacc, 0¯〉) (3.7)
where the local constraint α′ will be defined later, and K simulates the runs
of the PWA A. We define K by constructing a finite word automaton W =
(QW,ΣW,∆W, qWin , FW) specified by:
• QW = {qWin } ∪ (Q× D);
• ΣW = Q′ × D′;
• FW = F;
• ∆W is defined as
{(qWin , 〈(qin,⊥), d¯in〉, (qin, d¯in), )}∪
{((q, d¯), 〈(q′, a), d¯′〉, (q′, d¯′)) ∈ QW × ΣW ×QW | (〈q, d¯〉, a, 〈q′, d¯′〉) ∈ ∆} .
We turn to taking care of the arithmetical constraints α′ of the transition
described in (3.7) and CA. By the definition of the transition relation ∆′, the
auxiliary vectors occurring in the run of A′ on the tree representation of a
word, apart from the zero vector assigned to the root, correspond exactly to the
auxiliary vectors occurring in the run of A on the word under consideration.
Consequently, first, the sum of the auxiliary vectors occurring in the former
run and the sum of the auxiliary vectors occurring in the latter run, coincide.
Second, the sum of all auxiliary vectors occurring in a run of A′ is the same
as the sum of the vectors occurring in the transition described by (3.7). Hence,
we can choose to place the semilinear constraint C of the PWA A as the global
constraint C ′ of A′ or as the local constraint α′ of the transition described in (3.7);
for either choice, we additionally define the other constraint to be JtrueK.
We omit the straightforward proof that, for each word w in Σ∗, the PWA
A accepts w if and only if the PUTA A′ accepts the tree treecode(w). For an
illustration of how runs of A are simulated by runs of A′, see Figure 3.3.
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Lemma 3.22. Let Σ be an arbitrary alphabet, and let L be a word language over Σ. If
the tree language treecode(L) is recognizable by some PUTA, then L is recognizable by
some Parikh word automaton.
Proof. Suppose that the tree language treecode(L) is recognized by a PUTA
A = (Q, D,Σ ∪ {>,⊥},∆, F, C) of dimension k ≥ 1. Our aim is to construct,
from the given PUTA A, a PWA, say, B = (QB, DB,Σ,∆B, qBin, d¯
B
in, FB, CB), of
dimension k, for the language L.
First of all, based on the fact that A accepts only trees that represent words
over Σ, we can assume, without loss of generality, that A satisfies the following
properties (otherwise, each of these properties can easily be enforced by means
of the standard techniques of automata theory as described below):
• The state set Q is of the form P× (Σ ∪ {>,⊥}), for some finite set P, such
that in each run a node labeled with a ∈ Σ ∪ {>,⊥} is assigned a state
(p, a), for some p ∈ P. If A does not have this property, we can enforce
it as follows. We replace Q with Q′ = Q× (Σ ∪ {>,⊥}) and also adjust
F accordingly. Toward defining the replacement ∆′ of ∆, let r̂, for each
regular expression r over Q× D, be the regular expression resulting from
r by replacing each occurrence of 〈q, d¯〉 therein with the subexpression
∑a∈Σ∪{>,⊥}〈(q, a), d¯〉. We now replace ∆ with a new transition relation ∆′
defined by
∆′ = {(K′, α, a, 〈(q, a), d¯〉) | (K, α, a, 〈q, d¯〉) ∈ ∆ and
K′ = L(r̂) where L(r) = K} .
• For each transition (K, α, a, 〈(q, a), d¯〉) in ∆, if a ∈ Σ ∪ {⊥}, then K = {ε}.
This is because in every tree that encodes a word over Σ the symbols in
Σ ∪ {⊥}, by Definition 3.20, may only occur at leaf nodes. Moreover, since
K = {ε}, it also follows that the constraint α in such a transition can be
assumed to be equal toNk; otherwise, if 0¯ 6∈ α, then the transition cannot
be applied at all and thus be removed from ∆, and if 0¯ ∈ α, then the
transition can always be applied.
• The pairs in F do not occur in the preconditions of any transition in ∆.
Furthermore, to simplify matters, we will consider the case where the fol-
lowing holds:
• The set F contains exactly one pair of state and auxiliary vector, say,
〈(qfin,>), d¯fin〉 (notice that > is the only symbol allowed at the root a tree
accepted by A).
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• The transition relation ∆ contains exactly one transition that leads to this
pair, say, (Kfin, αfin,>, 〈(qfin,>), d¯fin〉). For this transition, furthermore, let
W = (SW, Q× D,∆W, sWin , FW) be a finite word automaton recognizing the
regular language Kfin over Q× D.
• The transition relation ∆ contains exactly one transition that handles the
symbol ⊥; in other words, there exists exactly one pair, say, 〈(q⊥,⊥), d¯⊥〉
of state and auxiliary vector with ({ε},Nk,⊥, 〈(q⊥,⊥), d¯⊥〉) ∈ ∆.
If A does not have these properties, we can split it into several PUTAs with
these properties; the language recognized by A is the union of the languages
recognized by the latter PUTAs. Note that each of these PUTAs recognizes
the tree encoding of some PWA-recognizable word language. Thus, we can
consider each of them separately, each time obtaining a PWA recognizing
the corresponding word language. By the closure of PWA-recognizable word
languages under union, we then obtain a PWA recognizing the language L.
We finally come to defining the PWA B from the PUTA A (which satisfies
all the assumptions we have made above). Here, the idea is that B simulates
the finite word automaton W. There is a subtlety that has to be taken care of,
though: the runs of B are, basically, the words accepted by W. Thus, the states
of B will not be the states of W but, instead, the states of A. Also, special care
must be taken regarding the initial state and initial auxiliary vector of B. The
PWA B is defined as follows:
• The state set of B consists of the states of A; recall that each of these states,
by our assumption above, also bears a symbol from Σ ∪ {>,⊥}. In other
words,
QB = Q = P× (Σ ∪ {>,⊥}) .
• As the initial state, we take the unique state that is supposed to be assigned
to a node labeled with ⊥; that is,
qBin = (q⊥,⊥) .
• Similarly, we use the auxiliary vectors of A as the auxiliary vectors of B,
and we take the auxiliary vector d¯⊥, which is supposed to be assigned to a
node labeled with ⊥, as the initial auxiliary vector. In addition, in order to
accommodate the auxiliary vector d¯fin, which occurs at the root of every
tree accepted by A, we add d¯fin to the initial auxiliary vector. To sum up,
we have
d¯Bin = d¯⊥ + d¯fin
and
DB = D ∪ {d¯Bin} .
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• As has been remarked above, the definition of the transition relation ∆B of
B adheres to the transition relation ∆W of W. Regarding the initial state
and auxiliary vector, we put the transition
(〈qBin, d¯Bin〉, a, 〈q, d¯〉)
into ∆B if the transitions
(sWin , 〈(q⊥,⊥), d¯⊥〉, s) and (s, 〈(q, a), d¯〉, s′)
belong to ∆W. Further, we put the transition
(〈q1, d¯1〉, a2, 〈q2, d¯2〉)
into ∆B if the transitions
(s0, 〈(q1, a1), d¯1〉, s1) and (s1, 〈(q2, a2), d¯2〉, s2)
belong to ∆W.
• The set FB is defined by
FB = {〈q, d¯〉 ∈ QB | (s, 〈(q, a), d¯〉, s′) ∈ ∆W,
for some s ∈ QW, a ∈ Σ ∪ {⊥}, and s′ ∈ FW} .
• The constraint CB is defined as the conjunction of the local constraint αfin
(that is, the local constraint of the transition that leads to the final pair of
A) and the global constraint CA of A; that is,
CB = αfin ∩ CA .
We omit the straightforward, albeit rather tedious, proof that the PWA B
indeed recognizes the language L, that is, for each word w ∈ Σ∗, the PWA B
accepts w if and only if the PUTA A accepts the tree treecode(w). Instead, Figure
3.4 illustrates how runs of B on an input word w = a1 . . . am ∈ Σ∗ simulate runs
of A on treecode(w).
Note that the proofs of Lemma 3.21 and Lemma 3.22 carry over into the case
of global and local PUTAs as well. Recapitulating, we have thus the following
proposition:
Proposition 3.23. Let Σ be an arbitrary alphabet, and let L be a word language over
Σ. Then, the following statements are equivalent:
1. The word language L is recognizable by some Parikh word automaton.
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>
⊥ a1 . . . am
A :
〈(qfin,>), d¯fin〉
〈(q⊥,⊥), d¯⊥〉 〈(q1, a1), d¯1〉 . . . 〈(qm, am), d¯m〉
W : sWin s0 s1 . . . sm−1 sm
B : 〈(q⊥,⊥), d¯⊥ + d¯fin〉 〈(q1, a1), d¯1〉 . . . 〈(qm−1, am−1), d¯m−1〉 〈(qm, am), d¯m〉
Figure 3.4: Runs of PUTA A, FWA W, and PWA B with respect to (the tree
representation of) the word a1 . . . am in the proof of Lemma 3.22.
2. The tree language treecode(L) is recognizable by some PUTA.
3. The tree language treecode(L) is recognizable by some local PUTA.
4. The tree language treecode(L) is recognizable by some global PUTA.
We are now ready to show the non-closure of PUTA-recognizable tree lan-
guages under complementation.
Proposition 3.24. For each alphabet Σ, each of the classes TPUTA(Σ), TGloPUTA(Σ),
and TLocPUTA(Σ) is not closed under complementation.
Proof. We fist consider the case Σ = {a, b,⊥,>}.
By Theorem 3.19, there exists a word language, say L, over {a, b} such that L
is not recognizable by any PWAs, but its complement, L = {a, b}∗ \ L, is.
By Proposition 3.23, the tree language treecode(L) is not recognizable by
any PUTA, so it remains to show that the complement of this tree language,
T = TΣ \ treecode(L), is recognizable by some PUTA, by some global PUTA,
and by some local PUTA.
By Definition 3.20, the tree language T is the (disjoint) union of the following
tree languages:
• The language T1 consists of the tree representations of the words that do
not belong to L. In other words, T1 = treecode(L). By Proposition 3.23 T1
is recognizable by some PUTA, by some global PUTA, and by some local
PUTA.
• The language T2 consists of trees over Σ that do not represent any word
over {a, b}. Such a tree features at least one of the following properties:
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•
• • • • •
• • •
•
•
•
•
•
• •
Figure 3.5: Representation of the tree >(⊥aab) by a tree over {•}.
– The depth of the tree differs from one.
– The root is not labeled with >, or > occurs somewhere else than at
the root.
– The first child of the root is not labeled with ⊥, or ⊥ occurs some-
where else than at the first child of the root.
Note that each of these features can be expressed by means of a finite
unranked-tree automaton (without using any arithmetical constraints), so
the language T2 is a regular tree language. In particular, the language T2
is recognizable by some PUTA, by some global PUTA, and by some local
PUTA.
As a result, since each of the classes of tree languages recognizable by PUTAs,
global PUTAs, and local PUTAs is closed under union (Proposition 3.17), the
language T is recognizable by some PUTA, by some global PUTA, and by some
local PUTA.
The case |Σ| ≥ 4 can be treated in the same way as above.
For the case |Σ| < 4, we use the same technique as the one we use in the
proof of Lemma 3.8: we consider trees over a one-letter alphabet, say {•}, and
replace the symbols we have used in the proof above, namely a, b, ⊥, and >, by
some branching structures that would allow a finite unranked-tree automaton
to distinguish them. For instance, we can replace each node labeled with a, b, ⊥,
or > by a node to which exactly 1, 2, 3, or 4, respectively, leaf nodes are attached.
As an illustration, the tree >(⊥aab) is represented by the tree depicted in Figure
3.5.
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Chapter 4
DECISION PROBLEMS FOR PARIKH AUTOMATA
In automata theory, one of the most important decision problems related to an
automaton model is the emptiness problem, that is, the question whether, given
an automaton of this model, there exists an input object that is accepted by the
automaton. The decidability of this problem leads to interesting applications
of the automaton model in other domains such as verification and logic. Re-
garding unranked-tree automata with arithmetical constraints, Klaedtke and
Rueß [KR03] and Seidl et al. [SSM08] showed the decidability of the emptiness
problem for their automaton models and applied their results to solving decision
problems in logic. As Parikh unranked-tree automata combine the automaton
models of Klaedtke and Rueß and of Seidl et al., a natural question one might
ask is whether the methods employed by these authors can be combined in order
to show the decidability of the emptiness problem for Parikh unranked-tree
automata; this is exactly our aim in the fist section of this chapter.
The second decision problem we are going to study in this chapter is univer-
sality, which is dual to emptiness. Actually, the undecidability of this problem
for Parikh unranked-tree automata follows immediately since this problem is al-
ready undecidable for Klaedtke and Rueß’s and Seidl et al.’s automaton models,
that is, for global PUTAs and for local PUTAs. Nonetheless, we will remark that
the undecidability of universality can be inferred from the connection between
PUTAs and Parikh word automata that we have seen in the previous chapter.
We conclude this chapter with an undecidable (with respect to the emptiness
problem) extension of Parikh unranked-tree automata.
4.1 Emptiness
This section is divided as follows. First, we demonstrate the method proposed by
Klaedtke and Rueß to solve the emptiness problem for global Parikh unranked-
tree automata. Then, we review the emptiness decision procedure proposed by
Seidl et al. for local Parikh unranked-tree automata. Finally, we combine these
two methods to obtain an emptiness decision procedure for Parikh unranked-
tree automata in general.
4.1.1 Emptiness of global PUTAs
Let us recall that in a Parikh automaton one assigns to each run a vector of
natural numbers, which is the sum of the vectors occurring in the run. Given a
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Parikh automaton, the main idea of determining whether its language is empty
is to consider the set of vectors of natural numbers that arise, in this sense, from
the runs of the given automaton. Then, the automaton accepts some tree if
and only if some vector from this set satisfies the arithmetical constraint of the
automaton, which is given as a semilinear set. In other words, the language
recognized by the automaton is not empty if and only if the intersection between
the set of vectors corresponding to the runs of the underlying automaton and
the constraint set is not empty. Hence, it suffices to show that the former set
is semilinear since the class of semilinear sets is closed under intersection and
since the emptiness of semilinear sets is decidable.
In [KR03] Klaedtke and Rueß showed that this is indeed the case for global
PUTAs: the set of vectors of natural numbers that arise as the sums of auxiliary
vectors occurring in the runs of a global PUTA is semilinear. Before we present
this result, we introduce the following definitions concerning the runs of a
Parikh automaton in general and the vectors of natural numbers occurring
therein.
Definition 4.1. For every PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C), we refer to the set of all
run trees of A by RunsA, and we refer to the set of those run trees of A the root
of which belongs to F by RunsA,F.
The definition of the Parikh mapping on words (see Section 2.6) can be
extended to (unranked) trees as follows: the Parikh image of a tree assigns to
each symbol the number of its occurrences in the tree. To simplify matters, we
will omit the distinction between words and trees whenever it is clear from the
context to which objects we are referring to.
Definition 4.2. Let Σ be an alphabet. The Parikh mapping (on trees) ΦΣ : TΣ →
N|Σ| is defined inductively as follows:
• For each symbol a in Σ, we define
ΦΣ(a) = e¯a
where e¯a is defined as the vector of natural numbers that assigns 1 to a
and 0 to all other symbols.
• For each symbol a in Σ and each sequence t1, . . . , tm, m ≥ 1, of Σ-labeled
trees, we define
ΦΣ(a(t1 . . . tm)) = e¯a +
m
∑
i=1
ΦΣ(ti) ,
where e¯a is defined as above.
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For each Σ-labeled tree t, we refer to ΦΣ(t) as the Parikh image of t (with respect
to Σ). For every set T of Σ-labeled trees, the Parikh image of T is defined as
ΦΣ(T) = {ΦΣ(t) | t ∈ T} .
In order to deal with the vectors of natural numbers occurring in the runs
of a Parikh automaton, we extend the definition of the Parikh mapping to runs
(that is, words or trees over pairs of states and auxiliary vectors) as follows.
Definition 4.3. Let Q be a finite, nonempty set (of automaton states), and let
D be a finite, nonempty set of vectors of natural numbers of dimension k ≥ 1.
The extended Parikh mapping, on words and trees over Q × D, is a mapping
Φ˜DQ : (Q× D)∗ ∪ TQ×D → N|Σ| that assigns to each word and tree over Q× D
the sum of the auxiliary vectors occurring therein and is defined inductively as
follows:
• For each word 〈q1, d¯1〉 . . . 〈qm, d¯m〉 ∈ (Q× D)∗, m ≥ 0, we define
Φ˜DQ(〈q1, d¯1〉 . . . 〈qm, d¯m〉) =
m
∑
i=1
d¯i .
• For each 〈q, d¯〉 ∈ Q× D and each t1 . . . tm ∈ TΣ×D, m ≥ 1, we define
Φ˜DQ(〈q, d¯〉(t1 . . . tm)) = d¯ +
m
∑
i=1
Φ˜DQ(ti) .
For each word and each tree over Q × D, we refer to its image under the
extended Parikh mapping as its extended Parikh image (with respect to Q and D).
We extend this definition to sets of words and trees over Q× D (that is, sets of
runs of Parikh automata) as usual.
We now come to describing the vectors of natural numbers corresponding to
the runs of a global PUTA. The idea is that we forget the tree structure of a run;
instead, we consider, for each run tree, a word that describes a linearization of
it, for example, by means of the preorder (that is, depth-first) traversal. Note
that the switch from a run tree to its traversal word does not affect the number
of occurrences of the pairs of states and vectors in the run nor, in particular, the
sum of the vectors occurring therein.
In what follows, we first give a formal definition of the preorder traversal
of trees. Then, we establish the correspondence between run trees and their
preorder traversals by means of (extended) context-free grammars; recall that
context-free grammars indeed constitutes a correspondence between trees and
words, namely that words are generated as the frontiers of derivation trees. In
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our context, further, because of the unrankedness aspect, we consider extended
context-free grammars, the production rules of which may contain regular
expressions, instead of mere words, over the terminal and nonterminal symbols.
Definition 4.4. Let A be an arbitrary alphabet. The preorder traversal (or depth-
first traversal) is a tree-to-word homomorphism dft : TA → A∗ defined inductively
by
• dft(a) = a, for each a in A;
• dft(a(t1 . . . tm)) = a · dft(t1) · · · · · dft(tm), for each a in A and t1, . . . , tm in
TA.
The homomorphism dft is extended to tree languages by setting
dft(T) = {dft(t) | t ∈ T} ,
for every tree language T ⊆ TA.
As has been remarked, as far as the sum of the vectors occurring in a run is
concerned, it does not matter whether we consider the run itself or its preorder
traversal.
Proposition 4.5. For every global PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C), we have, regarding
the Parikh image with respect to Q× D,
ΦQ×D(RunsA) = ΦQ×D(dft(RunsA)) , and
ΦQ×D(RunsA,F) = ΦQ×D(dft(RunsA,F)) .
Similarly, regarding the extended Parikh image with respect to Q and D, we have
Φ˜DQ(RunsA) = Φ˜
D
Q(dft(RunsA)) , and
Φ˜DQ(RunsA,F) = Φ˜
D
Q(dft(RunsA,F)) .
Proof. The proofs of these statements are fairly straightforward, and can be done
by an induction on the structure of run trees.
Proposition 4.6. For every global PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C) of dimension k ≥ 1,
we can effectively construct an extended context-free grammar GA over Q× D such
that L(GA) is exactly the set of the preorder traversals of the runs of A; in other words,
L(GA) = dft(RunsA) . (4.1)
Similarly, we can effectively construct an extended context-free grammar GA,F such that
L(GA,F) is exactly the set of the preorder traversals of the final runs of A; that is,
L(GA,F) = dft(RunsA,F) . (4.2)
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Proof. Given a global PUTA as above, we define GA as the quadruple (NA, Q×
D, PA, SA) specified by the following:
• The set of nonterminals is defined by
NA = {SA} ∪ {N〈q,d¯〉 | q ∈ Q, d¯ ∈ D} .
• The set of terminals is given by Q× D.
• The set of production rules, PA, is defined as follows:
– For each 〈q, d¯〉 in Q× D, we put the production rule
SA → N〈q,d¯〉
into PA.
– For each transition (L,Nk, a, 〈q, d¯〉) in ∆, consider first the image of the
language L under the letter-to-letter homomorphism h : (Q× D)∗ →
NA defined by
h(〈q, d¯〉) = N〈q,d¯〉 ,
for each 〈q, d¯〉 in Q × D. Since L is regular, so is h(L); let ξL be a
regular expression for h(L). We put the production rule
N〈q,d¯〉 → 〈q, d¯〉ξL
into PA, for each transition (L,Nk, a, 〈q, d¯〉) in ∆. As a remark, ξL
can be obtained from a regular expression for L by replacing each
occurrence of 〈p, e¯〉 with N〈p,e¯〉, for each 〈p, e¯〉 in Q× D.
• The start symbol is SA.
The extended context-free grammar GA,F is almost exactly the same as GA,
the difference being that from the start symbol only nonterminals associated
with final pairs of states and vectors are directly derivable. That is, GA,F =
(NA, Q× D, PA,F, SA) where
PA,F = PA \ {SA → N〈q,d¯〉 | 〈q, d¯〉 6∈ F} .
In order to show the correctness of the construction, that is, the equations
(4.1) and (4.2), it suffices to show the following claims:
1. For each 〈q, d¯〉 in Q× D and each w in (Q× D)∗, if w is derivable from
N〈q,d¯〉, then there exists a run tree ρ of A such that dft(ρ) = w.
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2. For each run ρ of A, say, with ρ(ε) = 〈q, d¯〉, we have that dft(ρ) is derivable
from N〈q,d¯〉.
The first claim can be shown by an induction on the derivation length, and the
second one can be shown by an induction on the structure of run trees.
Corollary 4.7 (Klaedtke and Rueß). For each global PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C),
the Parikh image of the set of runs and of the set of final runs, that is, the sets
ΦQ×D(RunsA) and ΦQ×D(RunsA,F), are effectively semilinear.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.6 above that the sets dft(RunsA,F) and
dft(RunsA,F) are context-free subsets of (Q× D)∗. The claim now follows from
Parikh’s theorem and Proposition 4.5 above.
The following lemma now connects the Parikh image and the extended
Parikh image of the preorder traversals of run trees.
Lemma 4.8 (Klaedtke and Rueß). Let Q be a finite, nonempty set (of automaton
states), and let D be a finite, nonemtpy subset ofNk, for some k ≥ 1. For every subset R
of (Q× D)∗, if ΦQ×D(R), the Parikh image of R with respect to Q× D, is semilinear,
then Φ˜DQ(R), the extended Parikh image of R with respect to Q and D, is semilinear as
well. Moreover, given a representation of the former, we can effectively construct from it
a representation of the latter.
Proof. Since both Q and D are finite, we can enumerate the members of Q× D,
say, Q× D = {〈q1, d¯1〉, 〈q2, d¯2〉, . . . , 〈qm, d¯m〉}, with m = |Q| · |D|. Suppose that
the Parikh image of R with respect to Q and D is semilinear; that is to say,
there is a Presburger formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xm) that defines ΦQ×D(R). Our aim is
to construct a Presburger formula with k free variables, say ψ(y1, . . . , yk), that
defines Φ˜DQ(R), the extended Parikh image of R with respect to Q and D.
Intuitively, a vector e¯ ∈Nk should satisfy ϕ if and only if it can be written as
a sum of the multiples of d¯1, . . . , d¯m, say,
e¯ = z1d¯1 + · · ·+ zmd¯m ,
such that the vector (z1, . . . , zm) satisfies ϕ. Hence, we define the Presburger
formula ψ(y1, . . . , yk) as
∃z1 . . . ∃zm . ϕ(z1, . . . , zm) ∧
k∧
i=1
[
yi =
m
∑
j=1
zj · d¯j(i)
]
.
Note that this definition yields a well-defined Presburger formula since d¯j(i),
for each i = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, . . . , m, is a constant.
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Corollary 4.9 (Klaedtke and Rueß). For each global PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C),
the extended Parikh image of the set of runs and of the set of final runs, that is, the sets
Φ˜DQ(RunsA) and Φ˜
D
Q(RunsA,F), are effectively semilinear.
We finally come to Klaedtke and Rueß’s procedure for solving the emptiness
problem for global PUTAs.
Theorem 4.10 (Klaedtke and Rueß). The emptiness problem for global PUTAs is
decidable.
Proof. It suffices to observe the following equivalence, which follows immedi-
ately from the definition of the acceptance of trees by global PUTAs. For each
global PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C), we have
T (A) 6= ∅ if and only if Φ˜DQ(RunsA,F) ∩ C 6= ∅ . (4.3)
By Corollary 4.9, the set Φ˜DQ(RunsA,F) is effectively semilinear. Since C is semi-
linear (and is part of the input to the decision problem), by Ginsburg and
Spanier’s theorem (cf. Theorem 2.1), the intersection of the former and the latter
is effectively semilinear as well, so its emptiness (that is, the right-hand side of
(4.3)) is decidable.
4.1.2 Emptiness of local PUTAs
In [SSM03], Seidl et al. showed that the emptiness problem for Presburger
automata, and thus also for local PUTAs, is decidable.
Theorem 4.11 (Seidl et al.). The emptiness problem for Presburger automata is
decidable.
In what follows, we reproduce their emptiness decision procedure in the
context of local PUTAs.
The method employed by Seidl et al. is, roughly speaking, based on the
standard marking algorithm for deciding the emptiness of finite automata on
(unranked) trees (see, for instance, [CDG+07]). In essence, the marking algo-
rithm proceeds by successively determining the set of states that are reachable
by some tree. In this context, a state is called reachable if there exist some tree
and a run on this tree such that the state under consideration is assumed at the
root of this run tree. In order to achieve this, the algorithm iteratively checks
whether some transition can be applied, using only states that have previously
been marked as reachable.
The emptiness algorithm for local PUTAs is given in Algorithm 1, which
takes a local PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F,Nk) as input. The algorithm uses the
variable Reach to store the reachable states; in this context, actually, we work
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Algorithm 1: The emptiness algorithm for local PUTAs
Input: a local PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F,Nk)
Output: whether T (A) = ∅
1: procedure Empty-LocalPUTA(A)
2: Reach := ∅
3: repeat
4: if there exist some transition (L, α, a, 〈q, d¯〉) in ∆ such that
5: − 〈q, d¯〉 6∈ Reach, and
6: − Φ˜DQ(L ∩ Reach∗) ∩ α 6= ∅
7: then put 〈q, d¯〉 into Reach
8: until no new pair has been put into Reach
9: if Reach ∩ F 6= ∅ then return ‘T (A) 6= ∅’
10: else return ‘T (A) = ∅’
11: end procedure
with pairs from Q× D rather than mere states. In each iteration, the algorithm
checks whether there exists some transition that can be applied.
For local PUTAs, the applicability of a transition, say (L, α, a, 〈q, d¯〉), relies
on whether there exists some word from L such that its extended Parikh image
belongs to the semilinear set α. To this end, we construct the set of vectors
of natural numbers arising as the extended Parikh images of words from L
(restricted to Reach), and check whether the intersection of this set with the
semilinear set α is nonempty. The decidability of this test can be observed as
follows. Since L is regular, so is L∩Reach. Consequently, by Parikh’s theorem, its
Parikh image, that is, the set ΦQ×D(L∩Reach), is effectively semilinear, and thus,
by Lemma 4.8, also its extended Parikh image, that is, the set Φ˜DQ(L ∩ Reach). It
then follows that the intersection of the latter set with the semilinear constraint
α is effectively semilinear, and thus its emptiness is decidable.
4.1.3 Putting it together: emptiness of PUTAs
We now come to combining the two methods above to an emptiness decision pro-
cedure for PUTAs in general. The main idea is, first, to construct linearizations
of run trees by means of an extended context-free grammar, as we have done for
global PUTAs above, and, second, to insert local arithmetical constraints into
the production rules of the grammar.
However, there is one obstacle to this idea that we now illustrate. Suppose
that (L, α, a, 〈q, d¯〉) is a PUTA-transition. In Proposition 4.6, this transition leads
to a production rule of the form N〈q,d¯〉 → 〈q, d¯〉ξL, where ξL is, roughly speaking,
a regular expression representing L. Note that the local constraint α has been
ignored there since it is just the trivial constraint (which is always satisfied). For
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PUTAs in general, on the other hand, the local constraint α has to be taken into
account, so in place of ξL we have to take a representation of the language (over
Q× D) defined by L and α, that is, the language
Lα = {w ∈ (Q× D)∗ | w ∈ L and Φ˜DQ(w) ∈ α} .
This language, in general, is no longer regular; hence, it cannot be used in a
production rule of an extended context-free grammar, in contrast to what we do
in Proposition 4.6 above.
In order to deal with this problem, we observe, first, that, when constructing
the linearization of a run tree, we are interested only in the sum of the vectors of
natural numbers occurring in the run; in particular, the order of the nodes (and
thus also of their labels) within the linearization does not matter. As a result,
we can replace Lα with another language as long as its extended Parikh image
remains.
Second, we observe that the Parikh image of the language Lα, with respect
to Q× D, is semilinear, which is, actually, not surprising, given that L is regular
and that α is semilinear.
Proposition 4.12. Let Q be a finite, nonempty set, and let D be a finite, nonempty
subset of Nk with k ≥ 1. For each regular language L over Q × D and for each
semilinear subset α ofNk, we have that ΦQ×D(Lα), that is, the Parikh image of Lα
(with respect to Q× D), is a semilinear subset ofN|Q×D|.
Proof. Since both Q and D are finite, we can enumerate the members of Q× D,
say, Q× D = {〈q1, d¯1〉, 〈q2, d¯2〉, . . . , 〈qm, d¯m〉}, with m = |Q| · |D|. Since L is a
regular subset of (Q×D)∗, its Parikh image with respect to Q×D is semilinear
and thus definable by some Presburger formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xm). Further, suppose
that α is given by a Presburger formula, say ϕα(y1, . . . , yk).
By the definition of Lα, a vector e¯ = (e1, . . . , em) ∈ Nm belongs to the set
ΦQ×D(Lα) if and only if, first, it satisfies ϕ, and, second, the vector
e1d¯1 + · · ·+ emd¯m
belongs to α or, in other words, satisfies ϕα. Hence, we define ΦQ×D(Lα) as the
set of vectors satisfying the Presburger formula ψ(x1, . . . , xm) defined by
ϕ(x1, . . . , xm) ∧ ∃z1 . . . ∃zk . ϕα(z1, . . . , zk) ∧
k∧
i=1
zi =
m
∑
j=1
xj · d¯j(i) .
Note, again, that this definition yields a well-defined Presburger formula since
d¯j(i), for each i = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, . . . , m, is a constant.
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Since semilinear sets correspond naturally to regular languages, a fact that
has already been remarked by Parikh in his seminal paper [Par66, Corollary 1]
(see also Section 2.6), we can effectively construct a regular language over Q×D,
say L′, such that the Parikh image (and thus also the extended Parikh image) of
Lα and that of L′ coincide. In particular, we can use L′ as a replacement for Lα
in a production rule of an extended context-free grammar.
To sum up, these observations lead to the following proposition, which is
similar to Proposition 4.6 above.
Proposition 4.13. For every PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C) of dimension k ≥ 1, we
can effectively construct an extended context-free grammar GA over Q× D such that
ΦQ×D(L(GA)) = ΦQ×D(RunsA) . (4.4)
Similarly, we can effectively construct an extended context-free grammar GA,F such that
ΦQ×D(L(GA,F)) = ΦQ×D(RunsA,F) . (4.5)
Proof. Given a PUTA A as above, we define GA as the quadruple (NA, Q ×
D, PA, SA) where NA and SA are as in the proof of Proposition 4.6 and the set PA
of production rules is defined as follows.
• For each 〈q, d¯〉 in Q× D, we put the following production rule into PA:
SA → N〈q,d¯〉 .
• For each transition (L, α, a, 〈q, d¯〉) in ∆, we add a production rule con-
structed as follows. By Proposition 4.12, the Parikh image of Lα is semi-
linear, so we can effectively construct a regular language L′ over Q× D
such that ΦQ×D(Lα) = ΦQ×D(L′). Next, we consider the image of the
language L under the letter-to-letter homomorphism h : (Q× D)∗ → NA
defined by
h(〈q, d¯〉) = N〈q,d¯〉 ,
for each 〈q, d¯〉 in Q×D. Since L′ is regular, so is h(L′). Let ξL′ be a regular
expression for h(L′). Finally, we put the production rule
N〈q,d¯〉 → 〈q, d¯〉ξL′
into PA, for each transition (L,Nk, a, 〈q, d¯〉) in ∆.
The extended context-free grammar GA,F is defined in almost exactly the
same way as with GA, the difference being that from the start symbol only non-
terminals associated with final pairs of states and vectors are directly derivable.
That is, GA,F = (NA, Q× D, PA,F, SA) where
PA,F = PA \ {SA → N〈q,d¯〉 | 〈q, d¯〉 6∈ F} .
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In order to show the correctness of the construction, that is, the equations
(4.4) and (4.5), it suffices to show the following claims:
1. For each w in (Q×D)∗, if w is derivable in GA, then there exists a run tree
ρ of A such that ΦQ×D(ρ) = ΦQ×D(w).
2. For every run tree ρ of A, there exists some word w in L(GA) such that
ΦQ×D(w) = ΦQ×D(ρ).
As with Proposition 4.6, the first and the second claim can be shown by an
induction on the derivation length and by an induction on the structure of run
trees, respectively.
As with Proposition 4.6, the extended context-free grammar GA assigns to
each run tree a linearization of it, which, in some sense, is based on the depth-
first traversal as well. In contrast, the linearization does not preserve the sibling
order; after a node has been visited, one of its children, but not necessarily
the first one, is visited next. Nevertheless, the linearization does preserve the
(extended) Parikh image of the run tree. As a result, we obtain the following
corollary, which resembles Corollary 4.9 above.
Corollary 4.14. For every PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C), the extended Parikh im-
age of the set of runs and of the set of final runs, that is, the sets Φ˜DQ(RunsA) and
Φ˜DQ(RunsA,F), are effectively semilinear.
Proof. By Proposition 4.13, the sets ΦQ×D(RunsA) and ΦQ×D(RunsA,F) are ef-
fectively semilinear. Consequently, by Lemma 4.8, the sets Φ˜DQ(RunsA) and
Φ˜DQ(RunsA,F) are also effectively semilinear.
Theorem 4.15. The emptiness problem for PUTAs is decidable.
Proof. As with global PUTAs, we have, for each PUTA A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, F, C),
that
T (A) 6= ∅ if and only if Φ˜DQ(RunsA,F) ∩ C 6= ∅ . (4.6)
By Corollary 4.14, the set Φ˜DQ(RunsA,F) is effectively semilinear. Since C is
semilinear, by Ginsburg and Spanier’s theorem (cf. Theorem 2.1), the intersection
of the former and the latter is effectively semilinear as well, so the right-hand
side of (4.6) is decidable.
4.2 Universality
The universality problem is the problem of deciding, given an automaton,
whether the automaton accepts all possible inputs. It turns out that this problem
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is undecidable for global PUTAs, as shown by Klaedtke and Rueß in [KR03],
and for local PUTAs, as shown by Seidl et al. in [SSM03]. Consequently, the
universality problem for PUTAs is undecidable as well.
In this section, we want to emphasize a common denominator of the proof
given by Klaedtke and Rueß and the one given by Seidl et al.: both proofs
are based on a reduction of the halting problem (for Turing machines or for
2-register machines) to the universality problem via an encoding of words repre-
senting computations of Turing machines or 2-register machines as unranked
trees as we have done in Section 3.5. In other words, the undecidability of
universality, actually, already stems from the use of arithmetical constraints on
word structures, and does not rely on the tree structure at all.
The undecidability of the universality problem for Parikh word automata, in
turn, has been shown by Klaedtke and Rueßin [KR03], which is established via
a reduction from the halting problem for Turing machines.
Theorem 4.16 (Klaedtke and Rueß). The universality problem for Parikh word
automata is undecidable.
We are not going to give a proof of Theorem 4.16. Instead, we will make use
of the connection between PWAs and PUTAs that we have seen in Section 3.5 to
conclude from this theorem the undecidability of the universality problem, in a
uniform manner, both for global and for local PUTAs.
Theorem 4.17 (Klaedtke and Rueß, Seidl et al.). The universality problem for global
PUTAs, for local PUTAs, and, thus, for PUTAs in general is undecidable.
Proof. We reduce the universality problem for Parikh word automata to the
universality problem for global PUTAs and for local PUTAs. For the sake of
simplicity, we will only carry out the reduction to the universality problem for
global PUTAs; the reduction to the universality problem for local PUTAs can be
done in the same way.
Given a PWA A over an alphabet Σ, our aim is to construct a global PUTA,
say A′, over an alphabet Σ′ such that A accepts all words over Σ if and only if A′
accepts all trees over Σ′.
To this end, we will use the connection between PWAs and PUTAs that is
based the encoding of words over Σ as trees over Σ∪ {>,⊥}; assuming, without
loss of generality, that >,⊥ 6∈ Σ, we thus set Σ′ = Σ ∪ {>,⊥}. By Proposition
3.23, there exists a global PUTA B over Σ′ such that T (B) accepts exactly the
trees that encode words accepted by A; that is,
T (B) = treecode(L(A)) .
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Furthermore, as has been remarked in the proof of Proposition 3.24, the set of
unranked trees over Σ′ that do not represent any word over Σ is recognizable by
a finite unranked-tree automaton (without using any arithmetical constraints);
recall that such a tree satisfies at least one of the following conditions:
• The depth of the tree differs from one.
• The root is not labeled with >, or > occurs somewhere else than at the
root.
• The first child of the root is not labeled with ⊥, or ⊥ occurs somewhere
else than at the first child of the root.
In particular, this language of unranked trees is recognizable by some global
PUTA (as well as by some local PUTA), say B′.
Since the class of global PUTAs is closed under union, we can now take A′
to be the union automaton resulting from B and B′.
Suppose that A accepts all words over Σ. Then, B accepts all trees that
encode words over Σ. Therefore, A′ accepts all trees over Σ′. Conversely,
suppose that there exists some word w ∈ Σ∗ that is not accepted by A. Then,
B and thus also A′ does not accept treecode(w). This concludes the reduction
of the universality problem for PWAs to the universality problem for global
PUTAs.
Regarding the reduction to the universality problem for local PUTAs, we just
need to observe that the PUTAs B and B′ above can be chosen to be local ones
and that the class of local PUTAs is closed under union.
4.3 An undecidable extension: Parikh automata with intermediate
constraints
In Parikh automata, constraints are used at the end of a run, that is, at the root
of a run tree or at the end of a run sequence. A possible extension of this idea
is to allow constraints to be put at other parts of the runs than just at the end;
in this context, one then speaks of intermediate constraints. An example of such
constraints is: “whenever the state q is assumed, the sum of the auxiliary vectors
within the subtree under consideration satisfies the semilinear constraint α”.
In this section, we will show that this extension, however, leads to the
undecidability of the emptiness problem. As with the universality problem, the
undecidability result boils down to the most basic model, namely to Parikh
word automata. We will thus focus on the extension of Parikh word automata by
intermediate constraints, and show that already for this extension the emptiness
problem is undecidable. Using a simulation technique similar to the one used
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in Section 3.5 and Section 4.2 above, this undecidability result implies the
undecidability of the emptiness problem for the extension of PUTAs, regardless
of it being global or local or without any restriction, by intermediate constraints.
Definition 4.18. A Parikh word automaton with intermediate constraints (or, for
brevity, PWAIC) of dimension k ≥ 1 is a system A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, qin, d¯in, F, C),
where:
• Q, D, Σ, qin, d¯in, F, and C are as in the definition of Parikh word automata;
and
• ∆ ⊆ (Q×D)× SLk×Σ× (Q×D), the transition relation of A, is a finite set
of transitions of the form
(〈q, d¯〉, α, a, 〈q′, d¯′〉) ,
where α is an arithmetical constraint given as a semilinear subset of Nk.
Intuitively, such a transition can be applied if and only if the current sum
of the auxiliary vectors satisfies the constraint α.
For every input word w = a1 . . . am in Σ∗, a run of A on w is a sequence
ρ = 〈q0, d¯0〉 . . . 〈qm, d¯m〉 of pairs from Q× D such that:
• q0 = qin;
• d¯0 = d¯in;
• there exists some transition (〈qi, d¯i〉, αi, ai, 〈qi+1, d¯i+1〉) in ∆, for each i =
0, . . . , m− 1, such that
i
∑
j=0
d¯j ∈ αi .
The run ρ is said to be accepting if 〈qm, d¯m〉 ∈ F and the sum over all vectors
occurring in ρ belongs to C; that is,
m
∑
i=0
d¯i ∈ C .
The input word w is said to be accepted by A if an accepting run of A on w
exists. The set of words accepted by A, the language of A, is denoted by L(A).
We now give an example of a PWAIC that expresses a property similar to
the one mentioned at the beginning of this section.
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Example 4.19. Let Σ = {a, b, c}. Let L be the language defined by
L = {w ∈ Σ∗ | for each occurrence of c, the number of occurrences
of a and b preceding this occurrence are equal} .
The following PWAIC A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, qin, d¯in, F, C) recognizes L:
• Q = {q};
• D = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)} ⊆N2;
• qin = q;
• d¯in = (0, 0);
• F = Q× D;
• C =N2; and
• the transition relation is given by
∆ = {(〈q, d¯〉, JtrueK, a, 〈q, (1, 0)〉) | d¯ ∈ D}
∪ {(〈q, d¯〉, JtrueK, b, 〈q, (0, 1)〉) | d¯ ∈ D}
∪ {(〈q, d¯〉, Jx1 = x2K, c, 〈q, (0, 0)〉) | d¯ ∈ D} .
Here, the idea is to count the number of occurrences of a and b in the first and
second, respectively, component of the auxiliary vector and to check that these
numbers are equal each time a c is being read.
The following example shows that PWAICs are expressive enough to recog-
nize a language whose Parikh image is not semilinear, in contrast to PWAs.
Example 4.20. Let Σ = {a, b}. The language
L = {anbn2 | n > 0}
is recognized by the PWAIC described as follows.
We use three states: q1, q2, and q3. We use auxiliary vectors of dimension 4;
accordingly, we will use constraints given by Presburger formulas with x1, x2,
x3, and x4 as free variables.
Starting in state q1, we read a and count the number of occurrences of a in
the first component; that is, we apply the following transitions:
(〈q1, (0, 0, 0, 0)〉, JtrueK, a, 〈q1, (1, 0, 0, 0)〉) and
(〈q1, (1, 0, 0, 0)〉, JtrueK, a, 〈q1, (1, 0, 0, 0)〉) .
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Then, while reading b, we produce the square of the number of occurrences of a,
which is the current value of x1. To this end, we proceed in x1 rounds, in each
of which we do the following steps:
• Add 1 to the second component. That is to say, the second component
counts the number of iterations.
• Copy x1 to the third component, if x3 = x4, or to the fourth component, if
x3 > x4. For the first case, we successively add 1 to the third component
until the difference between x3 and x4 is equal to x1. For the second case,
we successively add 1 to the fourth component until x3 = x4.
These steps are implemented by the following transitions:
(〈q1, (1, 0, 0, 0)〉, Jx1 > 0K, b, 〈q2, (0, 1, 1, 0)〉) ,
(〈q2, (0, 1, 1, 0)〉, Jx2 ≤ x1 ∧ x3 − x4 < x1K, b, 〈q2, (0, 0, 1, 0)〉) ,
(〈q2, (0, 0, 1, 0)〉, Jx2 ≤ x1 ∧ x3 − x4 < x1K, b, 〈q2, (0, 0, 1, 0)〉) ,
(〈q2, (0, 0, 1, 0)〉, Jx2 < x1 ∧ x3 − x4 = x1K, b, 〈q3, (0, 1, 0, 1)〉) ,
(〈q3, (0, 1, 0, 1)〉, Jx2 ≤ x1 ∧ x3 − x4 > 0K, b, 〈q3, (0, 0, 0, 1)〉) ,
(〈q3, (0, 0, 0, 1)〉, Jx2 ≤ x1 ∧ x3 − x4 > 0K, b, 〈q3, (0, 0, 0, 1)〉) , and
(〈q3, (0, 0, 0, 1)〉, Jx2 < x1 ∧ x3 − x4 = 0K, b, 〈q2, (0, 1, 1, 0)〉) .
The set D results from the transitions specified above. The set of final pairs
of states and auxiliary vectors is given by {q2, q3} × D. Finally, we use as the
constraint of the PWAIC the semilinear set defined by the Presburger formula
x1 = x2 ∧ (x3 − x4 = x1 ∨ x3 = x4) .
The first conjunct ensures that we perform exactly x1 iterations of the steps
described above, and the second conjunct ensures that in each iteration we
perform all the steps described above completely.
The following theorem shows that PWAICs are indeed too expressive in the
sense that the emptiness problem becomes undecidable.
Theorem 4.21. The emptiness problem for PWAICs is undecidable.
Proof. We reduce the halting problem for 2-register machines (see Section 2.7)
to the emptiness problem for PWAICs. Given a 2-register machine M = [〈1, I1〉,
. . . , 〈k, Ik〉], k > 1, our aim is to construct a PWAIC A = (Q, D,Σ,∆, qin, d¯in, F, C),
of some dimension r ≥ 1, such that M has a halting computation if and only if
the language recognized by A is not empty.
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The main idea of the construction is that the runs of A simulate the compu-
tations of M. To this end, we need to map every configuration (p, x, y) of M,
which consists of the current instruction number p ∈ {1, . . . , k} and the current
values x and y of the registers, to a ‘configuration’ of A.
The instruction number p can be represented by a state of A. Hence, we
define the state set Q of A to be {q1, . . . , qk}, with q1 being the initial state.
The alphabet Σ of A does not play any role; we thus define Σ = {a}.
Toward a representation of the values of the registers, we observe that a
Parikh automaton can be seen as to have counters1 that can only be incremented;
recall that arithmetical constraints are applied to the sum of all vectors occurring
in a run or, in the case of intermediate constraints, to the sum of all vectors
that occur up to the point where the constraints are applied. The registers of
2-register machines, in contrast, can be both incremented and decremented.
In order to represent the value of such a register as the values of monotonic
counters, we simulate each register with two monotonic counters, the idea being
that the value of the register is stored as the difference between the values of
the monotonic counters. An increment of the register is then simulated by an
increment of the first counter, and a decrement of the register is simulated by an
increment of the second counter.
Hence, in order to represent the values of the two registers of M, we use
auxiliary vectors of dimension 4; the first two components will be used to
represent the value of the first register of M, and the last two components will
be used to represent the value of the second register of M. The set D thus
consists of the following auxiliary vectors:
• for an increment of the first register: (1, 0, 0, 0);
• for a decrement of the first register: (0, 1, 0, 0);
• for an increment of the second register: (0, 0, 1, 0);
• for a decrement of the second register: (0, 0, 0, 1);
• for other instructions: 0¯ (that is, (0, 0, 0, 0)).
Further, to simplify notation, we will refer to the first four of these vectors by
e¯1, e¯2, e¯3, and e¯4, respectively. Also, we define the initial auxiliary vector to be
(0, 0, 0, 0).
We now give the transition relation ∆ of A. The arithmetical constraints in
the transitions will be given by Presburger formulas with four free variables,
1To avoid confusion, we will use the term ‘register’ whenever we are referring to 2-register
machines, and we will use the term ‘counter’ (or ‘monotonic counter’) whenever we are referring
to Parikh automata.
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namely z1, . . . , z4, which corresponds to the four components of the auxiliary
vectors we use; as explained above, z1 and z2 correspond to the first register
of M while z3 and z4 correspond to the second register of M. For each line
j ∈ {1, . . . , k} of M, we add the following transition(s) to ∆, depending on the
type of the instruction Ij:
• INC(R1): We add (〈qi, d¯〉, JtrueK, a, 〈qi+1, e¯1〉), for each d¯ ∈ D.
• INC(R2): We add (〈qi, d¯〉, JtrueK, a, 〈qi+1, e¯3〉), for each d¯ ∈ D.
• DEC(R1): We add (〈qi, d¯〉, JtrueK, a, 〈qi+1, e¯2〉), for each d¯ ∈ D.
• DEC(R2): We add (〈qi, d¯〉, JtrueK, a, 〈qi+1, e¯4〉), for each d¯ ∈ D.
• IF (R1 = 0) GOTO `, where 1 ≤ ` ≤ k: We add (〈qi, d¯〉, Jz1 = z2K, a, 〈q`, 0¯〉)
and (〈qi, d¯〉, J¬(z1 = z2)K, a, 〈qi+1, 0¯〉), for each d¯ ∈ D.
• IF (R2 = 0) GOTO `, where 1 ≤ ` ≤ k: We add (〈qi, d¯〉, Jz3 = z4K, a, 〈q`, 0¯〉)
and (〈qi, d¯〉, J¬(z3 = z4)K, a, 〈qi+1, 0¯〉), for each d¯ ∈ D.
• GOTO `, where 1 ≤ ` ≤ k: We add (〈qi, d¯〉, JtrueK, a, 〈q`, 0¯〉), for each d¯ ∈ D.
To complete the construction of A, we define the set final pairs of states and
auxiliary vectors by F = {〈qk, d¯〉 | d¯ ∈ D} and the constraint set by C = JtrueK.
The correctness of the reduction can be established by showing that M has a
computation κ1, . . . , κm, where m ≥ 1 and κi = (pi, xi, yi) ∈ {1, . . . , k} ×N2, for
each i = 1, . . . , m, if and only if A has a run 〈r1, d¯1〉 . . . 〈rm, d¯m〉 on the word am−1
such that, for each i = 1, . . . , m:
• ri = pi;
• the sum over all the vectors d¯1, . . . , d¯i, denoted by z¯i, satisfies
xi = z¯i(1)− z¯i(2) and yi = z¯i(3)− z¯i(4) .
This can be shown by an induction on the length of the computation m.
In light of this theorem, we conclude that the extension of Parikh unranked-
tree automata by intermediate constraints, regardless of whether the extension
involves the local or the global constraints, leads to the undecidability of the
emptiness problem.
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In the first part of the thesis, we have extended the model of finite automata on
unranked trees to include arithmetical constraints, thereby unifying the global-
constraint approach of Klaedtke and Rueß and the local-constraint approach of
Seidl et al. Moreover, we showed that these approaches are orthogonal to each
other, in the sense that there are some properties that can only be expressed by
means of global arithmetical constraints and that, conversely, there are some
properties that can only be expressed by means of local arithmetical constraints.
We showed that the class of tree languages that are recognizable by our au-
tomaton model, which we refer to as PUTA (Parikh unranked-tree automata), is
effectively closed under union and intersection, but not under complementation.
Also, we showed that the emptiness problem is decidable and that the universal-
ity problem is undecidable. In order to obtain these results, we combined the
methods employed by the two different approaches mentioned above.
In the following, we mention some further prospects.
Complexity of emptiness. We did not consider the important issue of complexity
of the emptiness problem. For Presburger automata, Seidl et al. showed in
[SSM08] that the emptiness problem is PSPACE-complete if one assumes that
the Presburger-arithmetic constraints occurring in the transitions are quantifier-
free. A next step following the decidability of the emptiness problem for PUTAs
is thus to investigate whether the PSPACE-completeness result of Seidl et al.
carries over into PUTAs.
Connection with logics over unranked trees. In [KR03], Klaedtke and Rueß gave
a characterization of Parikh automata on ranked trees in terms of MSO logic
with cardinality constraints over set variables. Similarly, Seidl et al. proposed
in [SSM03, SSMH04, SSM08] an extension of MSO logic by local Presburger-
arithmetic constraints, which corresponds to Presburger automata. The corre-
spondence between logic and automata then leads to the decidability of the
satisfiability problem for certain fragments of the logics mentioned above. Since
the notion of PUTAs unifies the two approaches, it would be interesting to
combine the logics mentioned above and then to study the satisfiability problem
for the combined logic.
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Further extensions. Another possibility of adding arithmetical constraints into
unranked tree automata is to consider the frontier (that is, the sequence of the
leaves) of trees, as was done by Groz in [Gro06]. He showed, among others,
that global constraints are strictly more expressive than frontier constraints. It is
straightforward to embed the notion of frontier constraints in the definition of
Parikh unranked-tree automata, so the latter offers a framework to study further
the expressiveness of frontier constraints, possibly combined with other types of
constraints.
It would also be interesting to consider the notion of Parikh automata in the
context of unordered unranked trees, as has been done by Seidl et al. in [SSM03,
SSMH04, SSM08] for Presburger automata. In the literature, automata with
arithmetical constraints on unordered unranked trees have also been considered,
for instance, in the works of Lugiez et al. in [LM94, Lug98, LD02, Lug05].
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SUBTREE-EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS
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Chapter 5
AUTOMATA WITH EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS BETWEEN SIBLINGS
In this chapter, we are concerned with finite tree automata in which the appli-
cation of a transition to a node of an input tree, in a bottom-up run, is subject
to some equality (and disequality) constraints between the direct subtrees of
that particular node. For instance, the constraint “1 = 2 ∧ 1 6= 3” expresses
that the first and the second subtree must be equal and that the first and the
third subtree must be different from each other. In the framework of ranked
trees, this automaton model has been introduced by Bogaert and Tison in [BT92].
Our main objective in this chapter is to extend their automaton model to the
unranked setting.
In the example constraint above the subtrees to be compared are addressed
directly according to their respective positions in the sibling order. This way
of addressing the direct subtrees of a node is adequate in the presence of a
ranked alphabet since in a ranked tree the number of successors of every node
is bounded. When moving on to the framework of unranked trees, however, we
encounter the fact that the number of successors of a node, when applying a
transition, is no longer a priori bounded by a rank. As an illustration, consider
the constraint “all direct subtrees are equal to one another”. In the framework
of ranked trees, this constraint can be expressed, assuming that the label of the
node under consideration is of rank k, as∧
1≤i,j≤k
(i = j) .
In the framework of unranked trees, in contrast, this leads to an unbounded
number of pairs of subtrees to be compared since the number of successors of
a node may be arbitrarily large. In short, what we need is a way to express
unboundedly many equality constraints while, at the same time, ensuring a
finite representation of these constraints.
Actually, this phenomenon already occurs in the definition of finite automata
on unranked trees. Here, the shift from the ranked setting to the unranked
setting is realized by the use of regular languages over states, instead of mere
sequences of states, in the transitions. In this way, transitions can be applied
to a node with an arbitrary (that is, unbounded) number of successors and, at
the same time, allow a finite representation (by means of, for instance, regular
expressions over the set of states).
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Following this idea, we will use formulas of MSO logic, the logic correspond-
ing to regular languages, over sequences of states in order to address the pairs
of subtrees we want to compare. By doing so, we are then able to take into
account the unboundedness aspect while still ensuring a finite representation of
the equality constraints we want to express, namely, in terms of MSO formulas.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the first section, we begin with the
definition of the constraints that we are going to employ in the transitions of
unranked-tree automata with equality and disequality constraints between direct
subtrees, the definition of which then follows. The second section is devoted
to the definition of the deterministic version of our automaton model. Then,
we consider some normal forms, which will be useful in some proofs through-
out this thesis. We conclude this chapter with a first result concerning our
automaton model, namely that the class of tree languages recognizable by non-
deterministic UTACSs strictly contains the class of tree languages recognizable
by deterministic UTACSs.
5.1 Equality constraints between siblings
Definition 5.1. Let Q be a finite, nonempty set (of tree-automaton states). An
atomic sibling constraint over Q has one of the following forms:
∀x∀y . ϕ(x, y) → tx = ty (∀=)
∀x∀y . ϕ(x, y) → tx 6= ty (∀ 6=)
∃x∃y . ϕ(x, y) ∧ tx = ty (∃=)
∃x∃y . ϕ(x, y) ∧ tx 6= ty (∃ 6=)
where ϕ(x, y) is an MSO-formula over words over Q with two free first-order
variables x and y. Intuitively, an ∃=-constraint (respectively, ∃ 6=) says that “there
is a pair of positions that satisfies ϕ, and the subtrees at these positions (tx and
ty) are equal (or distinct, respectively)”, and a ∀=-constraint (respectively, ∀ 6=)
says that “for each pair of positions that satisfies ϕ the subtrees at these positions
(tx and ty) must be equal (or distinct, respectively)”. Formally, a nonempty word
w over Q together with a sequence t1 . . . t|w| of Σ-labeled trees are said to satisfy
an atomic sibling constraint if, depending on the constraint type, the following
holds:
• ∀=-constraint: for all positions i, j in w, if w |= ϕ(i, j), then ti = tj.
• ∀ 6=-constraint: for all positions i, j in w, if w |= ϕ(i, j), ti 6= tj.
• ∃=-constraint: there exist some positions i, j in w such that w |= ϕ(i, j) and
ti = tj.
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• ∃ 6=-constraint: there exist some positions i, j in w such that w |= ϕ(i, j) and
ti 6= tj).
For the sake of simplicity, we will sometimes refer to atomic sibling constraints
simply by the underlying MSO-formulas whenever no confusion might arise.
A sibling constraint over Q is built up from atomic sibling constraints by means
of Boolean connectives; the semantics definition of atomic sibling constraints
above is extended to Boolean combinations of atomic sibling constraints as usual.
The set of all sibling constraints over Q is denoted by CONSQ.
Example 5.2. Let Q = {q0, q1}. The following constraints are sibling constraints
over Q:
(a) All positions labeled with q0 carry the same subtrees; all positions labeled
with q1 carry different subtrees; and there exists a pair of positions with
different labels that carry different subtrees:[ ∀x∀y. Labq0(x) ∧ Labq0(y)→ tx = ty ] ∧[ ∀x∀y. Labq1(x) ∧ Labq1(y)→ tx 6= ty ] ∧[ ∃x∃y. Labq0(x) ∧ Labq1(y) ∧ tx 6= ty ]
(b) The first and the last subtree are equal, but they are different from all the
others:[ ∀x∀y. x = min ∧ y = max→ tx = ty ] ∧[ ∀x∀y.((x = min ∧ x < y < max) ∨ (min < x < y ∧ y = max))→ tx 6= ty ]
(5.1)
Remark 5.3. With respect to negation, ∀=-constraints are dual to ∃ 6=-constraints
in the sense that the negation of the former yields the latter, and vice versa.
Likewise, ∀ 6=-constraints are dual to ∃=-constraints with respect to negation.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we will consider only positive Boolean
combinations (that is, without negation) of atomic constraints.
We now come to using the constraints defined above in the transitions of
unranked-tree automata. That is, we require that the application of a transition
on a node is subject to whether the direct subtrees of this node satisfy some
sibling constraint. For the sake of exposition and to simplify matters, we distin-
guish between inner-node transitions and leaf transitions as sibling constraints
do not matter in the latter transitions.
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Definition 5.4. A (nondeterministic) unranked-tree automaton with equality (and
disequality) constraints between siblings (or unranked-tree automaton with constraints
between siblings or, for brevity, UTACS) over an alphabet Σ is a system A =
(Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F), where:
• Q is a finite, nonempty set of states;
• Λ ⊆ Σ×Q contains the leaf transitions;
• ∆ ⊆ L +REG(Q)× CONSQ×Σ× Q, the transition relation of A, contains the
inner-node transitions, each of which is of the form (L, α, a, q) where L ⊆ Q+
is a regular language and α is a sibling constraints over Q; and
• F ⊆ Q is the set of final states.
For every input tree t in TΣ, a run ρ of A on t is an assignment of states from
Q to the nodes of t such that the following holds:
• For each leaf node u ∈ Domt, we have (valt(u), ρ(u)) ∈ Λ.
• For each node u ∈ Domt with k ≥ 1 successors, there exists a transi-
tion (L, α, valt(u), ρ(u)) ∈ ∆ such that the word ρ(u1) . . . ρ(uk) belongs
to L and, together with the tree sequence t|u1 . . . t|uk, satisfies the sibling
constraint α.
Note that the run ρ can also be seen as a tree over Q which satisfies Domρ =
Domt and the two properties above. The run ρ is said to be accepting if ρ(ε)
belongs to F.
For every tree t ∈ TΣ and every state q ∈ Q, we write t →A q (or t → q
whenever the automaton A under consideration is clear from the context) if
there exists some run ρ of A on t such that ρ(ε) = q; in this case, we also say that
t reaches or evaluates to q. For every tree t ∈ TΣ, we denote by δA(t) (or simply
δ(t), whenever A is clear from the context) the set of states that can be reached
by t; that is,
δA(t) = {q ∈ Q | t→A q} .
Note that δA(t), for each tree t ∈ TΣ, can effectively be determined.
An input tree t ∈ TΣ is said to be accepted by A if there exists an accepting
run of A on t; in other words, if δA(t) ∩ F 6= ∅. The tree language recognized by A,
denoted by T (A), is the set of trees accepted by A.
For every alphabet Σ, the class of tree languages over Σ that are recognizable
by UTACSs is denoted by TUTACS(Σ).
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Example 5.5. The language of well-balanced trees over the alphabet {a} contains
unranked trees in which the direct subtrees of each node are equal. This
language is recognized by a UTACS that we describe in the following. The
state set contains only one state, q, which is also a final state. The UTACS has
only one leaf transition, namely (a, q), and one inner-node transition, namely
({q}+, α, a, q), where α is a ∀=-constraint defined by
∀x∀y . x 6= y→ tx = ty ;
that is, α expresses the property that for each pair, x and y, of distinct positions
among the direct successors of the current node the subtrees at these positions
must be equal.
Example 5.6. Let Σ = {a, b, •,⊥}. For each positive integer n, let n be the unary
tree of height n over {•}; that is,
n = •(•(. . . (•(•︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times
) . . . ) .
We consider a tree language T such that every tree in T encodes a parenthesized
word over {a, b} where the number of parenthesis types (each of which is
represented by n, for some n ≥ 0) is not bounded a priori. For instance, a tree
encoding of the parenthesis word
(1 (2 b b a )2 a (3 a a )3 )1
is the tree depicted in Figure 5.1. That is to say, T is the tree language that
contains those trees over Σ satisfying the following properties:
• The root is labeled with ⊥.
• Every inner node is labeled with either ⊥ or •.
• Every inner node labeled with ⊥ has at least two children. Exactly the first
and the last of these are unary trees over {•}, which, moreover, are equal.
• Every node labeled with • has rank at most 1 and may appear only as the
first or the last child of an inner node.
• Every leaf is labeled with either a or b, or •.
The tree language T is recognized by the following UTACS:
• Q = {q0, q1, qfin}.
• F = {qfin}.
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⊥
1 ⊥
2 b b a 2
a ⊥
3 a a 3
1
qfin
q• qfin
q• q1 q1 q1 q•
q1 qfin
q• q1 q1 q•
q•
Figure 5.1: A tree and an accepting run of Example 5.6.
• Λ = {(•, q0), (a, q1), (b, q1)}.
• ∆ = {(q0, true, •, q0), (q0(q1 + qfin)∗q0, α,⊥, qfin)}, where α requires that
“the first and the last subtree are equal, but they are different from all the
other subtrees” (that is, α is the sibling constraint (5.1) of Example 5.2(b)).
Figure 5.1 illustrates an accepting run of this UTACS on the tree encoding of the
parenthesis word above.
By adapting the standard constructions known from the ranked-tree setting,
we remark that the following closure properties can be shown; we omit the
proofs of these closure properties and refer the reader to [CDG+07, Chapter 4]
and [BT92].
Remark 5.7. The class of nondeterministic UTACSs is effectively closed under
union and intersection.
5.2 Determinism
When defining deterministic automata, intuitively, what we want to achieve is
that for each input tree there exists exactly (or, sometimes, at most) one state
that can be reached by the tree. However, the latter condition, per se, is not
effectively testable. Usually, deterministic automata are then defined by some
(decidable) semantical restrictions on the set of transitions, namely, by requiring
that the preconditions of the transitions that read the same input symbol do
not overlap. In the definition of deterministic finite unranked-tree automata,
for instance, one requires that for each pair of transitions that read the same
symbol, say (L1, a, q1) and (L2, a, q2), if q1 6= q2, then L1 ∩ L2 = ∅. Note that one
can decide whether this requirement is satisfied without considering the actual
input tree at all; instead, it suffices to consider the possible sequences of states
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that may occur in an application of a transition (that is, in the example above, L1
and L2).
This is, however, no longer possible for UTACSs since the satisfaction of the
precondition of a transition does not depend solely on the sequence of states
that may occur in an application of the transition but also, due to the sibling
constraints, on the actual input tree, as illustrated in the following example.
Example 5.8. Let Σ = {a, b}. We consider the language T of trees over Σ
satisfying the following properties (for an example, see Figure 5.2):
• The root is labeled with a and has exactly two a-labeled children.
• The first child of the root has as its children strands of b’s (that is, unary
trees in which the nodes are labeled by b) that are all equal.
• The second child of the root has as its children strands of b’s that are not
all equal (that is, at least two of them are different).
For the sake of simplicity, let us refer to a tree of the form a(t1 . . . tm) where
t1, . . . , tm are b-strands as a block of b-strands.
If we are to construct a deterministic UTACS recognizing T, then the follow-
ing phenomena should be taken into account. First, since there are two types
of blocks of b-strands (namely, the ones with all b-strands being equal and the
opposite of these), there should be two different states, say q= and q 6=, which
the blocks of b-strands, according to their respective types, evaluate to. Second,
since there are infinitely many b-strands, all b-strands should evaluate to one
single state, say p. In particular, this means that, given a block of b-strands,
say a(t1 . . . tm), the sequence of states assigned to the b-strands in a run is pm.
Consequently, in order to determine whether the block of b-strands evaluate to
q= or q 6=, it does not suffice to know the states reached by t1, . . . , tm. Rather, one
would need to know which pairs of the trees among t1, . . . , tm are equal and
which ones are distinct.
In order to cope with these phenomena, we will give a definition of determin-
istic automata that enforces determinism syntactically, which is similar to the
definition of deterministic (bottom-up) finite unranked-tree automata proposed
by Cristau et al. in [CLT05]. Basically, the idea is to use, in place of the transition
relation, transition functions that assign to each sequence of states a sequence of
pairs of a sibling constraint and a target state, the intended meaning being that
if the sibling constraint is satisfied, then the target state is reached.
Definition 5.9. Let Q be a finite, nonempty set (of tree-automaton states). A
conditional expression of sibling constraints over Q is an ordered list of the form
[〈α1, q1〉, . . . , 〈αn, qn〉], for some n ∈ {1, . . . , |Q|}, where
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a
a
b
b
b
b
b
b
a
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
Figure 5.2: A tree of Example 5.8.
• q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q are pairwise different;
• α1, . . . , αn ∈ CONSQ; and
• αn = true.
We denote the set of conditional expressions of sibling constraints over Q by CEQ.
Intuitively, a conditional expression of the form [〈α1, q1〉, . . . , 〈αn, qn〉] speci-
fies that:
• q1 is the target state if α1 is satisfied;
• otherwise, q2 is the target state if α2 is satisfied;
• . . .
• otherwise, qn is the target state.
In the sequel, we will represent transition functions by means of deterministic
finite automata that upon a sequence of states as input produce a conditional
expression of sibling constraints as output.
Definition 5.10. Let Q be a finite, nonempty set (of tree-automaton states). A
conditional-expression automaton over Q (or CEQ-automaton) D = (S, Q, sin,γ, µ) is
a deterministic finite automaton with output described as follows:
• S is a finite, nonempty set of states.
• sin ∈ S is the initial state.
• Q serves as the input alphabet of D.
• γ : S×Q→ S \ {sin} is the transition function.
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• µ : S \ {sin} → CEQ is the output function.
As usual, the transition function γ is extended to γ∗ : S × Q∗ → S by the
following inductive definition:
γ∗(s, ε) = s , for each s ∈ S ,
γ∗(s, wq) = γ(γ∗(s, w), q) , for each s ∈ S, w ∈ Q∗, and q ∈ Q .
The output function defined by D, referred to as D : Q+ → CEQ, is defined by
D(w) = µ(γ∗(sin, w)) ,
for each w ∈ Q+.
Definition 5.11. A deterministic unranked-tree automaton with constraints between
siblings (or, for brevity, deterministic UTACS) over an alphabet Σ is a system
A = (Q,Σ,λ, (Da)a∈Σ, F) specified as follows:
• Q is a finite, nonempty set of states.
• λ : Σ→ Q assigns a state to each (leaf labeled by a) symbol in Σ.
• Da, for each a ∈ Σ, is a conditional-expression automaton over Q.
• F ⊆ Q is the set of final states.
For every input tree t in TΣ, a run ρ of A on t is an assignment of states from
Q to the nodes of t such that the following holds:
• For each leaf node u ∈ Domt, we have λ(valt(u)) = ρ(u).
• For each node u ∈ Domt with k ≥ 1 successors, the following holds.
To simplify notations, let w = ρ(u1) . . . ρ(uk), and let Dvalt(u)(w) be the
conditional expression [〈α1, q1〉, . . . , 〈αn, qn〉], for some 1 ≤ n ≤ |Q|. Then,
ρ(u) = qi, for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and the word w together with the tree
sequence t|u1 . . . t|uk satisfy the sibling constraint
αi ∧
i−1∧
j=1
¬αj .
In other words, αi is satisfied, but α1, . . . , αi−1 are falsified (recall that
Boolean combinations of sibling constraints are sibling constraints as well).
The run ρ is said to be accepting if ρ(ε) belongs to F. For every tree t ∈ TΣ and
every state q ∈ Q, we write t →A q (or t → q whenever A is clear from the
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context) if there exists some run ρ of A on t such that ρ(ε) = q, in which case
we say that t reaches or evaluates to q.
An input tree t ∈ TΣ is said to be accepted by A if there exists an accepting
run of A on t. The tree language recognized by A, denoted by T (A), is the set of
trees accepted by A. For every alphabet Σ, the class of tree languages over Σ
that are recognizable by deterministic UTACSs is denoted by TDUTACS(Σ).
The following remark follows immediately from the definition of determinis-
tic UTACSs and can be shown by induction.
Remark 5.12. Let Σ be an alphabet. For every deterministic UTACS A over Σ
and every tree t over Σ, there exists exactly one run of A on t and, thus, exactly
one state of A to which t evaluates.
Example 5.13. The following deterministic UTACS A = (Q, {a, b},λ,Da,Db, F)
recognizes the language T of Example 5.8:
• Q = {p, q=, q 6=, qfin, q⊥} and F = {qfin}.
• λ(a) = q⊥ and λ(b) = p.
• Let α be the sibling constraint
∀x∀y. x < y→ tx = ty .
For each w ∈ Q+, the automaton Da, depicted in Figure 5.3, outputs
Da(w) =

[〈α, q=〉, 〈true, q 6=〉] , if w ∈ {p}+,
[〈true, qfin〉] , if w = q=q 6=,
[〈true, q⊥〉] , otherwise.
• For each w ∈ Q+, the automaton Db, depicted in Figure 5.3, outputs
Db(w) =
{
[〈true, p〉] , if w = p,
[〈true, q⊥〉] , otherwise.
In the sequel, we will see that our definition of deterministic automata
coincides with the notion of determinism mentioned at the beginning of this
section, to which we refer as, for convenience, global determinism.
Definition 5.14. A UTACS A over an alphabet Σ (in the sense of Definition 5.4)
is called globally deterministic if for each tree t ∈ TΣ there exists exactly one state
q of A such that t→A q.
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Da : [〈true, q⊥〉] [〈true, qfin〉]
[〈α, q=〉, 〈true, q 6=〉] [〈true, q⊥〉]
q=
p
q6= , qfin , q⊥
q 6=
p, q=, qfin, q⊥
p, q=, q 6=, qfin, q⊥
p, q=, q 6=, qfin, q⊥
q=, q 6=, qfin, q⊥
p
Db : [〈true, p〉] [〈true, q⊥〉]
p
q=, q 6=, qfin, q⊥
p, q=, q 6=, qfin, q⊥
p, q=, q 6=, qfin, q⊥
Figure 5.3: The conditional-expression automata Da and Db of Example 5.13.
States are represented by boxes, and the labels of the boxes represent the output
functions.
We will show that every deterministic UTACS, in the sense of Definition 5.11
above, can be transformed into a UTACS of the standard format (that is, in the
sense of Definition 5.4) where for each input tree there exists exactly one state
that can be reached by the tree and that, conversely, every globally deterministic
UTACS can be transformed into a deterministic UTACS.
Proposition 5.15. Every deterministic UTACS can be transformed into an equivalent
globally deterministic UTACS, and vice versa.
Proof. For the left-to-right direction, suppose that a deterministic UTACS A =
(Q,Σ,λ, (Da)a∈Σ, F) is given. We define the UTACS B = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) where
Λ = {(a,λ(a)) | a ∈ Σ} and ∆ consists of the transitions specified below.
Our aim is to obtain UTACS-transitions of the form (L, α, a, q) from Da. To
this end, the idea is to use Da as a finite automaton for the horizontal language
L and to use its output function for defining the sibling constraint α.
For each a ∈ Σ, suppose Da = (Sa, Q, sain,γa, µa). Further, for each s ∈ Sa \
{sain}, let Hsa be a deterministic finite word automaton that simulates Da (without
output) and has s as its final state; that is, we define the deterministic finite
word automaton Hsa = (Sa, Q,γa, sain, {s}). Let µ(s) = [〈α1, q1〉, . . . , 〈αn, qn〉], for
some 1 ≤ n ≤ |Q|. Then, we add to ∆, for each i = 1, . . . , n, the transition
( L(Hsa) , αi ∧ i−1∧
j=1
¬αj , a , qi
)
.
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In order to show the correctness of the construction, we first observe the
following: for every tree t over Σ and every tree ρ over Q, we have that ρ is a run
tree of A on t if and only if it is a run tree ofB on t. The proof of this observation
is quite straightforward (by induction on the run trees) and is thus omitted. It
immediately follows from this observation that T (B) = T (A). Toward showing
that B is globally deterministic, suppose that t ∈ TΣ. By Remark 5.12, there is
a unique run ρ of A on t. By the observation above, ρ is also a run of B on t,
which is, moreover, unique. Hence, there exists exactly one state of B, namely
ρ(ε), to which the tree t evaluates.
For the right-to-left direction, suppose that a globally deterministic UTACS
B = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) is given. We are going to define an equivalent deterministic
UTACS A = (Q,Σ,λ, (Da)a∈Σ, F) as follows.
Since B is globally deterministic, there exists, for each a ∈ Σ, a unique state,
say qa, such that (a, qa) ∈ Λ. Hence, we define the leaf transition function of A
by setting λ(a) = qa, for each a ∈ Σ.
For the sake of simplicity, let us first fix some notations that we are going to
use in the sequel. Without loss of generality, let Q = {q1, . . . , qn}, for some n ≥ 1.
For each a ∈ Σ and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let ∆a,i ⊆ ∆ be the set of those transitions of
B that read the symbol a and have qi as target state. Without loss of generality,
let us enumerate these transitions as
∆a,i = {(La,i1 , αa,i1 , a, qi), . . . , (La,ima,i , αa,ima,i , a, qi)} .
For each j = 1, . . . , ma,i, let us assume that the regular language L
a,i
j is repre-
sented by the deterministic finite word automaton Ha,ij = (S
a,i
j , Q,γ
a,i
j , s
a,i
in,j, F
a,i
j );
for this automaton, furthermore, we may assume that the initial state does not
have any ingoing transitions. Further, let ∆a =
⋃n
i=1 ∆a,i.
For each a ∈ Σ, we define the CEQ-automaton Da = (Sa, Q, sain,γa, µa) as
follows. Roughly speaking, Da simulates all the deterministic finite word
automata occurring in ∆a in parallel (via the usual product construction). That
is, we set
Sa =
n
∏
i=1
ma,i
∏
j=1
Sa,ij
and define γa : Sa ×Q→ Sa by
γa
(
(sij) 1≤i≤n,
1≤j≤ma,i
, q
)
=
(
γa,ij (s
i
j, q)
)
1≤i≤n,
1≤j≤ma,i
,
for each (sij)1≤i≤n,1≤j≤ma,i in Sa. As the initial state of D we take
(sa,iin,j)1≤i≤n,1≤j≤ma,i .
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For the definition of the output function of D, the idea is, given a state of
the form (sij)1≤i≤n,1≤j≤ma,i in Sa, to consider those components with s
i
j ∈ Fa,ij ;
intuitively, this means that the B-state qi can be reached if the corresponding
constraint αa,ij is satisfied. Formally, we define
µa
(
(sij) 1≤i≤n,
1≤j≤ma,i
)
=
[〈 ∨
1≤j≤ma,1,
s1j∈Fa,1j
αa,1j , q1〉, . . . , 〈
∨
1≤j≤ma,n−1,
sn−1j ∈Fa,n−1j
αa,n−1j , qn−1〉, 〈true, qn〉
]
,
for each (sij)1≤i≤n,1≤j≤ma,i in Sa. Some aspects of this definition need to be
clarified further:
• For each i = 1, . . . , n, the target state is qi if at least one of the constraints
αa,ij is satisfied; this explains why we take disjunctions over sibling con-
straints in the definition above.
• The empty disjunction corresponds to the sibling constraint false.
• The constraint corresponding to qn (the last item in the conditional expres-
sion above) should actually be ∨
1≤j≤ma,n,
snj ∈Fa,nj
αa,nj .
Nevertheless, since B is globally deterministic, if all of the constraints cor-
responding to q1, . . . , qn−1 are falsified, then the constraint corresponding
to qn must necessarily be satisfied.
In order to show that T (A) = T (B), it suffices to show that every run ρ of
B on a tree t is also a run tree of A on t, and vice versa. The proof of this fact is
fairly straightforward (by induction on the run trees), albeit rather tedious, and
is thus omitted.
Recapitulating, we have seen that globally deterministic UTACSs recognize
the same class of tree languages as deterministic UTACSs. Therefore, we may
use both notions of determinism interchangeably. Throughout the remainder of
the thesis, moreover, we shall only work with UTACSs of the standard format
(in the sense of Definition 5.4). Thus, for the sake of simplicity, we shall also
refer to globally deterministic UTACSs simply as deterministic UTACSs.
As with nondeterministic UTACSs, it can be shown, by adapting the standard
constructions known from the ranked-tree setting, that deterministic UTACSs
are closed under all Boolean operations; we omit the proofs of these closure
properties and refer the reader to [CDG+07, Chapter 4] and [BT92].
Remark 5.16. The class of deterministic UTACSs is effectively closed under
union, intersection, and complementation.
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5.3 Normal forms
If one looks at the constraints allowed for UTACSs closely, one might notice that
some constraints are syntactic sugars and do not increase the expressive power
of our automaton model. In this section, we define some normal forms for
UTACSs, each of which poses some restrictions on the use of sibling constraints
in the transitions of UTACSs. These normal forms will be useful in many of the
proofs presented later in this thesis.
Proposition 5.17. Every (deterministic) UTACS is equivalent to a (deterministic)
UTACS where each constraint occurring therein is a conjunction consisting of a single
∀=-constraint θ∀= , a single ∀ 6=-constraint θ∀ 6= , several ∃=-constraints ϕ1, . . . , ϕk, and
several ∃ 6=-constraints ψ1, . . . ,ψ`.
Proof. Let A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) be a UTACS. As has been noted in Remark 5.3,
we can assume that each constraint occurring in a transition of A is a positive
Boolean combination of atomic sibling constraints over Q.
We first show that we can further assume, without loss of generality, that
each constraint is a conjunction of atomic constraints. Let α be a positive Boolean
combination of atomic sibling constraints over Q. Then, α can be transformed
into a disjunction of conjunctions of atomic constraints, say, α = α1 ∨ · · · ∨ αk, for
some k ≥ 1, where each αi is a conjunction of atomic constraints. Hence, given a
transition (L, α, a, q) of A, we may split it into k transitions, namely (L, αi, a, q),
for all i = 1, . . . , k. Note also that, although there may be more than one αi
that can be satisfied at once, all of these transitions lead to the same state q, so
determinism is retained.
Next, given a conjunction of atomic constraints, we show that we can merge
all ∀=-constraints and all ∀ 6=-constraints into one ∀=-constraint and one ∀ 6=-
constraint, respectively. To this end, we show how we can merge two ∀=-
constraints (or ∀ 6=-constraints) into one ∀=-constraint (∀ 6=-constraint, respec-
tively). After iterating these procedures to all ∀=- and ∀ 6=-constraints, we then
obtain one ∀=-constraint and one ∀ 6=-constraint.
Let α be a conjunction of atomic sibling constraints over Q, and let ϕ and
ψ be two ∀=-constraints therein. That is, ϕ(x, y) and ψ(x, y) are both MSO-
formulas with two free variables. Then, for every word w ∈ Q+ and every
sequence t1 . . . t|w| of Σ-labeled trees, we have that w and t1 . . . t|w| satisfy the
sibling constraints
∀x∀y.ϕ(x, y)→ tx = ty and ∀x∀y.ψ(x, y)→ tx = ty
if and only if
for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , |w|}, if w |= ϕ(i, j), then ti = tj,
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and if w |= ψ(i, j), then ti = tj.
This statement is equivalent to the following:
for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , |w|}, if w |= ϕ(i, j) or w |= ψ(i, j), then ti = tj.
Hence, we may replace the conjunction of ϕ and ψ with one single ∀=-constraint
defined as
∀x∀y . [ϕ(x, y) ∨ ψ(x, y)] → tx = ty .
Analogously, we can replace a conjunction of two ∀ 6=-constraints ϕ and ψ
with one single single ∀ 6=-constraint defined as
∀x∀y . [ϕ(x, y) ∨ ψ(x, y)] → tx 6= ty .
For nondeterministic UTACSs, we can go even further: we will show that
the existential constraints (∃= and ∃ 6=) are syntactic sugars in the presence of
nondeterminism; that is to say, the existential constraints can be simulated by
using nondeterminism and the universal constraints.
Proposition 5.18. For each nondeterministic UTACS, we can construct an equivalent
one where every constraint occurring therein is a conjunction of a ∀=-constraint and a
∀ 6=-constraint.
Proof. Let A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) be a nondeterministic UTACS, and let τ =
(L, α, a, q) be a transition. By Lemma 5.17, we can assume that α is a con-
junction of atomic constraints consisting of one ∀=-constraint, one ∀ 6=-constraint,
several ∃=-constraints, and several ∃ 6=-constraints.
In the following, we describe how we can eliminate an ∃=-constraint, say,
given by an MSO-formula ϕ(x, y), from α. For this, we simulate the use of ϕ by
means of nondeterminism and some additional universal constraints as follows.
In a bottom-up run, the automaton guesses, each time the root of a subtree is
reached, whether this subtree constitutes a position that will be used to satisfy
ϕ, i.e., one of the positions x and y referred to in ϕ. Then, if we want to apply
τ, we check, first, that these two positions satisfy ϕ and, second, that these two
positions carry the same tree. More precisely, we proceeds as follows:
• For all states p, add two new states (p, xϕ) and (p, yϕ).
• For all transitions (K, β, b, p) ∈ ∆, add the transitions (K, β, b, (p, xϕ)) and
(K, β, b, (p, yϕ)).
• Replace the transition τ = (L, α, a, q) (and, analogously, its copies) by
(L′, α′, a, q) where L′ and α′ are obtained as follows:
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– A word w belongs to L′ if: first, it contains exactly one occurrence
of states of the form (p, xϕ) and (p′, yϕ) each, for some p, p′ ∈ Q;
second, these positions satisfy ϕ(x, y); and third, w, apart from the
additional labels, belongs to L. Note that these requirements can be
expressed as an MSO-formula, so L′ is regular.
– α′ is obtained from α by replacing ϕ with a ∀=-constraint expressing:
∀x∀y. “x is labeled with (p, xϕ), for some p ∈ Q“∧
“y is labeled with (p′, yϕ), for some p′ ∈ Q“ → tx = ty ;
that is, α′ expresses the property that “for all positions x, y such
that x is labeled with (p, xϕ) and y is labeled with (p′, yϕ), for some
p, p′ ∈ Q, the subtrees at x and y have to be equal”.
We iterate this procedure until all ∃=-constraints have been eliminated. After
that, we eliminate the ∃ 6=-constraints in the same way.
Note that the sibling constraints of the resulting automaton may still have
more than one ∀=-constraint and/or more than one ∀ 6=-constraint. As we have
seen in the proof of Proposition 5.17 above, nevertheless, we can replace every
conjunction of ∀=-constraints (∀ 6=-constraints) with one single ∀=-constraint
(∀ 6=-constraint, respectively).
Note that removing an existential constraint, as described above, comes at
the cost of increasing the size of the original automaton by a constant factor.
Hence, the resulting UTACS in normal form, which we obtain after removing all
existential constraints, is exponentially (in the number of existential constraints)
larger than the original automaton.
5.4 Determinism versus nondeterminism
In this section, we will show that nondeterministic UTACSs, in general, cannot
be determinized. This is in contrast to the ranked setting, where each nonde-
terministic automaton is equivalent to a deterministic one. To this end, we will
define a tree language that is recognizable by some nondeterministic UTACS
but not by any deterministic UTACS.
The tree language that we will use to separate the two classes of tree lan-
guages consists of trees of the form depicted in Figure 5.4. Intuitively, such a
tree consists of a root labeled with a and below it strands of b’s (that is, unary
trees in which the nodes are labeled by b). All but two of the b-strands are
of the same length, and the two special b-strands themselves are of the same
length. With nondeterminism, essentially, we would guess the positions of the
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a
b . . . b b b . . . b b b . . . b
Figure 5.4: Trees separating nondeterministic and deterministic UTACSs (the
dashed lines represent b-strands).
latter b-strands and mark them by means of a special state. Then, using this
particular state, we can address the appropriate pairs of sibling positions that
should carry the same subtree and those pairs that should carry distinct subtrees.
With determinism, this is no longer possible; the fact that there are b-strands
of arbitrary length prevents the possibility of using a special state to mark the
positions of the two special b-strands and thus also of addressing their positions
in the constraints. Let us now define this tree language formally.
Definition 5.19. Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet. Throughout the remainder of
this section, let T be the tree language over Σ defined as follows. A tree t over Σ
belongs to T if and only if:
• Domt ⊆ {ε} ∪N{1}∗;
• valt(ε) = a and valt(z) = b, for every z ∈ Domt \{ε}; and
• there exist some nodes x, y ∈ Domt such that:
– x, y ∈ N and 1 < x < y < max{n ∈ N | n ∈ Domt} (in particular, x
is not the most-left child of the root, and y is not the most-right child
of the root),
– t|x = t|y, and
– for all z, z′ ∈N \ {x, y}, we have t|z = t|z′ and t|z 6= t|x.
Toward showing that T is not recognizable by any deterministic UTACS, we
will analyze the applicability of transitions of deterministic UTACSs. To this
end, we shall focus on the sequence of states that underlie an application of
the transition, that is, the states occurring at the children of the node under
consideration, as illustrated in the following example.
Example 5.20. Suppose that τ = ({p, r}+, α, a, q) is a transition of a deterministic
UTACS, where α is a conjunction of the following constraints between siblings:
∀x∀y. Labr(x) ∧ Labr(y)→ tx = ty
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∀x∀y. x = min∧ y = max→ tx 6= ty .
The first constraint requires that the trees at the positions labeled with r are
all equal while the second one requires that the trees at the first and the last
positions are distinct.
Consider the word w = prppr. For this word, the constraints of α require
that the trees at the positions 2 and 5 are equal and that the ones at the positions
1 and 5 are distinct. In particular, this means that the constraints of α, with
respect to w, do not conflict one another. Assuming, hypothetically, that there
are at least two distinct trees evaluating to r, say t1 and t2, and at least one tree
evaluating to p, say s, then, the transition τ can be applied, by using w1, to the
tree a(st1sst2) (note that s 6= t1 holds since the underlying UTACS is assumed
to be deterministic).
Consider now the word v = rprpr. With respect to v, the constraints of α
require that the trees at the positions 1, 3, and 5 are equal and that the ones
at the positions 1 and 5 are distinct. Note that in this case the constraints of
α contradict one another, in contrast to the case above. This means that the
transition τ cannot be applied to any tree of the form a(t1 . . . t5) if the sequence
of states reached by t1, . . . , t5 coincides with the word v.
We capture this observation in the following definition, where we say that
words like w in the example above is suitable.
Definition 5.21. Let A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) be a deterministic UTACS, and let
τ = (L, α, a, q) be a transition of A. A word w ∈ Q+ is said to be suitable for τ
(or τ-suitable, for brevity) if the following entailment holds:
If, for each state occurring in w, there are sufficiently many distinct
trees that evaluate to this state, then the transition τ can be applied
by using w.
We refer to the set of τ-suitable words as suit(τ).
Let A and τ be as in Definition 5.21. Roughly speaking, a word w in Q+ is
suitable for τ if and only if, first, it belongs to L and, second, the constraints in
α do not cause any conflicts in w; to illustrate this, every pair (κ,λ) of positions
in w satisfying a ∀=-constraint of τ may not satisfy any ∀ 6=-constraint of τ.
In addition, since A is supposed to be deterministic, if a pair of positions is
declared to have equal subtrees by α, then the Q-labels of those positions must
coincide as well. Since atomic sibling constraints are built from MSO-formulas,
it will turn out that we can indeed write an MSO-formula that captures all these
requirements, which shows that the set of τ-suitable words is regular.
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Before we do this, a remark concerning equality constraints (that is, ∀=-
constraints and ∃=-constraints) is in order. Since equality between trees is an
equivalence relation, for instance, a ∀=-constraint given by an MSO-formula
ϕ(x, y) might induce more pairs of positions to be compared than just the ones
satisfying ϕ, a fact that has to be considered when, for example, determining
whether a ∀=-constraint and a ∀ 6=-constraint contradict one another.
To illustrate this, consider the ∀=-constraint and ∀ 6=-constraint given by the
following formulas ϕ and ψ, respectively:
ϕ(x, y) = S(x, y) ψ(x, y) = (x = min) ∧ (y = max) .
For every word (over states) of length ≥ 3, there is no pair of positions satisfying
both ϕ and ψ, which might lead to the assumption that every word of length ≥ 3
is a suitable word (in the sense that both constraints can be satisfied). However,
this is not the case: although ϕ only requires that each two consecutive positions
share the same tree, this implicitly requires that all positions share the same tree
as well. In particular, the first and the last position are required to carry the
same trees, which contradicts the constraint given by ψ.
Hence, for a ∀=-constraints, say, given by an MSO-formula ϕ(x, y), we have
to take into account not only the pairs (x, y) satisfying ϕ, but also all pairs
satisfying its reflexive-symmetric-transitive closure, which we define formally as
follows.
Definition 5.22. To every MSO-formula ϕ with two free first-order variables,
let clϕ be an MSO formula defining its reflexive-symmetric-transitive closure, that
is,
clϕ(x, y) = (x = y) ∨
∀Z.(Z(x) ∧ [∀u∀v.(Z(u) ∧ (ϕ(u, v) ∨ ϕ(v, u))→ Z(v))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
“Z is closed w.r.t. ϕ”
→ Z(y)) .
We now show that the set of τ-suitable words, for every transition τ of
a deterministic UTACS A, is regular by expressing the requirements for τ-
suitability explained above as an MSO-formula.
Lemma 5.23. For every deterministic UTACS A and every transition τ of A, the set
suit(τ) of τ-suitable words is regular.
Proof. Let A be a deterministic UTACS with Q as its state set, and let τ =
(L, α, a, q) be a transition of A. By Proposition 5.17, we can assume that α is
a conjunction of an ∀=-constraint θ∀= , an ∀ 6=-constraint θ∀ 6= , ∃=-constraints
ϕ1, . . . , ϕk, and ∃ 6=-constraints ψ1, . . . ,ψ`.
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In order to show that the set of τ-suitable words is regular, we give an
MSO-formula that describes when a word is τ-suitable. As has been noted, a
word w in Q+ is suitable for τ if and only if the following holds. First, the word
w belongs to the language L. Note that the membership in L can be expressed as
an MSO-formula since L itself is regular. Second, there exist k pairs of positions
in w, say, (x1, y1), . . . , (xk, yk) (which are intended to satisfy the ∃=-constraints)
as well as ` pairs of positions in w, say, (x′1, y
′
1), . . . , (x
′
`, y
′
`) (which are intended
to satisfy the ∃ 6=-constraints), such that the following requirements are fulfilled:
• For each i = 1, . . . , k, the pair (xi, yi) satisfies ϕi(xi, yi).
• For each j = 1, . . . , `, the pair (x′j, y
′
j) satisfies ψj(x
′
j, y
′
j).
• For each pair (x, y) of positions, if it belongs to the reflexive-symmetric-
transitive closure of the equality relation induced by the pairs (x1, y1), . . . ,
(xk, yk) and by the ∀=-constraint θ∀= , then it may not coincide with any of
the pairs (x′1, y
′
1), . . . , (x
′
`, y
′
`) and may not satisfy θ∀ 6= (that is, the formula
underlying the ∀ 6=-constraint of τ). Moreover, the state labels at the two
positions x and y must coincide. Note that these requirements must also
be fulfilled if x and y coincide. This can be expressed in MSO logic as
∀x∀y. clϑ(x, y) →
[ ∧`
j=1
¬(x = x′j ∧ y = y′j)
∧ ¬θ∀ 6=(x, y)
∧ ∧
p∈Q
(
Labp(x)↔ Labp(y)
) ]
,
where clϑ is the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closure of the following
formula ϑ:
ϑ(x, y) =
k∨
i=1
(x = xi ∧ y = yi) ∨ θ∀= .
It is not difficult to write an MSO-formula that captures all these requirement,
so we conclude that suit(τ) is indeed regular.
We are now ready to show our main lemma, namely that the language T of
Definition 5.19 is not recognizable by any deterministic UTACS.
Lemma 5.24. The tree language T cannot be recognized by any deterministic UTACS.
Proof. Toward a contradiction, let us assume that T is recognized by some
deterministic UTACS, say A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F). Without loss of generality, we can
assume that each constraint occurring in ∆ is a conjunction consisting of one ∀=-
constraint, one ∀ 6=-constraint, several ∃=-constraints, and several ∃ 6=-constraints
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(see Proposition 5.17 above). In order to simplify notation, furthermore, we refer
to the set of transitions leading to some final state as ∆fin.
The idea of the proof is to construct a tree in T that is sufficiently large
such that we can modify it to a tree that does not belong to T anymore without
affecting the acceptance by A. In order to construct such a tree, we will start
from a smaller tree that also belongs to T and then modify it step by step,
thereby preserving the applicability of A’s transitions that lead to a final state
and its membership in T.
First of all, since Q is finite, there is some state p in Q such that infinitely
many b-strands of different length are evaluated to p. Let us pick two of them,
say s and t, with s 6= t. For all natural numbers n1, n2, and n3, let tn1,n2,n3 be the
tree defined as
a( s · · · s︸ ︷︷ ︸
n1-times
t s · · · s︸ ︷︷ ︸
n2-times
t s · · · s︸ ︷︷ ︸
n3-times
) , (5.2)
and let wn1,n2,n3 be the word defined as
pn1+n2+n3+2 ,
that is, the sequence of states reached by the direct subtrees of the root of tn1,n2,n3 .
By the definition of T, the tree tn1,n2,n3 , for all natural numbers n1, n2, n3, belongs
to T and must hence be accepted by A. Thus, by the choice of s and t, for every
n1, n2, n3 ≥ 1, there exists some transition
τ = (L, α, a, q) (5.3)
in ∆fin such that the word wn1,n2,n3 belongs to L, and the application of τ leads
to the tree tn1,n2,n3 being accepted by A.
Avoiding ∀ 6=-constraints. Our next step is to restrict our attention only to those
values of n1, n2, and n3 such that in the transition τ chosen above ∀ 6=-constraints
do not play any role. More precisely, we want to choose the values of n1, n2,
and n3 such that for each transition with a ∀ 6=-constraint θ either
(a) θ is trivially fulfilled since there is no pair (κ,λ) of positions in wn1,n2,n3 with
wn1,n2,n3 |= θ(κ,λ), or
(b) θ is not fulfilled since there is some pair (κ,λ) of positions in wn1,n2,n3
with wn1,n2,n3 |= θ(κ,λ) and tn1,n2,n3 |κ = tn1,n2,n3 |λ, which means that the
underlying transition cannot be applied in order to accept tn1,n2,n3 .
Consider a transition τ = (L, α, a, q) ∈ ∆fin that contains a ∀ 6=-constraint θ.
Further, consider the set suit(τ) of τ-suitable words. Let Pτ,θ be the set of words
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over {p} in suit(τ) each of which contains two positions κ and λ such that the
MSO-formula θ is satisfied; that is,
Pτ,θ = {pn ∈ suit(τ) | n ∈N and there are some positions κ,λ in pn
such that pn |= θ(κ,λ)} .
Since suit(τ), by Lemma 5.23, is regular, and since θ is an MSO-formula, it is
easy to show that the set Pτ,θ is regular, too.
If Pτ,θ is finite, then we choose n1, n2, n3 to be greater than max{n ∈ N |
pn ∈ Pτ,θ}, so the case (a) above occurs.
Otherwise, consider a word pn ∈ Pτ,θ with the respective positions κ and λ.
Without loss of generality, let us assume κ < λ. Informally, the occurrences of κ
and λ can be illustrated as markers in the underlying word pn, as shown in the
following:
κ λ
p · · · p · · · p · · · p (5.4)
• ◦
Since Pτ,θ is regular, the standard pumping lemma for regular languages applies
in the following sense: if n is sufficiently large, then there exists some period
m ≥ 1 such that pn has one of the following decompositions with respect to m
κ λ
p · · · p · · · p · · · pm · · · p (5.5)
• ◦
κ λ
p · · · pm · · · p · · · p · · · p (5.6)
• ◦
κ λ
p · · · p · · · pm · · · p · · · p (5.7)
• ◦
and pumping pm always results in a word belonging to Pτ,θ (with the respective
markers κ′ and λ′). Moreover, we can do this sufficiently often such that the
resulting word can be decomposed into pn1 ppn2 ppn3 such that κ′ and λ′
• both lie in the pn1-part (this corresponds to (5.5)), or
• both lie in the pn3-part (this corresponds to (5.6)), or
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• lie in the pn1-part and pn3-part, respectively (this corresponds to (5.7)).
In either case, we have
tn1,n2,n3 |κ′ = tn1,n2,n3 |λ′
and
wn1,n2,n3 |= θ(κ′,λ′) .
Hence, θ is not satisfied, so τ cannot be applied to accept tn1,n2,n3 .
If there is another transition τ′ with a ∀ 6=-constraint, then we proceed as
above: we start with a word pn
′
that ‘avoids’ τ with the respective positions
κ′ and λ′, and we obtain a pumping period m′. Now, in order to avoid the
applicability of the previous transition τ and the current transition τ′, pumping
must be done with respect to the least common multiple of m and m′ as the
period.
We proceed as above until each transition with a ∀ 6=-constraints falls into
one of the cases (a) or (b). Note that the fact that we only consider p-labeled
suitable words is crucial in order to avoid interference between the pumping
processes above.
Satisfying ∃=-constraints and ∃ 6=-constraints. Suppose now that n1, n2, n3 are
such that tn1,n2,n3 can only be accepted by using some transition from ∆fin where
no ∀ 6=-constraint occurs, or where the ∀ 6=-constraint is trivially satisfied. Let us
fix such a transition τ = (L, α, a, q), and let us assume
α = θ ∧
k∧
i=1
ϕi ∧
∧`
j=1
ψ` (5.8)
where θ is a ∀=-constraint, ϕ1, . . . ϕk are ∃=-constraints, and ψ1, . . . ,ψ` are ∃ 6=-
constraints. Note that the applicability of τ implies that each of these constraints
is satisfied.
Let us first consider the ∃=-constraint ϕ1. As ϕ1 is satisfied, there exist some
κ1,λ1 ∈ {1, . . . , n1 +n2 +n3 + 2} such that wn1,n2,n3 |= ϕ1(κ1,λ1) and tn1,n2,n3 |κ1 =
tn1,n2,n3 |λ1 . Following the same line of argumentation as with avoiding ∀ 6=-
constraints, we can replace n1, n2, n3 with some appropriate n11, n
1
2, n
1
3 such that
κ′1 and λ
′
1
• both lie at the very beginning of the pn
1
1-part, or
• both lie at the very end of the pn
1
3-part, or
• lie at the very beginning of the pn
1
1-part and at the very end of the pn
1
3-part,
respectively.
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Note that the terms ‘very beginning’ and ‘very end’ are meant to be relative to
the length of the resulting word wn11,n12,n13 . In either case, we have tn11,n12,n13 |κ′1 =
tn11,n12,n13 |λ′1 and wn11,n12,n13 |= θ(κ
′
1,λ
′
1). Hence, ϕ1 is still satisfied.
Starting with n11, n
1
2, n
1
3, we next consider ϕ2 and obtain n
2
1, n
2
2, n
2
3. Repeating
this procedure for all the remaining i = 3, . . . , k, we finally obtain nk1, n
k
2, n
k
3 such
that all ∃=-constraints are satisfied, and moreover, all pairs of positions that are
used to satisfy these constraints occur only at the very beginning or at the very
end of the word wnk1,nk2,nk3 .
Let us now consider the ∃ 6=-constraint ψ1. As ψ1 is satisfied, there exist some
µ1, ν1 such that wnk1,nk2,nk3 |= ψ1(µ1, ν1) and tnk1,nk2,nk3 |µ1 6= tnk1,nk2,nk3 |ν1 . By the choice
of tnk1,nk2,nk3 as a tree of the form (5.2), either one of the subtrees at positions µ1
and ν1 must be one of the subtrees t, and the other one must be s. Without loss
of generality, let us assume that µ1 is the position of the left subtree t and that
the subtree at ν1 is s, as illustrated below:
µ1 ν1
s · · · s t s · · · s t s · · · s (5.9)
Using a similar pumping argument as before, we can replace nk1, n
k
2, n
k
3 with
m11, m
1
2, m
1
3 such that in the resulting p-labeled word there is a pair of positions
µ′1 and ν
′
1 such that
• the subtree at position µ′1 is the left subtree t, and
• the subtree at position ν′1 is s, and ν
′
1 is either very far from µ
′
1
µ′1 ν
′
1
s · · · · · · s t s · · · · · · s t s · · · · · · s
or very near to µ′1:
µ′1 ν
′
1
s · · · · · · s t s · · · · · · s t s · · · · · · s
Here, the terms ‘far’ and ‘near’ are meant to be relative to the length of
the resulting p-labeled word.
In either case, we have tm11,m12,m13 |µ′1 6= tm11,m12,m13 |ν′1 and wm11,m12,m13 |= ψ1(µ
′
1, ν
′
1). Thus,
ψ1 is satisfied.
As with the ∃=-constraints, we repeat this procedure for all the remaining
∃ 6=-constraints.
Finally, we obtain mk1, m
k
2, m
k
3 such that all ∃=-constraints and all ∃ 6=-con-
straints are satisfied, and moreover, all positions that are used to satisfy these
constraints either lie
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t t︸ ︷︷ ︸s ︸ ︷︷ ︸s ︸ ︷︷ ︸s
Figure 5.5: An illustration of the word wmk1,mk2,mk3 (and of wm1,m2,m3); the gray-
marked areas roughly mark the positions that are used to satisfy the ∃=-
constraints and ∃ 6=-constraints; the bullets represent the positions where t
occurs.
• at the very beginning of wmk1,mk2,mk3 , or
• at the very end of wmk1,mk2,mk3 , or
• very near to mk1 + 1 (the position of the left subtree t), or
• very near to mk2 + 2 (the position of the right subtree t).
Again, the terms ‘very beginning’, ‘very end’, and ‘near’ are meant to be relative
to the length of the resulting word wmk1,mk2,mk3 . This word and the corresponding
positions are illustrated in Figure 5.5.
Handling the ∀=-constraint. Before we turn to the ∀=-constraint θ of (5.8), we
observe that the area between the second and the third gray area in Figure
5.5 can be made arbitrarily large by replacing mk1, m
k
2, m
k
3 with the appropriate
m1, m2, m3. This is due to the fact that there are only finitely many ∃=-constraints
and ∃ 6=-constraints. Therefore, in the following consideration we will assume
that m1, m2, m3 are chosen in such away that the gap between the second and
the third gray area is as large as we will need it to be.
Let us now consider the ∀=-constraint θ of (5.8). Further, let κ and λ be the
position of the subtrees t in wm1,m2,m3 .
Suppose that wm1,m2,m3 6|= θ(κ,λ). We pick a b-strand u such that u evaluates
to p and u 6∈ {s, t} (recall that this is possible since there are infinitely many
b-strands that evaluate to p). Then, we can replace the subtree at position λ with
u without affecting the satisfaction of θ nor the other constraints, as justified as
follows:
• The ∃=-constraints are still satisfied since the positions that are used to
satisfy them do not include λ.
• The satisfaction of the ∃ 6=-constraints relies upon the fact that the tree at
position λ, namely t, is different from the trees at positions other than κ
and λ, namely s. Since u 6= s, the latter fact still holds if we replace the
subtree at position λ with u. Thus, the ∃ 6=-constraints are still satisfied.
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t t︸ ︷︷ ︸s ︸ ︷︷ ︸s ︸ ︷︷ ︸s
• ◦
κ λ
Figure 5.6: An illustration of the word wm1,m2,m3 (cf. Figure 5.5) with the marked
positions κ and λ; the gray-marked areas roughly mark the positions that are
used to satisfy the ∃=-constraints and ∃ 6=-constraints; the bullets represent the
positions where t occurs.
As a result, the tree
a( s · · · s︸ ︷︷ ︸
m1-times
t s · · · s︸ ︷︷ ︸
m2-times
u s · · · s︸ ︷︷ ︸
m3-times
) ,
which does not belong to T, will be accepted by A as well, a contradiction.
Suppose that wm1,m2,m3 |= θ(κ,λ). As above, we can consider the positions
of κ and λ in wm1,m2,m3 to be labeled with some markers, • and ◦, as depicted
in Figure 5.6. Roughly speaking, thus, θ describes the placement of those
markers within the word wm1,m2,m3 . Since θ, by definition, is an MSO-formula,
the pumping lemma for regular languages applies in the following sense: if the
length of the word segments in front of •, between • and ◦, and after ◦, that is,
m1, m2, and m3, are all sufficiently large (for instance, larger than the pumping
index corresponding to θ), then there also exists a placement of the markers •
and ◦ satisfying θ such that:
• the marker • remains at the position κ, and
• the marker ◦ is placed at a position, say µ, between κ and λ.
In other words, we have wm1,m2,m3 |= θ(κ, µ), which implies that the subtree at
position µ must be t, a contradiction.
We are now ready to state the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.25. The class of nondeterministic UTACSs is strictly more expressive than
the class of deterministic UTACSs.
Proof. It suffices to show that the language T of Definition 5.19 is recognizable
by some nondeterministic UTACS. The statement of the theorem then follows
immediately since T, by Lemma 5.24, is not recognizable by any deterministic
UTACS.
The main idea for constructing a nondeterministic UTACS for T is to use a
special state to mark the positions of the two special b-strands nondeterministi-
cally and to impose the appropriate constraints accordingly: first, the subtrees
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under the positions marked with the special state must be equal; second, all
other subtrees must be equal among themselves; and third, the former and the
latter trees must be different.
Formally, we define a nondeterministic UTACS with:
• the states q, p (which is intended to be assigned to the positions of the two
distinguished b-strands), and the final state qfin;
• the leaf transition (b, q);
• the inner-node transitions (q, α, b, q), (q, α, b, p), where α is the ∀=-con-
straint
α = ∀x∀y . true→ tx = ty ,
and (q+pq+pq+, β, a, qfin), where β is a conjunction of the following three
atomic sibling constraints:
∃x∃y . (1 < x 6= y < max) ∧ Labp(x) ∧ Labp(y) ∧ tx = ty
∀x∀y . Labq(x) ∧ Labq(y)→ tx = ty
∀x∀y . [(Labp(x) ∧ Labq(y)) ∨ (Labq(x) ∧ Labp(y))]→ tx 6= ty .
Then, it is straightforward to show that this UTACS recognizes T.
We recall that the atomic constraints between siblings we have used in
the definition of UTACS are given by MSO-formulas over the state set of the
underlying UTACS. In other words, the MSO-formulas used as constraints may
refer to states when defining the pairs of sibling subtrees that are supposed
to be equal or distinct. In fact, we have made use of this ability to show that
the tree language T is recognizable by a nondeterministic UTACS, which then
leads to the nondeterministic UTACSs being strictly more expressive than the
deterministic ones.
In retrospect, if we prohibit the reference to states in atomic constraints, that
is, if the MSO-formulas used as atomic constraints lack atomic MSO-formulas
of the form Labq(x), then we can indeed show that every nondeterministic
UTACS of this restricted definition can be transformed into an equivalent
deterministic one by using the subset construction as known in the ranked
setting (cf. [CDG+07, BT92]).
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Chapter 6
EMPTINESS OF UTACS
In the ranked setting, Bogaert and Tison showed in [BT92] that the emptiness
problem for deterministic automata with sibling constraints is decidable, which
carries over into nondeterministic automata since the latter can always be de-
terminized. In this chapter, we aim to extend this decidability result to the
emptiness problem for UTACSs, namely for deterministic as well as nondeter-
ministic UTACSs.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the first section we show that the
emptiness problem for deterministic UTACSs is decidable; to this end, we
will adapt Bogaert and Tison’s emptiness decision procedure to the unranked
setting. In the second section we show how we can lift the decidability result
of the deterministic case to the nondeterministic case, despite the fact that
nondeterministic UTACSs cannot be determinized in general, as we have shown
in Theorem 5.25. In the following section we discuss the complexity of the
decision procedures presented in the previous sections. Finally, in the fourth
section we give some remarks on possible extensions of UTACSs for which the
emptiness problem remains decidable.
6.1 The deterministic case
In this section, we are going to show that the emptiness problem for deterministic
UTACSs is decidable. To this end, we will adapt the decision procedure used by
Bogaert and Tison to solve the emptiness problem for deterministic ranked-tree
automata with sibling constraints to the setting of unranked trees.
The emptiness decision procedure used by Bogaert and Tison, in turn, is
an adaptation of the standard marking algorithm (see, for instance, [CDG+07]),
which we briefly describe in the following. Given an input tree automaton,
in essence, we try to determine the states that are reachable, that is, the ones
for which there exists some tree that evaluates to them. More precisely, we
try to construct, iteratively, for each reachable state, a tree that evaluates to
this state (in other words, we mark this state as reachable). To this end, we
check, in each round, whether we can apply some transition by using the states
that have already been marked (along with the corresponding trees that have
been constructed) in the previous rounds in order to construct a new tree that
evaluates to the target state of the transition (which has not been marked as
reachable in the previous rounds).
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In this marking algorithm one observation that we want to emphasize is
that we collect, for each reachable state, one tree that evaluates to this state. In
order to adapt this algorithm to suit automata with equality and disequality
constraints between siblings, there are two aspects that we have to take care of.
First, if a transition requires that two sibling positions carry the same subtrees,
then the states reached at these two positions, because of determinism, must
also be the same.
Second, we may need more than one tree evaluating to a state in order to
be able to apply a transition. For instance, if a transition requires that the first
and the second subtree both evaluate to the same state, say, p and that they are
different, then at least two distinct trees evaluating to p are needed to apply the
transition.
Regarding these two aspects, consequently, we might need to collect, in the
emptiness algorithm for deterministic automata with equality and disequality
constraints between siblings, a certain number (that is, possibly more than one)
of distinct trees for each state of the given automaton. In fact, this is the idea
underlying Bogaert and Tison’s algorithm.
The question that now remains is: how many trees do we need to collect, for
each state, in order to ensure that we do not miss any possibility of applying a
transition? Of course, if we want to apply a transition to a node, then we need,
for each state occurring in the transition, at most only as many distinct trees as
the number of successors of this node. Thus, if the number of successors a node
may have is bounded, which indeed is the case in the ranked setting, then this
bound gives an upper bound on the number of distinct trees needed for each
state in order to apply a transition.
Hence, our main obstacle to transferring the emptiness decision procedure
above to the unranked setting lies in the unrankedness aspect: as the number
of successors of a tree node is not a priori bounded, we first need to find out
how we can bound the number of distinct trees needed to apply a transition
and then to give this bound effectively.
6.1.1 Restricted suitability
Throughout the remainder of this subsection, let A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) be a
deterministic UTACS, and let τ = (L, α, a, q) be a transition of A.
In order to analyze the applicability of τ, we again utilize the notion of
suitable words that we have introduced in Definition 5.21. Recall that a word
w ∈ Q+ is τ-suitable if it can be used in an application of τ provided that, for
each state occurring in w, there are sufficiently many distinct trees evaluating to
this state. Also, recall that the set of τ-suitable words, suit(τ), by Lemma 5.23,
is a regular subset of Q+.
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In the remainder of this subsection, we will show that the regularity remains
even if we impose some restrictions in the definition of suitability, which will
be useful in proving the existence of a bound on the number of distinct trees
needed for each state in the next subsection.
Definition 6.1. Let R be a subset of Q, and let d¯ in NR be a tuple of natural
numbers, that is, a mapping assigning to each state p in R a natural number. A
word w in Q+ is said to be suitable for τ with respect to R and d¯ (or, for brevity,
(τ, R, d¯)-suitable) if the following entailment holds:
If there are
• d¯(p) distinct trees that evaluate to each p ∈ R occurring in w
and
• sufficiently many distinct trees that evaluate to each p ∈ Q \ R
occurring in w,
then the transition τ can be applied by using w.
We denote the set of all words that are suitable for τ with respect to R and d¯ by
suit(τ, R, d¯).
Lemma 6.2. For every R ⊆ Q and every d¯ ∈ NR, the set suit(τ, R, d¯) is a regular
subset of Q+.
Proof. To begin with, let us assume, by Proposition 5.17, that the constraint
α is a conjunction of a ∀=-constraint θ∀= , a ∀ 6=-constraint θ∀ 6= , ∃=-constraints
ϕ1, . . . , ϕk, and ∃ 6=-constraints ψ1, . . . ,ψ`. In order to simplify notation, for each
p in R, we write dp instead of d¯(p).
The proof is an adaptation of the proof of Lemma 5.23. In order to accommo-
date the restriction imposed by R and d¯, we need to additionally require that,
for each p in R, the occurrences of p in w can be partitioned into d¯(p) sets of
positions, thereby assuming that in the application of τ positions within the
same block of the partition are assigned the same tree. Moreover, the partition
does not cause any conflict among the equality and disequality constraints
imposed by α in w. As an illustration, if a pair (x, y) of positions in w satisfies
θ∀= , and if both positions are labeled with a state from R, then both positions
must lie in the same block of the partition.
In other words, a word w ∈ Q+ is suitable for τ with respect to R and d¯ if
and only if, first, it belongs to the language L, and, second, there exists a family
of sets of positions in w, say (Cpjp)p∈R,jp=1,...,dp , such that the following holds:
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• For each p ∈ R, the sets Cp1 , . . . , Cpdp define a partitioning on the set of
positions that are labeled with p:
∀x. ∧
p∈R
[
Labp(x)→
dp∨
jp=1
(
Cpjp(x) ∧
∧
kp∈{1,...,dp}\{jp}
¬Cpkp(x)
) ]
∧ ∧
p∈R
dp∧
jp=1
[
Cpjp(x)→ Labp(x)
]
.
• There exist some pairs of positions in w, say, (x1, y1), . . . , (xk, yk), (x′1, y
′
1),
. . . , (x′`, y
′
`), such that the following holds:
– For each i = 1, . . . , k, the pair (xi, yi) satisfies
ϕi(xi, yi) .
– For each j = 1, . . . , `, the pair (x′j, y
′
j) satisfies
ψj(x′j, y
′
j) .
– For each pair (x, y) of positions, if it belongs to the reflexive-sym-
metric-transitive closure of the equality relation induced by the pairs
(x1, y1), . . . , (xk, yk) and by the ∀=-constraint θ∀= , or if x and y co-
incide, then the pair (x, y) may not coincide with any of the pairs
(x′1, y
′
1), . . . , (x
′
`, y
′
`) and may not satisfy θ∀ 6= (that is, the formula un-
derlying the ∀ 6=-constraint of τ). Moreover, the state labels at the two
positions x and y must coincide, and the partitioning above must put
both x and y to the same partition or to none. This can be expressed
in MSO logic as
∀x∀y. clϑ(x, y) →
[ ∧`
j=1
¬(x = x′j ∧ y = y′j)
∧ ¬θ∀ 6=(x, y)
∧ ∧
p∈Q
(
Labp(x)↔ Labp(y)
)
∧ ∧
p∈R
dp∧
jp=1
(
Cpjp(x)↔ C
p
jp(y)
) ]
,
where ϑ(x, y) is a formula with two free variables x and y given by
k∨
i=1
(x = xi ∧ y = yi) ∨ θ∀=(x, y) .
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– For each pair (x, y) of positions, if it is required to carry distinct
subtrees (that is, it coincides with one of the pairs (x′1, y
′
1), . . . , (x
′
`, y
′
`)
or satisfies θ∀ 6=), then x and y may not belong to the same partition.
This can be expressed in MSO logic as
∀x∀y. ( ∨`
j=1
(x = x′j ∧ y = y′j) ∨ θ∀ 6=(x, y)
) → ∧
p∈R
dp∧
jp=1
¬(Cpjp(x) ∧ C
p
jp(y)) .
It is straightforward to express all these requirements as an MSO-formula, so
we conclude that the set suit(τ, R, d¯) is regular.
Definition 6.3. Let M be a subset of Q. A word w in Q+ is said to be suitable
for τ with respect to M if it is τ-suitable and contains each state of M at least once.
We denote the set of words that are suitable for τ with respect to M by suitM(τ).
Likewise, for every R ⊆ Q and d¯ ∈NR, a word w ∈ Q+ is said to be suitable
for τ with respect to R, d¯, and M if it is (τ, R, d¯)-suitable and contains each state of
M at least once. We denote the set of words that are suitable for τ with respect
to R, d¯, and M by suitM(τ, R, d¯).
Lemma 6.4. For every subset R and M of Q and every vector d¯ in NR, the sets
suitM(τ) and suitM(τ, R, d¯) are regular.
Proof. In order to accommodate this restriction, we just need to build a conjunc-
tion of the formula ∧
p∈M
[ ∃z. Labp(z) ]
with the MSO-formula for suit(τ) and the one for suit(τ, R, d¯) in order to obtain
MSO-formulas for suitM(τ) and suitM(τ, R, d¯), respectively.
Since all the sets of suitable words we have introduced so far have been
shown to be regular, we immediately obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 6.5. For every R, M ⊆ Q and every d¯ ∈NR, it is decidable whether the
sets suit(τ), suit(τ, R, d¯), suitM(τ), and suitM(τ, R, d¯) are empty.
6.1.2 The bound lemma
Throughout this subsection, let A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) be a deterministic UTACS.
In this subsection, we aim to assert the existence of a bound on the number
of distinct trees needed to satisfy the sibling constraints of a transition of A. That
is, for each transition, if this transition is applicable, then we will already able to
apply it as soon as we have as many distinct trees as given by this bound. More
precisely, we aim to find a bound B such that, if a transition τ can be applied by
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means of a τ-suitable word w, then we can replace w with another τ-suitable
word w′ such that, for each state p ∈ Q, the number of distinct trees evaluating
to p that are needed to apply τ by means of w′ does not exceed B.
Toward showing the existence of such a bound, the following definition
allows us to state our aim more precisely.
Definition 6.6. For every transition τ of A and every τ-suitable word w, letJw, τK ∈NQ be a mapping assigning to each state in Q the number of distinct
trees evaluating to this state that are needed to apply τ using w.
We remark that in Definition 6.6 above, actually, the value of Jw, τK does not
solely depend on w and τ, but, instead, also on a particular, actual application
of τ by means of w, as illustrated by Example 6.7 below. In order to simplify
our presentation, nevertheless, whenever we pick a τ-suitable word w, in the
following, we will always implicitly refer to such a particular application of τ,
which then gives a unique value of Jw, τK.
Example 6.7. Suppose that τ is a transition of a deterministic UTACS with the
following sibling constraint:[ ∀x∀y. Labq0(x) ∧ Labq0(y)→ tx 6= ty ] ∧[ ∃x∃y. Labq1(x) ∧ Labq1(y) ∧ tx = ty ]
This constraint requires that all sibling positions labeled with q0 carry different
subtrees and that there exist two sibling positions labeled with q1 that carry the
same subtrees. Further, consider the τ-suitable word w = q0q0q0q1q1q1. Then,
the following equality constraints are posed to the trees attached at w’s positions
1, . . . , 6:
• t1, t2, and t3 are all pairwise different.
• t4 = t5, or t4 = t6, or t5 = t6.
Consequently, for an application of τ by means of w, we need at least three trees
for q0 and at least one tree for q1.
Suppose that s1, . . . , s5 are trees over the alphabet of the underlying UTACSs
such that:
• they are all pairwise different;
• s1, s2, and s3 evaluate to q0; and
• s4 and s5 evaluate to q1.
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Consider an application of τ where the tree sequence s1s2s3s4s4s4 appears at the
children of the underlying subtree. Using the notation just introduced above, we
have Jw, τK(q0) = 3 and Jw, τK(q1) = 1. This, however, is not the only possible
application of τ by means of w. For instance, an application of τ with the tree
sequence s1s2s3s4s5s5 is also possible, in which case we obtain Jw, τK(q0) = 3
and Jw, τK(q1) = 2.
Remark 6.8. For every τ-suitable word w and every state p in Q, the value ofJw, τK(p), in general, does not need to exceed |w|.
Using the notation of Definition 6.6, we can formulate our aim as follows.
We want to show the existence of a bound B such that, for each transition τ
and each τ-suitable word w, if the value of Jw, τK, for some of its components,
exceeds B, then we can find another τ-suitable word w′ such that:
• The value of Jw′, τK(p), for each p ∈ Q, does not exceed B. That is, if we
have B distinct trees for each state of A, then we can indeed apply τ.
• Moreover, we have Jw′, τK ≤ Jw, τK. This means that the replacement of w
by w′ does not affect the applicability of τ.
In order to deal with some technicalities that appear later in the correctness
proof of our emptiness algorithm, we will also require that the states occurring
in w occur in w′, too.
Toward finding such a bound B, we determine, for each transition τ of A, a
bound Bτ that satisfies, with respect to τ, the requirements given above; later,
we will take the maximum among the bounds over all transitions of A as the
bound B.
Let us first illustrate the method we are going to pursue, for a fixed transition
τ of A. To simplify exposition, we will say “a tree for a state” instead of “a tree
that evaluates to a state”.
Basically, we want to find some number, say Bτ, such that, if at all τ can be
applied, then it remains applicable if, for each state p ∈ Q, only Bτ distinct trees
that evaluates to p are available. First of all, we look at whether τ can be applied
assuming that we have, for each state p, an unbounded number of distinct trees
evaluating to p. This, in turn, amounts to checking whether the set of suit(τ)
of τ-suitable words is empty or not. If this set is empty, then we know that τ
cannot be applied at all, regardless of the number of trees available for each
state. Otherwise, we can pick some τ-suitable word, say uτ, that we can use in
an application of τ. For such an application of τ, certainly, at most |uτ| distinct
trees for each state are needed (cf. Remark 6.8), so |uτ| indeed provides us with
a first approximation of the bound Bτ.
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Next, we try all possible scenarios of the availability of trees for each state,
thereby updating the bound if necessary. Let us illustrate this by a simple
example. Consider two states p and p′, and assume Bτ as the current bound.
The current bound actually says that, if τ is applicable, then it can be applied
under the assumption that, for both p and p′, there are at least Bτ distinct trees.
A scenario that might occur in the actual case is that there are less than Bτ
trees for p. Thus, we need to check whether τ is still applicable under this
circumstance by checking whether the set of τ-suitable words with respect to
certain restrictions is empty. There are three possible outcomes. First, τ might
be not applicable at all. Second, τ is still applicable without having to increase
the number of trees needed for p′. Third, τ is still applicable, but more than Bτ
distinct trees for p′ are needed. In the latter case, we have to update Bτ. Then,
we iterate the whole procedure until Bτ does not change anymore.
To sum up, we proceed, for a fixed transition τ, as follows to determine Bτ:
1. Check whether suit(τ) is empty. If so, return 1 (or any arbitrary number)
as the value of Bτ.
2. Otherwise, pick some word uτ from suit(τ), and set Bτ = |uτ|.
3. For all nonempty subsets R of Q and all vectors d¯ ∈NR whose values do
not exceed the current value of Bτ, do the following:
a) Check whether the set suit(τ, R, d¯) is empty.
b) If this set is not empty, pick some word vτ,R,d¯ therein, and if its length
is greater than the current value of Bτ, then take the former as the
new value of Bτ.
Note that the emptiness tests performed on the sets of suitable words above,
by Corollary 6.5, are indeed possible because these sets are regular. Note also
that step 3 is actually a loop where the termination condition, namely Bτ, might
grow in the course of the execution of the loop itself. Not surprisingly, hence,
showing that the loop (and thus the whole procedure) indeed terminates is
nontrivial. In fact, the proof relies on a careful implementation of the loop and
involves an application of Dickson’s Lemma [Dic13], as will be explained further
below.
In order to accommodate the technical condition mentioned above, we will
parameterize the procedure above with respect to a subset M of Q. That is,
in the procedure above, we aim to find a bound BM,τ by considering suitable
words where all states of M occur; for this, we replace suit(τ), suit(τ, R, d¯), uτ,
and vτ,R,d¯ with suitM(τ), suitM(τ, R, d¯), uM,τ, and vM,τ,R,d¯, respectively.
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Algorithm 2 (on page 106) describes the detailed bound algorithm, for a
fixed deterministic UTACS A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) and a fixed subset M of Q. It
takes as its input a transition τ of A and returns a natural number BoundA,M(τ),
which is supposed to be the desired bound (BM,τ in our exposition above) with
respect to M and τ.
The following notations are used in the algorithm. The number k stands for
the number of states in Q and thus the maximal length of the tuples of natural
numbers we are considering. The variable B contains the current value of the
bound, which will be returned upon termination of the algorithm (as the value
BM,τ in the exposition above). We store the k-tuples of natural numbers that we
want to check in the set I. In each round, we pick a tuple from I and remove
it from I. For every subset R of Q and every tuple z¯ ∈ NQ, we denote by z¯R
the restriction of z¯ with respect to R, that is, z¯R : R → N is an |R|-tuple of
natural numbers with z¯R(p) = z¯(p), for all p ∈ R, and z¯R(p) is undefined for
all p ∈ Q \ R. Furthermore, we store the |R|-tuples that we have analyzed in I+R ,
for those tuples for which the corresponding set of suitable words is not empty,
and in I−R , for all other tuples.
As has been mentioned, showing the termination of the algorithm is not
straightforward at all and relies on a careful design of the algorithm’s main loop
(the while-loop of Line 14–32). In particular, the set I of the tuples that we still
have to consider, the emptiness of which constitutes the termination condition of
the loop (cf. Line 14), might grow during the execution of the loop as new tuples
are added (in Line 27) each time the bound is increased. In order to prevent I
from growing unboundedly, the following observation about suitable words is
crucial:
Remark 6.9. For every M, R ⊆ Q and every d¯, e¯ ∈ NR, if d¯ ≤ e¯ holds, then we
have suit(τ, R, d¯) ⊆ suit(τ, R, e¯) and suitM(τ, R, d¯) ⊆ suitM(τ, R, e¯).
In other words, if d¯ ≤ e¯, which, intuitively, means that e¯ makes more trees
available than d¯ does, then we have:
• if suitM(τ, R, d¯) 6= ∅, then also suitM(τ, R, e¯) 6= ∅;
• if suitM(τ, R, e¯) = ∅, then also suitM(τ, R, d¯) = ∅.
We make use of this observation in Line 18–19; there, we bypass checking d¯ if a
smaller tuple has proven successful (i.e., with the corresponding set of suitable
words being nonempty) or if a larger tuple has proven unsuccessful (i.e., with
the corresponding set of suitable words being empty) in previous rounds. Then,
we are able to show that the bound algorithm indeed terminates.
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Algorithm 2: The bound algorithm for deterministic UTACSs
1: function BoundA,M(τ)
2: k := |Q| {the length of the tuples we are considering}
3: B := 1 {initialize B}
4: if suitM(τ) = ∅ then
5: return B
6: end if
7: get a word uM,τ from suitM(θ)
8: B := |uM,τ|
9: I := (N≤B)k {I contains the k-tuples to be checked}
10: for all R ⊆ Q do
{I+R and I
−
R contain the tuples e¯ from IR that have proven
11: I+R := ∅ . . . successful (i.e., suitM(τ, R, e¯) 6= ∅) and . . .
12: I−R := ∅ . . . unsuccessful (i.e., suitM(τ, R, e¯) = ∅), respectively}
13: end for
14: while I 6= ∅ do
15: get a tuple z¯ from I and remove it from I
16: for all R ⊆ Q do
17: d¯ := z¯R
18: if there is no e¯ ≤ d¯ with e¯ ∈ I+R
{i.e. no e¯ ≤ d¯ has proven successful}
19: and there is no e¯ ≥ d¯ with e¯ ∈ I−R
{i.e. no e¯ ≥ d¯ has proven unsuccessful}
20: then
21: if suitM(τ, R, d¯) = ∅ then {if d¯ proves unsuccessful}
22: I−R := I
−
R ∪ {d¯}
23: else
(∗)

{otherwise, d¯ proves successful}
24: I+R := I
+
R ∪ {d¯}
25: get a word vM,τ,R,d¯ from suitM(τ, R, d¯)
26: B′ := max(B, |vM,τ,R,d¯|) {update B and put . . .
27: I := I ∪ ((N≤B′)k \ (N≤B)k) . . . the new tuples into I}
28: B := B′
29: end if
30: end if
31: end for
32: end while
33: return B
34: end function
Lemma 6.10. For every deterministic UTACS A, every subset M of Q, and every
transition τ of A, the computation of BoundA,M(τ) terminates.
Proof. Toward a contradiction, suppose that the computation of BoundA,M(τ)
does not terminate. First of all, this means that the while-loop in Line 14–32 of
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the algorithm is executed infinitely often.
Line 15 ensures that after we have fetched a tuple from I, we also remove it
from I, and Line 27 ensures that only new tuples are put into I. Consequently,
in every execution of the while-loop we will always get a new tuple to consider.
The fact that the while-loop is executed infinitely often implies that new tuples
are added to I infinitely often; otherwise, I would eventually be empty and the
computation would eventually terminate, a contradiction. Putting new tuples
into I is done in Line 27, so this line (and thus also the (∗)-marked block in Line
24–28) is executed infinitely often. Further, since there are only finitely many
subsets of Q, there is one particular subset R ⊆ Q that is chosen in Line 16 for
which the (∗)-marked block is executed infinitely often.
Let us now restrict our attention to these particular iterations of the (∗)-
marked block. Let z¯1, z¯2, z¯3, · · · ∈ Nk be the (infinitely many) tuples from I
where, for each i ≥ 1, the tuple z¯i corresponds to the tuple that is fetched in
Line 15 when the (∗)-marked block is executed for the i-th time with the choice
of R in Line 16 as described above. Note also that the i-th iteration puts z¯iR into
I+R , that is, the set of tuples fromN
R that has proven successful. In particular,
I+R contains an infinite sequence of tuples fromN
R, namely z¯1R, z¯2R, z¯3R, . . . .
We now make use of the well-known Dickson’s lemma [Dic13] (see also
[BCMS01, Lemma 3]).
Lemma 6.11 (Dickson). Let m be a natural number. For every infinite sequence of
tuples of natural numbers of dimension m, say x¯1, x¯2, x¯3, . . . , there exist some indices i
and j with i < j such that x¯i ≤ x¯j.
In other words, among the infinite sequence of tuples z¯1R, z¯2R, z¯3R, . . . .
fromNR in I+R , there exist some i and j with i < j such that z¯iR ≤ z¯jR. In the
j-th iteration, however, z¯iR belongs to I+R , so the condition of the if-statement
in Line 18 is violated. Thus, the (∗)-marked block will not be executed, and z¯jR
will not be put into I+R , a contradiction.
We are now ready to state the bound lemma needed for our emptiness
algorithm.
Lemma 6.12. For every deterministic UTACS A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F), there exists some
natural number B such that, for each transition τ of A and for each τ-suitable word w,
there exists a τ-suitable word w′ satisfying the following properties:
For each p ∈ Q, we have qw′, τy(p) ≤ B . (6.1)
For each p ∈ Q, we have qw′, τy(p) ≤ Jw, τK(p) . (6.2)
For each p ∈ Q, if p occurs in w, then it occurs in w′ as well . (6.3)
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Proof. To begin with, we define the bound required by the bound lemma to be
B = max{BoundA,M(τ) | M ⊆ Q and τ ∈ ∆} . (6.4)
That is, we take the maximum over all the bounds computed by the bound
algorithm for all transitions of A and all subsets of Q.
Given a transition τ of A and a τ-suitable word w, our task is now to find a
τ-suitable word w′ that meets the requirements given in the lemma.
If Jw, τK(p) ≤ B, for each p ∈ Q, then we are done: we just need to set w′ to
be w and verify that all three requirements of the lemma are fulfilled.
Otherwise, we first define
M = {p ∈ Q | p occurs in w} .
As candidates for w′, we will consider the words that appear during the execu-
tion of the bound algorithm with respect to M, that is, during the computation
of BoundA,M(τ).
By the definition of suitability, w belongs to suitM(τ), so this set is not empty.
In particular, we thus obtain a word, uM,τ, in Line 7. If JuM,τ, τK ≤ Jw, τK, then
we are done by taking this word as w′; it is not difficult to verify that the word
w′ = uM,τ satisfies the requirements of the lemma.
Before handling the case JuM,τ, τK 6≤ Jw, τK, let us first illustrate this situation
by means of Figure 6.1. For this particular example, let us assume the following:
• The states of the automaton are q0, . . . , q7.
• The bound we have taken in (6.4) is B = 9.
• The bound computed by the bound algorithm is BoundA,M(τ) = 7.
• JuM,τ, τK = (3, 6, 4, 6, 1, 7, 5, 5).
• Jw, τK = (6, 8, 10, 3, 4, 11, 0, 8).
All states, except for q6, occur in w, so M = {q0, . . . , q5, q7}. The case JuM,τ, τK 6≤Jw, τK occurs since, for instance, JuM,τ, τK(q3) > Jw, τK(q3). Actually, this means
that the applicability of τ by means of w, which requires 3 distinct trees eval-
uating to q3, does not imply the applicability of τ by means of uM,τ, which
requires 6 of such trees. Consequently, we cannot use uτ,M as a replacement for
w; technically speaking, the word uM,τ violates the requirement (6.2) of Lemma
6.12. Thus, our goal is now to find another word for which this implication
holds (within the computation of BoundA,M(τ)). For this implication, the tupleJw, τK provides us with the necessary restrictions on the number of distinct trees;
we distinguish two kinds of states:
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q0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
B
BoundA,M(τ)
Jw, τK
JuM,τ, τK
Figure 6.1: Illustration of the case JuM,τ, τK 6≤ Jw, τK in the proof of Lemma
6.12: the horizontal and the vertical axis represent the states and the number of
distinct trees needed for the states, respectively. The connecting lines between
points are only meant for readability.
• For p ∈ {q0, q3, q4, q6}, we have Jw, τK(p) ≤ BoundA,M(τ). Consequently,
if we take some word v that results from the computation of the bound
algorithm BoundA,M(τ), it might be the case that Jv, τK(p) > Jw, τK(p),
in which case the applicability of τ by means of w does not imply the
applicability of τ by means of v, similar to the case of uM,τ above. Hence,
we should consider only those words v for which Jv, τK(p) ≤ Jw, τK(p).
• For p ∈ {q1, q2, q5, q7}, we have Jw, τK(p) > BoundA,M(τ). The p-compon-
ent of a word v resulting from the computation of BoundA,M(τ), by the
design of Algorithm 2, never exceeds BoundA,M(τ), so, with respect to p,
the applicability of τ by means of w always implies the applicability of τ
by means of v. Hence, we do not need to impose any restriction on the
p-component of v.
To sum up, we have to look for a word v in the computation of BoundA,M(τ)
under the restriction that the q0-, q3-, q4-, and q6-component of Jv, τK do not
exceed 6, 3, 4, and 0, respectively. Using the notation of Algorithm 2, this
restriction is represented by the set R = {q0, q3, q4, q6} and the tuple d¯ =
(6, 3, 4, 0). Since w belongs to suitM(τ, R, d¯), this set is not empty. Hence, there
exists some e¯ ≤ d¯ proves successful in the computation of BoundA,M(τ), thereby
giving a word that satisfies all the requirements of Lemma 6.12.
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Formally, let us assume that JuM,τ, τK 6≤ Jw, τK, that is, there exists some
state s ∈ Q such that Juτ,M, τK(s) > Jw, τK(s) . (6.5)
We now want to look for another word v for which the applicability of τ by
means of w implies the applicability of τ by means of v by considering the
set of τ-suitable words with respect to some appropriate restrictions R and d¯.
As explained in the illustration above, each state p ∈ Q belongs to one of the
following types:
• If Jw, τK(p) ≤ BoundA,M(τ), then, among the words resulting from the
computation of BoundA,M(τ), we should only consider those words the
p-component of which does not exceed Jw, τK(p).
• If Jw, τK(p) > BoundA,M(τ), then the p-component of the words resulting
from the computation of BoundA,M(τ) will never exceed Jw, τK(p); thus,
intuitively, we can assume that there are sufficiently many distinct trees
evaluating to p.
Consequently, we need only to restrict the number of trees that are available for
the states of the first type, namely by means of the corresponding components
in Jw, τK. Hence, we define the set R as
{p ∈ Q | Jw, τK(p) ≤ BoundA,M(τ)}
and the tuple d¯ ∈NR by setting
d¯(p) = Jw, τK(p) ,
for each p ∈ R. Note that, due to (6.5) and because BoundA,M(τ) ≥ JuM,τ, τK(s),
the set R is not empty.
By the definition of R and d¯, the word w belongs to suitM(τ, R, d¯), so this
set is not empty. Consequently, there exists some e¯ ≤ d¯ that proves successful
in the computation of BoundA,M(τ). Without loss of generality, let us assume
that d¯ itself proves successful. That is, at some point of the computation of
BoundA,M(τ) the (∗)-marked block of Algorithm 2 is executed, thereby giving
a word vM,τ,R,d¯ from Line 25.
We now show that the word vM,τ,R,d¯ satisfies all the requirements of the
lemma, thus justifying that we can take this word as the desired word w′. The
first requirement follows from the fact that BoundA,M(τ), that is, the bound
computed by the bound algorithm, is at least as large as the length of all the
words considered therein and thus, in particular, of vM,τ,R,d¯. Thus, we haveq
vM,τ,R,d¯, τ
y
(p) ≤ BoundA,M(τ)
(6.4)
≤ B ,
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for each state p in Q. The second requirement follows from the choice of R and
d¯ above. Finally, the third requirement follows from the choice of M.
6.1.3 The emptiness algorithm
We are now ready to describe an algorithm that, given a deterministic UTACS,
decides whether the corresponding tree language is empty or not. In essence,
this algorithm is an adaptation of the standard marking algorithm: it consists of
a main loop that in each round collects, for each state, a tree resulting from the
application of a transition based on the trees collected from the previous rounds.
The main tool we are going to use for checking the applicability of transitions
is the notion of suitability: in each round, we will look at transitions for which
the set of suitable words has not yet been exhausted. The bound from Lemma
6.12 gives the number of distinct trees that we ought to collect for each state; in
other words, the main loop is iterated until either we cannot construct new trees
anymore, or we have collected, for each state, as many trees as the bound.
Theorem 6.13. The emptiness problem for deterministic UTACSs is decidable.
Proof. The emptiness algorithm (Algorithm 3 on page 112) takes a deterministic
UTACS A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) as its input and determines whether T (A) 6= ∅
holds. For each state q in Q, we use Tq to store the trees evaluating to q that we
have collected so far. Further, we keep track of the size of these sets by means of
a vector of natural numbers d¯ ∈NQ; that is, at any time during the computation
of the algorithm, d¯(q) contains the current value of |Tq|, for each q ∈ Q.
The algorithm iteratively constructs new trees out of the trees that have been
collected in the previous rounds by means of some applicable transition. In
order to check the applicability of transitions, it looks for transitions for which
the set of suitable words has not yet been exhausted (cf. the while-conditions
of Line 7–14). This can effectively be done because the emptiness of the sets of
suitable words, by Corollary 6.5, is decidable and because the algorithm, during
its execution, stores only a finite number of trees.
The termination of the algorithm is guaranteed by the bound given by
Lemma 6.12; in fact, the main loop of the algorithm (Line 7–18) is executed at
most (B · |Q|)-times. Hence, the algorithm eventually terminates.
Furthermore, the algorithm is sound since in Line 15–18 trees are constructed
according to the transition relation ∆ of A.
In order to show the completeness of the algorithm, it suffices to show the
following:
Claim. For every tree t ∈ TΣ and every q ∈ Q, if t→A q holds, then we have t ∈ Tq
or |Tq| = B.
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Algorithm 3: The emptiness algorithm for deterministic UTACSs
1: procedure Empty(A)
2: compute the bound B according to Lemma 6.12
3: for all q ∈ Q do
4: initialize Tq with {a ∈ Σ | (a, q) ∈ Λ}
5: initialize d¯(q) with |Tq|
6: end for
7: while there exist
8: − some transition τ = (L, α, a, q) ∈ ∆,
9: − some word w = q1 . . . qm ∈ suit(τ, Q, d¯), and
10: − some trees t1, . . . , tm with ti ∈ Tqi , for each i = 1, . . . , m,
11: such that
12: − w and t1, . . . , tm satisfy α,
13: − d¯(q) < B, and {|Tq| < B}
14: − a(t1 . . . tm) /∈ ⋃p∈Q Tq {a(t1 . . . tm) has not yet been constructed}
15: do
16: add a(t1 . . . tm) to Tq
17: d¯(q) := d¯(q) + 1 {update d¯}
18: end while
19: if there exists some q ∈ F with Tq 6= ∅ then
20: return ‘T(A) 6= ∅’
21: else
22: return ‘T(A) = ∅’
23: end if
24: end procedure
This claim asserts that, for every tree t, if it evaluates to a state q, then either
we will eventually construct it, or we have already had B trees evaluating to q.
From this claim the completeness of the algorithm can be concluded as follows.
Suppose that T (A) is not empty. That is to say, there exists some tree t ∈ TΣ
such that t evaluates to some final state q of A. From the claim above it then
follows that t belongs to Tq or Tq contains B distinct trees evaluating to q. In
either case, we have Tq 6= ∅, and, since q is a final state, the if-condition in Line
19 is satisfied, so the algorithm returns ‘T (A) 6= ∅’.
We now show the claim above by an induction on the structure of the tree t.
If t only consists of a leaf, then the claim holds, as Tq is initialized by means of
the leaf transitions.
For the induction step, let us consider t = a(t1 . . . tm) with t→ q and ti → qi,
for each i = 1, . . . , m, and let us refer to the word q1 . . . qm as w. By the definition
of runs, there exists some transition τ = (L, α, a, q) ∈ ∆ such that w ∈ L, and
w and t1 . . . tm satisfy α. Furthermore, by the induction hypothesis, we have
ti ∈ Tqi or |Tqi | = B, for each i = 1, . . . , m. Our aim is to show that t ∈ Tq holds
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or that we can construct B distinct trees evaluating to q out of the trees we have
already constructed in the algorithm, which means |Tq| = B.
First of all, suppose that ti belongs to Tqi , for all i = 1, . . . , m. In this case, if
|Tq| < B, then the tree a(t1 . . . tm) satisfies the while-condition in Line 7–15 of
the algorithm, so it will eventually be constructed during the execution of the
algorithm and put into Tq.
Otherwise, suppose that there exists some i ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that ti → qi
and ti 6∈ Tqi . To simplify exposition, let R be the set of states of such indices;
that is,
R = {r ∈ Q | there exists some 1 ≤ i ≤ m such that ti → r and ti 6∈ Tr} .
Note that R is not empty. Moreover, by the induction hypothesis, for each state
r in R, we have
|Tr| = B . (6.6)
By the bound lemma (Lemma 6.12), there exists a τ-suitable word w′, which
we can use as a replacement for w in applying τ. In particular, w′ satisfies the
requirements given in the lemma, namely:
For each p ∈ Q, we have qw′, τy(p) ≤ B . (6.7)
For each p ∈ Q, we have qw′, τy(p) ≤ Jw, τK(p) . (6.8)
For each p ∈ Q, if p occurs in w, then it occurs in w′ as well . (6.9)
We now aim to construct trees t′ evaluating to q out of the trees in
⋃
p∈Q Tp
by using the transition τ and the τ-suitable word w′. For the occurrences of
r ∈ Q \ R in w′, we use the trees among t1, . . . , tm that evaluate to r; note that
this is possible due to (6.8), and also note that these trees, by the definition of R,
belong to
⋃
p∈Q Tp. For the occurrences of r ∈ R, we use the trees from Tr; this
is possible due to (6.6) and (6.7). As a result, we obtain a tree t′ evaluating to q
that is constructed out of the trees in
⋃
p∈Q Tp, that is, out of the trees that we
have already constructed in the algorithm. Hence, we will eventually put t′ into
Tq unless Tq has already contained B trees evaluating to q, in which case we are
done.
Let us now consider the number of possibilities of constructing such a tree t′.
By (6.9), we can fix one particular state p ∈ R that also occurs in w′. In particular,
by (6.6), we have |Tp| = B. Hence, there are at least(
BJw′, τK(p)
)
· (qw′, τy(p))!
possibilities of constructing such a tree t′, which is greater than or equal to
B. Here, ( BJw′,τK(p)) represents the number of possibilities to choose Jw′, τK(p)
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out of N trees from Tp while
(Jw′, τK(p))! gives the number of permutations
of the so-chosen trees. As a result, we can indeed construct at least B trees
belonging to Tq out of the trees we have constructed in the algorithm, so we
have |Tq| = B.
6.2 The nondeterministic case
As UTACSs, in general, cannot be determinized (cf. Theorem 5.25), the emptiness
algorithm given in the previous section does not provide us with one for
nondeterministic automata. Nevertheless, we will show in this section that the
emptiness problem for the nondeterministic case is decidable as well.
Toward this result, what we propose is to incorporate a kind of subset
construction into our deterministic-case emptiness algorithm in order to obtain
an emptiness algorithm for nondeterministic UTACSs. For this, we will need
to refine some notions we have used in the deterministic case and adapt the
algorithm appropriately. For the sake of clarity, in the following we will directly
present our method for the nondeterministic case, while sometimes making
reference to the deterministic case as we see fit. Before we begin, let us look
at an example which will illustrate the difficulties we need to cope with in the
nondeterministic case.
Example 6.14. We consider the language of trees over {a, b, f , g} satisfying the
following properties:
• a and b only appear at the leaves.
• f only appears at the root.
• The root has an even, positive number of children, which, moreover, satisfy
at least one of the following conditions:
– All of the subtrees at the odd positions contain a and are pairwise
distinct.
– All of the subtrees at the even positions contain b and are pairwise
distinct.
– There exist two distinct subtrees each of which contains both a and b.
Intuitively, a UTACS recognizing this language would nondeterministically
choose one of conditions above to be verified at the root of the input tree. We thus
consider the nondeterministic UTACS A = (Q, {a, b, f , g},Λ,∆, F) described
further below:
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• Q = {qa, qb, qab, qodd, qeven, q f in}. Here, the states qa and qb record whether
the current subtree contains a and b, respectively, while qab is active if
the current subtree contains both a and b. The final states qodd, qeven, and
q f in are reached if the root satisfies the first, the second, or the third,
respectively, of the conditions above.
• F = {qodd, qeven, q f in}
• Λ = {(a, qa), (b, qb)}
• ∆ consists of the following transitions:
– τ1 = (Q∗(qa + qab)Q∗, true, g, qa)
– τ2 = (Q∗(qb + qab)Q∗, true, g, qb)
– τ3 = (Q∗(qaQ∗qb + qbQ∗qa + qab)Q∗, true, g, qab)
– τ4 = (((qa + qab)Q)+, α, f , qodd) where α is the ∀ 6=-constraint defined
by
∀x∀y. x 6= y ∧Odd(x) ∧Odd(y)→ tx 6= ty .
– τ5 = ((Q(qb + qab))+, β, f , qeven) where β is the ∀ 6=-constraint defined
by
∀x∀y. Even(x) ∧ Even(y)→ tx 6= ty .
– τ6 = (Q+,γ, f , q f in) where γ is the ∃ 6=-constraint defined by
∃x∃y. x < y ∧ Labqab(x) ∧ Labqab(y) ∧ tx 6= ty .
Here, the MSO-definable unary predicates Odd and Even are defined as usual.
Figure 6.2 depicts a tree accepted by A together with an accepting run of A on
the tree. For convenience, we shall refer to this tree as t and to the subtrees of
the root as t1, . . . , t6.
A key difference between nondeterministic and deterministic UTACSs is
that for the former the state reached by a tree is, in general, not unique. In
Example 6.14 above, for instance, the trees t2 and t5 are equal, but they evaluate
to different states, namely qb and qab, respectively. Nevertheless, the set of states
reached by a tree is unique. In other words, for every UTACS A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F)
and for every pair, t and t′, of Σ-labeled trees, if δ(t) 6= δ(t′), then t 6= t′.
As with the deterministic case, our starting point is the standard marking
algorithm. Given a nondeterministic UTACS A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F), the main
idea of our emptiness algorithm is to maintain, for each set of states S ⊆ Q,
a collection TS containing trees t with δ(t) = S. To this end, we iteratively
construct new trees a(t1 . . . tm), for some a ∈ Σ, where the trees t1, . . . , tm have
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Figure 6.2: A tree of Example 6.14 and an accepting run of a nondeterministic
UTACS on the tree.
been constructed in previous rounds, by checking whether some transition that
reaches S is applicable. The algorithm then terminates as soon as some tree t with
δ(t) ∩ F has been constructed, or, otherwise, if we have constructed enough trees
to conclude that the language recognized by the underlying automaton is empty.
There are three notions that have to be clarified further:
• Usually, a transition of a UTACS has one single state as its target state, so
how does a transition that reaches a state set look like?
• For such a transition, what does it mean to be applicable?
• Regarding the marking algorithm, what does it mean to have collected
enough trees for each state set? For this, we will have to provide, again, a
certain bound on the number of trees we need to collect for each state set.
The remainder of this section is devoted to these notions, which culminates in
an emptiness decision algorithm for nondeterministic UTACSs.
6.2.1 Subset transitions and suitable words
In this subsection, let A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) be a nondeterministic UTACS.
As we are considering sets of states instead of mere states as the target of a
transition, we are going to consider a collection of transitions instead of a single
transition, which reflects the possibility to reach, with each tree, more than one
target state. Such a collection of transitions, intuitively, specifies which normal
transitions, in the usual sense, we can apply in order to reach all the states of
the underlying state set.
Definition 6.15. Let a be a symbol from Σ, and let S be a nonempty subset of
Q. A subset transition with respect to a and S (or, for brevity, an (a, S)-transition) is
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a collection of transitions, say θ ⊆ ∆, such that, first, each transition in θ reads a
and, second, θ contains, for each q ∈ S, exactly one transition that has q as its
target state. Equivalently, θ can be seen as a mapping θ : S → ∆ such that, for
each q ∈ S, the transition θ(q) ∈ ∆ reads the symbol a and has q as its target
state. We denote the set of all (a, S)-transitions by ΘaS.
An application of a subset transition θ ∈ ΘaS to a tree t = a(t1 . . . tm) consists
of applying all the transitions referred to therein to t; that is, for each of these
transitions, say (L, α, a, q), there is a sequence of states w = q1 . . . qm, with
qi ∈ δ(ti), for each i = 1, . . . , m, such that, firstly, w belongs to L and, secondly,
w and t1 . . . tm satisfy the constraint α.
Example 6.16. Consider the UTACS A of Example 6.14. An example of a
(g, {qa, qab})-transition is {τ1, τ3}, and an example of a (g, {qb, qab})-transition
is {τ2, τ3}. The application of the latter to the tree t4 in Figure 6.2 results in t4
being evaluated to qb and qab. Note, however, that t4 evaluates to qa as well.
This example points out a subtlety connected with the definition of the
application of subset transitions, which is stated in the following remark.
Remark 6.17. In an application of a subset transition θ ∈ ΘaS to a tree t =
a(t1 . . . tm), in general, the actual set of states reached by t, namely δ(t), may
differ from S. In fact, δ(t) subsumes S since the definition of subset transitions
does not forbid other transitions than the ones mentioned in θ to be applied to
the tree t.
In order to analyze the conditions under which a subset transition is appli-
cable, we focus on the sequences of state sets that underlie an application of
the subset transition (that is, the state sets occurring at the children of the node
under consideration). As in the deterministic case, this consideration leads to
the notion of suitable words, but this time ones that consist of sets of states
instead of mere states.
Let, throughout the remainder of this subsection, θ ∈ ΘaS be a subset transi-
tion of A, for some a ∈ Σ and S ⊆ Q.
Definition 6.18. A nonempty word over the power set of Q, say ξ = S1 . . . Sm ∈
(P(Q))+, is called suitable for θ (or θ-suitable, for brevity) if the following
entailment holds:
If, for each state set occurring in ξ, there are sufficiently many distinct
trees that evaluate to this state set, then the subset transition θ can
be applied to a tree of the form a(t1 . . . tm) where δ(ti) = Si, for each
i = 1, . . . , m (thus resulting in a tree t = a(t1 . . . tm) with S ⊆ δ(t)).
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We denote the set of θ-suitable words by suit(θ).
Intuitively, a word ξ = S1 . . . Sm ∈ (P(Q))+ is θ-suitable if there is a family
of words (wτ)τ∈θ over Q, where wτ ∈ S1 · . . . · Sm, for each τ ∈ θ, such that,
under the assumption that a sequence of trees t1, . . . , tm with δ(ti) = Si, for
each i = 1, . . . , m, exists, each transition τ in θ can be applied by means of wτ
and t1, . . . , tm. Note that, in this definition, although all the applications of the
transitions τ in θ may refer to different words wτ, all of them must refer to
the same sequence t1 . . . tm of trees. In particular, the equality and disequality
constraints induced by the transitions in θ, altogether, do not contradict one
another. Moreover, the satisfaction of these requirements by a suitable word
allows an assignment of trees (if these exist) to the positions 1, . . . , m in order
to apply all the transitions τ under consideration using the corresponding
words wτ.
Example 6.19. Let A be the UTACS of Example 6.14, and let θ = {τ4, τ5} be a
( f , {qodd, qeven})-transition. Assume, hypothetically, that the subtrees t1, . . . , t6
are given, and let Si = δ(ti), for each i = 1, . . . , 6. Then, the sequence S1 . . . S6 is
θ-suitable, as justified as follows:
• τ4 can be applied by means of wτ4 = qaqbqaqbqabqb to the tree f (t1 . . . t6).
In fact, this application corresponds to the run depicted in Figure 6.2.
• τ5 can be applied by means of wτ5 = qaqabqaqabqaqb to the tree f (t1 . . . t6).
• The equality and disequality constraints induced by the application of
these two transitions do not contradict one another.
As in the deterministic case, we will show that the set of θ-suitable words is
regular by translating these suitability requirements into MSO-formulas.
Lemma 6.20. The set suit(θ) is a regular subset of (P(Q))+.
Proof. By Proposition 5.18, we can assume, without loss of generality, that the
UTACS A under consideration does not use any ∃= nor any ∃ 6= constraints.
In other words, the transitions of A are of the form (L, α, a, q) where L ⊆ Q+
is a regular set (say, given by an MSO-formula ϕL), a ∈ Σ, q ∈ Q, and α is a
conjunction of a ∀=-constraint ϕ and a ∀ 6=-constraint ψ. To simplify notation,
furthermore, we occasionally write ϕ and ψ explicitly in place of α, as in
(L, ϕ,ψ, a, q).
We now analyze when a word ξ = S1 . . . Sm ∈ (P(Q))+ is θ-suitable. Such
a word ξ is suitable for θ if there exists a family of words (wτ)τ∈θ(S) such that
the following holds:
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• For each transition τ ∈ θ, say, τ = (Lτ, ϕτ,ψτ, a, qτ), we have that
– for each i = 1, . . . , m, the state at the i-th position of wτ, say qτi ,
belongs to Si; and
– the word wτ belongs to Lτ.
• Every pair of positions that are constrained by the reflexive-symmetric-
transitive closure among all ϕτ are labeled with the same state set; this
reflects the fact that for every input tree the set of states reached by it is
unique. This means that, for every pair, κ and λ, of positions in {1, . . . , m}
satisfying the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closure of ϕθ , which is defined
by
ϕθ(x, y) =
∨
τ∈θ
ϕτ(x, y)wτ
where ϕτ(x, y)wτ stands for the evaluation of ϕτ on wτ, we have that
Sκ = Sλ.
• The equality and disequality constraints do not contradict one another;
that is, every pair of positions that are constrained by the reflexive-sym-
metric-transitive closure of ϕθ(x, y), defined as above, are not constrained
by any of the disequality constraints in θ.
We now translate these suitability requirements into an MSO-formula. A
word ξ = S1 . . . Sm ∈ (P(Q))+ is suitable for θ if it satisfies the following MSO-
definable requirements. First of all, for each transition τ = (Lτ, ϕτ,ψτ, a, qτ) ∈ θ,
we express the existence of wτ = qτ1 . . . q
τ
m with qτi ∈ Si as the existence of
some set variables (Xτp)p∈Q, such that these sets define a partition on the set
of positions {1, . . . , m} and such that whenever a position belongs to Xτp it is
labeled with a state set R that contains p. Then, we require that wτ (or, more
precisely, the encoding of wτ by means of the sets (Xτp)p∈Q) belongs to Lτ (this
is MSO-definable, too, since L is regular). Finally, we require that the constraints
induced by all ϕτ and ψτ with respect to wτ do not contradict each other.
Recapitulating, the set suit(θ) is described by the following MSO-formula
(in order to simplify notation, whenever we refer to a transition τ ∈ θ we refer
to its components by (Lτ, ϕτ,ψτ, a, qτ)):
(∃Xτp)τ∈θ,
p∈Q∧
τ∈θ
[ (
∀z. ∨
R⊆Q
∨
p∈R
(
LabR(z) ∧ Xτp(z) ∧
∧
p′∈Q\{p}
¬Xτp′(z)
) )
∧ ϕ̂Lτ
]
∧ ∀x∀y.
[
clβ(x, y) →
∧
R⊆Q
(
LabR(x)↔ LabR(y)
) ∧ ∧
τ∈θ
¬ψ̂τ(x, y)
]
(6.10)
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where β stands for the disjunction over all ∀=-constraints occurring in θ, that is,
β(x, y) =
∨
τ∈θ
ϕ̂τ(x, y) ,
and where ϕ̂Lτ , ϕ̂τ, and ψ̂τ result from ϕLτ , ϕτ, and ψτ, respectively, by replacing
all atomic formulas of the form Labp(z) therein with Xτp(z).
Later in the emptiness algorithm, we want to look for some subset transition
that is applicable using only the trees we have constructed in the previous
rounds. To this end, we introduce some restrictions on the notion of suitable
words.
Definition 6.21. Let R ⊆ P(Q) be a set of state sets, and let d¯ : R → N
be a mapping assigning to each state set K ∈ R a natural number. A word
ξ = S1 . . . Sm ∈ (P(Q))+ is called suitable for θ with respect to R and d¯ (or
(θ,R, d¯)-suitable, for brevity) if the following entailment holds:
If there are
• d¯(K) distinct trees that reach K, for each K ∈ R occurring in ξ,
and
• sufficiently many distinct trees that reach K, for each K ∈
P(Q) \R occurring in ξ,
then the subset transition θ can be applied to a tree of the form
a(t1 . . . tm) where δ(ti) = Si, for each i = 1, . . . , m (thus resulting in a
tree t = a(t1 . . . tm) with S ⊆ δ(t)).
The set of (θ,R, d¯)-suitable words is denoted by suit(θ,R, d¯).
Lemma 6.22. For each R ⊆P(Q) and d¯ : R→N, the set suit(θ,R, d¯) is a regular
subset of (P(Q))+.
Proof. We adapt the MSO-formula we use for defining suit(θ) as follows. For
positions labeled with a state set K mentioned in R, we require that these
positions are partitioned into sets (CKj )j=1,...,d¯(K), thereby assuming that in the
application of θ positions within the same partition are assigned the same tree.
Also, the partitions must still obey the suitability requirements given by θ. In
particular, if two positions are required to carry the same trees, then they must
lie within the same partition, and, similarly, if they are required to carry different
trees, then they must lie in different partitions.
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We give the MSO-formula we use below. To simplify notation, we denote
d¯(K) by dK, and whenever we refer to a transition τ ∈ θ, we refer to its compo-
nents by (Lτ, ϕτ,ψτ, a, qτ).
(∃CKj ) K∈R,
j=1,...,dK
. (∃Xτp)τ∈θ,
p∈Q
∀z. ∧
K∈R
[ (
LabK(z)→
dK∨
j=1
[
CKj (z) ∧
∧
i 6=j
¬CKi (z)
] )
∧
(
¬LabK(z)→
dK∧
j=1
¬CKj (z)
) ]
∧ ∧
τ∈θ
[ (
∀z. ∨
R⊆Q
∨
p∈R
(
LabR(z) ∧ Xτp(z) ∧
∧
p′∈Q\{p}
¬Xτp′(z)
))
∧ ϕ̂Lτ
]
∧ ∀x∀y.
[
clβ(x, y) →
∧
R⊆Q
(
LabR(x)↔ LabR(y)
)
∧ ∧
τ∈θ
¬ψ̂τ(x, y)
∧ ∧
K∈R
dK∧
j=1
(
CKj (x)↔ CKj (y)
) ]
∧ ∀x∀y.
[ ( ∨
τ∈θ
ψ̂τ(x, y)
)
→ ∧
K∈R
dK∧
j=1
¬
(
CKj (x) ∧ CKj (y)
) ]
(6.11)
where β stands for the disjunction over all ∀=-constraints occurring in θ, that is,
β(x, y) =
∨
τ∈θ
ϕ̂τ(x, y) ,
and where ϕ̂Lτ , ϕ̂τ, and ψ̂τ result from ϕLτ , ϕτ, and ψτ, respectively, by replacing
all atomic formulas of the form Labp(z) therein with Xτp(z).
Definition 6.23. LetM be a subset of P(Q). A word ξ ∈ (P(Q))+ is called
suitable for θ with respect toM if it is θ-suitable and, additionally, each label (that
is, set of states) inM occurs in ξ. We denote the set of words that are suitable
for θ with respect toM by suitM(θ).
Similarly, for every subset R of P(Q) and every tuple d¯ in NR, a word
ξ ∈ (P(Q))+ is called suitable for θ with respect to R, d¯, andM if it is (θ,R, d¯)-
suitable and each label inM occurs in ξ. We denote the set of words that are
suitable for θ with respect to R, d¯, andM by suitM(θ,R, d¯).
Lemma 6.24. For every M,R ⊆ P(Q) and every d¯ ∈ NR, the sets suitM(θ) and
suitM(θ,R, d¯) are regular.
Proof. We just need to add the formula∧
R∈M
[ ∃z. LabR(z) ]
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to the formulas described in the proofs of Lemma 6.20 and Lemma 6.22 above
in order to obtain the desired restriction with respect toM.
The regularity of the sets of suitable words implies that the emptiness of
these sets is decidable, as stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 6.25. For every M,R ⊆ P(Q) and every d¯ ∈ NR, it is decidable
whether the sets suit(θ), suit(θ,R, d¯), suitM(θ), and suitM(θ,R, d¯) are empty.
6.2.2 The bound lemma
As in the deterministic case, the next step is to assert the existence of a certain
bound on the number of distinct trees needed for each state set in order to apply
a subset transition. Such a bound is given in Lemma 6.27 below. Given such a
bound, consequently, our emptiness algorithm needs to collect, for each state
set, only as many distinct trees as this bound.
Throughout this subsection, let A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) be a nondeterministic
UTACS.
Definition 6.26. Let θ be a subset transition of A. For every θ-suitable word
ξ, let Jξ, θK ∈ NP(Q) be a mapping assigning to each set of states the number
of distinct trees evaluating to this state set that are needed in order to apply θ
(with respect to a particular application of θ using ξ).
This definition corresponds to Definition 6.6 in the deterministic case. As
has been remarked there, Jξ, θK does not merely depend on ξ and θ, but also
on a certain application of θ using ξ. That is, whenever we pick a θ-suitable
word ξ, we always implicitly refer to such a particular application of θ, which
then gives a unique value of Jξ, θK. Note also that each component of Jξ, θK, in
general, does not need to exceed |ξ|.
Roughly speaking, we want to assert the existence of a bound B such that
for each subset transition θ, if we can apply it using ξ, and if this application
needs more than B distinct trees for some state set R, then we can as well apply
θ using another word ξ ′, in place of ξ, such that the latter application needs only
at most B distinct trees, for each state set. Moreover, the latter application can be
carried out using only the trees which have already been available to the former
application of θ.
Actually, the properties of the bound we are looking for are straightforwardly
adapted from the properties of the bound of the deterministic case (cf. Lemma
6.12); In fact, we have just replaced the terms ‘state’ and ‘transition’ with ‘set of
states’ and ‘subset transition’, respectively.
There is a subtle difference to the deterministic case, though. As has been
mentioned in Remark 6.17, the state sets reached by the application of θ using
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ξ and using ξ ′ might be different. In the deterministic case, in contrast, the
states reached by the application of the transition by means of the given suitable
word as well as its replacement are the same; after all, the transition under
consideration, and thus its target state, remains the same. Nevertheless, since
the method we have used in the deterministic case to prove the bound lemma,
actually, does not make use of the target state at all, we can reuse this method in
the nondeterministic case to obtain the desired bound, as stated in the following
lemma.
Lemma 6.27. There exists some B ∈ N such that, for each subset transition θ of A
and each θ-suitable word ξ, there exists a θ-suitable word ξ ′ satisfying the following:
For each R ⊆ Q, we have qξ ′, θy(R) ≤ B . (6.12)
For each R ⊆ Q, we have qξ ′, θy(R) ≤ Jξ, θK(R) . (6.13)
For each R ⊆ Q, if R occurs in ξ, then it occurs in ξ ′ as well . (6.14)
Proof. In brief, the bound lemma for the nondeterministic case can be established
by a brute-force algorithm finding the desired bound iteratively. We start
with some initial bound on the number of distinct trees needed for each state
set in order to apply a subset transition and try all possible scenarios of the
actual number of distinct trees for each state set within this bound, which boils
down to checking the sets of suitable words (in each iteration with respect
to the corresponding value of the bound) for emptiness; by Corollary 6.25,
the emptiness of these sets is indeed decidable. In fact, our algorithm for
finding the bound is a straightforward adjustment of the bound algorithm of the
deterministic case, where we replace the terms ‘state’ and ‘transition’ with ‘set of
states’ and ‘subset transition’, respectively. For the sake of completeness, we give
the bound algorithm for the nondeterministic case on page 124 (Algorithm 4). We
omit, however, the proof of the bound lemma, which is, again, a straightforward
adjustment of the corresponding proof in the deterministic case (proof of Lemma
6.12).
6.2.3 The emptiness algorithm
Given a nondeterministic UTACS A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F), the main idea of the
emptiness algorithm (Algorithm 5 on page 126) is to collect, for each state set
S ⊆ Q, a certain number of trees that evaluate to S in TS. There, the vector
d¯ ∈ NP(Q) is such that d¯(S) keeps track of the cardinality of TS. We collect
trees by iteratively constructing new trees out of the trees we have collected
in previous rounds by means of some applicable subset transition. In order
to check the applicability of subset transitions, we look for subset transitions
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Algorithm 4: The bound algorithm for nondeterministic UTACSs
1: function BoundA,M(θ)
2: k := |P(Q)| {the length of the tuples we are considering}
3: B := 1 {initialize B}
4: if suitM(θ) = ∅ then
5: return B
6: end if
7: get a word ξM,θ from suitM(θ)
8: B := |ξM,θ |
9: I := (N≤B)k {I contains the k-tuples to be checked}
10: for all R ⊆P(Q) do
{I+R and I
−
R contain the tuples e¯ from IR that have proven
11: I+R := ∅ . . . successful (i.e., suitM(θ,R, e¯) 6= ∅) and . . .
12: I−R := ∅ . . . unsuccessful (i.e., suitM(θ,R, e¯) = ∅), respectively}
13: end for
14: while I 6= ∅ do
15: get a tuple z¯ from I and remove it from I
16: for all R ⊆P(Q) do
17: d¯ := z¯R
18: if there is no e¯ ≤ d¯ with e¯ ∈ I+R
{i.e. no e¯ ≤ d¯ has proven successful}
19: and there is no e¯ ≥ d¯ with e¯ ∈ I−R
{i.e. no e¯ ≥ d¯ has proven unsuccessful}
20: then
21: if suitM(θ,R, d¯) = ∅ then {if d¯ proves unsuccessful}
22: I−R := I
−
R ∪ {d¯}
23: else {otherwise, d¯ proves successful}
24: I+R := I
+
R ∪ {d¯}
25: get a word ζM,θ,R,d¯ from suitM(θ,R, d¯)
26: B′ := max(B, |ζM,θ,R,d¯|) {update B and put . . .
27: I := I ∪ ((N≤B′)k \ (N≤B)k) . . . the new tuples into I}
28: B := B′
29: end if
30: end if
31: end for
32: end while
33: return B
34: end function
for which the set of suitable words has not yet been exhausted (cf. the while-
conditions of Line 8–15). Here, the crucial point is to find some appropriate
suitable word ξ, which can effectively be done since the emptiness of the sets of
suitable words, by Corollary 6.25, is decidable, and the algorithm, at any point
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during its execution, stores only a finite number of trees.
In order to guarantee termination, we set a bound on the number of trees we
are collecting; that is, the algorithm terminates as soon as this bound has been
reached. Such a bound is provided by the bound lemma (Lemma 6.27), which
says that, for each state set S, it suffices to collect up to B trees.
In contrast to the deterministic case, there are some difficulties related to
the choice of this bound, though. In fact, these stems from what we have noted
in Remark 6.17, namely that applying a subset transition (say, for a state set S)
using a suitable word might lead to a tree that does not evaluate exactly to S
but, instead, to some superset S′ of S.
In order to deal with this, we observe that, as far as the applicability of (sub-
set) transitions is concerned, trees evaluating to S′ can be used as a replacement
for trees evaluating to S; in this case, however, we have to keep the trees used
for S′ and the ones used for S separately in order to maintain the satisfaction of
the disequality constraints. Thus, instead of collecting B trees for S and S′ each,
we can as well collect, for instance, (2 · B) trees for S′.
We exploit this observation in Algorithm 5 by considering, for each state
set S, not only TS, but also the union of all TS′ with S′ ⊇ S, which is denoted
by TS↑ and which is referred to as a (tree) collection. In other words, we put a
bound, say z, on the cardinality of such tree collections; that is, we consider
a tree collection TS↑ full (with respect to z) if |TS↑| ≥ z (Line 14). Since there
are 2|Q|−|S| supersets of S, it suffices, for TS↑, to collect B · 2|Q|−|S| trees (that
is, B trees for each superset of S). Furthermore, in order to cope with some
technicalities arising from the correctness proof of the algorithm (cf. Lemma 6.30
below), we initialize z with (B + 1) · 22|Q| (Line 7) and decrease z by 2|Q| each
time a tree collection turns full (Line 21).
Lemma 6.28. For every nondeterministic UTACS A, the procedure Empty(A) termi-
nates.
Proof. Note, first, that in each iteration of the while-loop (cf. Line 8–23) a new
tree is constructed and stored in some tree collection. Second, since the bound
z on the cardinality of tree collections is non-increasing, each tree collection
contains at most (B + 1) · 22|Q| trees. Consequently, the while-loop is iterated at
most ((B + 1) · 23|Q|)-times, so the algorithm eventually terminates.
The following remark about the bound z will be useful in showing the
completeness of the algorithm (Lemma 6.30 below).
Remark 6.29. Since the bound z is non-increasing, once a tree collection has been
declared full, it stays full until the termination of the algorithm. In particular,
z is decreased at most 2|Q| times since the decrement only takes place if a tree
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Algorithm 5: The emptiness algorithm for nondeterministic UTACSs
1: procedure Empty(A)
2: compute the bound B according to Lemma 6.27
3: for all nonempty subsets S of Q do
4: initialize TS with {a ∈ Σ | δ(a) = S}
5: initialize d¯(S) with |TS|
6: end for
7: z := (B + 1) · 22|Q| {initialize z}
8: while there exist
9: − some subset transition θ ∈ ΘaS (for some a ∈ Σ and S ⊆ Q),
10: − some word ξ = S1 . . . Sm ∈ suit(θ,P(Q), d¯), and
11: − some trees t1, . . . , tm with ti ∈ TSi , for each i = 1, . . . , m,
12: such that
13: − θ can be applied using ξ and t1, . . . , tm,
14: − |TS↑| < z, and {TS↑ is not full}
15: − a(t1 . . . tm) /∈ ⋃P⊆Q TP {a(t1 . . . tm) has not yet been constructed}
16: do
17: R := δ(a(t1 . . . tm)) {determine the state set reached by a(t1 . . . tm)}
18: add a(t1 . . . tm) to TR
19: d¯(R) := d¯(R) + 1 {update d¯}
20: if |TS↑| ≥ z then {if TS↑ has become full, then . . .
21: z := z− 2|Q| . . . decrease the bound z by 2|Q|}
22: end if
23: end while
24: if there exists some S ⊆ Q such that S ∩ F 6= ∅ and TS 6= ∅ then
25: return ‘T(A) 6= ∅’
26: else
27: return ‘T(A) = ∅’
28: end if
29: end procedure
collection turns full (and there are 2|Q| of them). Moreover, upon termination of
the algorithm, the value of z is at least B · 22|Q|.
Lemma 6.30. Let t ∈ TΣ, and let S = δ(t). Then, t ∈ TS (that is, the tree t is
eventually constructed by the algorithm), or TS↑ has been declared full (for some value
of z) upon the termination of the algorithm.
Proof. Let t ∈ TΣ and S = δ(t). We will prove the lemma by an induction on the
structure of t.
If t is a leaf, then we are done, because in the initialization phase of the
algorithm all leaf cases are covered.
For the induction step, let t = a(t1 . . . tm), for some m ≥ 1, with δ(t) = S,
and let ξ = S1 . . . Sm where Si = δ(ti), for all i = 1, . . . , m. By the definition
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of δ, there exists some subset transition θ ∈ ΘaS such that the requirements for
applying θ are fulfilled. By the induction hypothesis, for all i = 1, . . . , m, we
have ti ∈ TSi or TSi↑ has been declared full. We now distinguish the following
two cases.
Case 1. Suppose that ti ∈ TSi holds, for all i = 1, . . . , m.
In this case, the while-conditions in Line 8–15 are satisfied (even after the
termination of the algorithm), so the only possible reason that t does not belong
to TS is that TS↑ has already been declared full.
Case 2. Suppose that there exists some i ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that ti 6∈ TSi . For
such an i, by the induction hypothesis, we have that TSi↑ has already been
declared full.
If TS↑ has been declared full before one of the TSi↑ has been, then the
induction claim holds, and we are done.
Otherwise, we aim to show that we can construct a certain number of trees
for TS↑ using the subset transition θ and only trees that have already been
constructed in the algorithm. Similar to Case 1 above, it then follows that TS↑ is
full, so we can forgo collecting t.
By the bound lemma (Lemma 6.27), there exists a θ-suitable word ξ ′ satisfying
the properties mentioned therein, so let us consider the application of θ using
the word ξ ′. To simplify notation, let W be the set of those Si occurring in ξ
(and, by the third condition of the bound lemma (6.14), also in ξ ′) such that
ti 6∈ TSi . For the positions labeled with R 6∈ W , we can use those trees among
t1, . . . , tm which evaluate to R; this is possible due to the second condition of the
bound lemma (6.13) and also due to the fact that these trees, by the definition of
W , belong to our collection of trees. For the positions labeled with R ∈ W , we
are supposed to use trees from TR, and, moreover, by the first condition of the
bound lemma (6.12), we need at most B trees evaluating to R. By the induction
hypothesis, TR↑ is full, so, in particular, there are at least B trees therein which
we can use at R’s positions.
The application of θ described above leads to a tree which evaluates to a
superset of S and which is constructed out of trees from our collection, so this
tree will eventually be collected as well (unless TS↑ is already full, in which
case the induction claim already holds). It remains to show that the number of
trees resulting from this application of θ, say N, are large enough that the tree
collection TS↑ will eventually be declared full.
To this end, let us fix a state set R ∈ W occurring in ξ ′; again, such a state
set exists due to the third condition (6.14) of the bound lemma. By the induction
hypothesis, TR↑ is full, say, with respect to some value z0 of z (that is, |TR↑| ≥ z0).
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Further, by our assumption, by the time TR↑ is being declared full, TS↑ has not
yet been full, so the latter will be declared full already if it contains z0 − 2|Q|
trees.1 Altogether, it thus suffices to show that the following lower bound for N
holds:
N ≥ z0 − 2|Q| . (6.15)
The remainder of this section is devoted to establishing this lower bound.
First of all, for each proper superset R′ of R, we need Jξ ′, θK(R′) ≤ B trees,
so we cannot use these trees for R and have to subtract this number, say I, of
trees from |TR↑|. That is, we have
I = ∑
R′)R
q
ξ ′, θ
y
(R′) . (6.16)
Note also that we have
I ≤ 2|Q| · B (6.17)
since for each R′ (there are at most 2|Q| of them) at most B trees are needed.
Let J be the number of trees available for R, that is,
J = |TR↑| − I .
By the induction hypothesis, TR↑ is full, so
J ≥ z0 − I . (6.18)
By Remark 6.29, further, we have z0 ≥ B · 22|Q|, so we obtain
J ≥ B · 22|Q| − I
by (6.17)
≥ B · 2|Q| · (2|Q| − 1) > B . (6.19)
Let us now turn back to N. In order to apply θ, for the positions labeled with
R we can choose Jξ ′, θK(R) trees out of J available trees. In addition, for each
superset R′ of R (including R itself), the trees chosen for it can be permuted
without violating the (dis)equality constraints; let us denote the number of such
permutations by K, that is,
K = ∏
R′⊇R
(
q
ξ ′, θ
y
(R′))! . (6.20)
In summary, we obtain the following lower bound for the number N of trees
resulting from the application of θ described above:
N ≥
(
JJξ ′, θK(R)
)
· K . (6.21)
1That is to say, the threshold for declaring TS↑ to be full is lower than the the respective
threshold for TR↑ of the induction hypothesis. In fact, this is a technicality needed in our proof of
the induction step, in which we show that this lower threshold can be reached.
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Here, the first factor stands for the number of possibilities of choosing the trees
we are going to use for R, and the second factor stands for the number of
permutations of the trees chosen, as described in (6.20). Since R occurs in ξ ′,
and because of the first condition (6.12) of the bound lemma and (6.19), we have
1 ≤ qξ ′, θy(R) ≤ B by (6.19)< J .
Thus, the first factor in (6.21) is at least J, so
N ≥ J · K ,
and hence, by (6.18),
N ≥ (z0 − I) · K . (6.22)
We now distinguish, depending on the value of K, two cases. If K ≥ 2, then
we obtain from (6.22)
N ≥ (z0 − I) · 2
≥ (z0 − 2|Q|B) · 2 (by (6.17))
= (z0 − 2|Q|B) + ( z0︸︷︷︸
≥ 22|Q|B
−2|Q|B) (by Remark 6.29, z0 ≥ 22|Q|B)
≥ z0 + 22|Q|B− 2|Q|+1B︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥ 0
≥ z0 .
Let, otherwise, K = 1. By (6.20), we then have Jξ ′, θK(R′) ≤ 1, for each R′ ) R,
and thus, by (6.16),
I ≤ 2|Q| , (6.23)
since there are at most 2|Q| proper supersets of R. Putting (6.22) and (6.23)
together, we obtain
N ≥ (z0 − I) · 1
≥ z0 − 2|Q| (by (6.23)) .
In any case, we obtain at least z0 − 2|Q| trees which can be collected in TS↑, thus
justifying the induction claim, namely that this tree collection will eventually be
declared full by the algorithm.
To sum up, we have obtained a decision procedure for the emptiness problem
for nondeterministic UTACSs, so this problem is decidable.
Theorem 6.31. The emptiness problem for nondeterministic UTACSs is decidable.
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Proof. Given a nondeterministic UTACS A, we use Algorithm 5 to decide
whether the tree language recognized by A is empty. The termination of the
algorithm follows from Lemma 6.28. Furthermore, the algorithm is sound since
trees are constructed according to the (subset) transitions of A. Finally, the
completeness of the algorithm follows from Lemma 6.30.
6.3 Complexity of emptiness
The complexity of our emptiness algorithm (for, say, nondeterministic UTACSs)
depends on the bound given by the bound lemma, which, in turn, is established
by an algorithm the termination of which relies on an application of Dickson’s
lemma. Unfortunately, Dickson’s lemma does not come with any complexity
analysis of how many iterations are performed by the bound algorithm (recall
that the proof of Dickson’s lemma is non-constructive). In fact, many decidability
results in the literature that rely on Dickson’s lemma turn out to have non-
primitive-recursive complexity. Some prominent examples of such a result are
Karp and Miller’s algorithm for the boundedness problem for Petri nets (see
[KM69] and the surveys [EN94, Esp98]) and the reachability problem for lossy
channel machines (for references, see [AJ96] and [Sch02]).
In this section, we will show that our emptiness algorithm is, by contrast, of
primitive-recursive complexity. To this end, we will provide a primitive-recursive
upper bound on the bound computed by the bound algorithm by investigating
how many tuples of natural numbers the bound algorithm needs to consider
during its execution.
6.3.1 The bound lemma revisited
In the sequel, we shall focus on the computation of BoundA,M(θ), that is, the
computation of the bound algorithm (Algorithm 4 on page 124), for a fixed
(nondeterministic) UTACS A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F), and a fixed subsetM of P(Q),
on a fixed subset transition θ of A. For the sake of simplicity, we shall sometimes
omit the reference to A andM.
For ease of exposition, moreover, we will consider the emptiness tests of
the sets of suitable words, which are performed in each iteration of the bound
algorithm, as a black box whose complexity depends on the underlying set to
be tested for emptiness. As an illustration, consider the set of θ-suitable words
with respect to R, d¯, andM, that is, the set suitM(θ,R, d¯), for some R ⊆P(Q)
and d¯ ∈ NR. Recall that this set is regular, so it is recognized by some finite
automaton over P(Q) of size, say, size(θ,R, d¯). Then, this emptiness check can
be performed in time linear in this size, and if the set is nonempty, a suitable
word ζM,θ,R,d¯ (corresponding to Line 25 of Algorithm 4) of length at most this
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size can be delivered. Note that this size depends, apart from d¯, only on the
underlying UTACS.
In the sequel, suppose, further, that suitM(θ) 6= ∅ since the bound algorithm,
otherwise, terminates immediately, and let B0 be the value of the variable B after
the execution of Line 8. In other words, B0 is the length of the suitable word
ξM,θ chosen from suitM(θ) in Line 7. As remarked above, we can choose this
word to be of minimal length; that is, using the notation we have just introduced,
we have
B0 = size(θ) . (6.24)
Remark 6.32. By Remark 6.9 (or, to be precise, its adaptation to the nondetermin-
istic case), all tuples of natural numbers whose components are all greater than
or equal to B0 lead to the corresponding sets of suitable words being nonempty.
Let us recall how the bound algorithm works: in each iteration, it chooses
a tuple d¯ ∈ NR, for some R ⊆ P(Q), and then checks whether suitM(θ,R, d¯)
is empty. Moreover, by Remark 6.9, it suffices to consider those tuples d¯ the
emptiness of which does not follow from tuples that have been considered in
previous rounds.
What we intend to do now is, roughly speaking, to provide precise bound-
aries for the search space of the tuples we need to consider, for each R ⊆P(Q).
More precisely, we will determine, for each k = 1, . . . , 2|Q|, a bound Hk such that
for each dimension k the bound algorithm needs only to consider tuples whose
values do not exceed Hk. We will proceed iteratively, starting with determining
H1, in ascending order, until we have treated all H1, . . . , H2|Q| . In each iteration,
the bounds we have obtained from the previous rounds will be used to obtain a
bound for the current round. In order to simplify terminology, we will refer to a
tuple of natural numbers with the corresponding set of suitable words being
nonempty as a successful tuple or simply a success. The opposite of such a tuple
is called an unsuccessful tuple or simply a fail.
The case of dimension one
Let R ∈ P(Q). By the definition of suitable words, the suitable word ξM,θ
obtained from suitM(θ) in Line 7 belongs to the set
suitM(θ, {R}, (B0)) ,
that is, the set of suitable words where the R-components use at most B0 distinct
trees. As has been noted in Remark 6.32 above, natural numbers (that is, tuples
of dimension 1) which exceed B0 do not need to be considered at all since the set
of suitable words with respect to these tuples, by Remark 6.9, are all nonempty.
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Hence, B0 provides a bound on the tuples of dimension 1 we need to consider;
that is, by (6.24), we have
H1 = B0 = size(θ) . (6.25)
This means, in particular, that H1 depends only on the underlying UTACS.
From dimension one to dimension two
Before we deal with the general case of dimension k ∈ {2, . . . , 2|Q|}, let us first
look at how we can use the bound H1 we have obtained for dimension 1 in order
to obtain the bound H2 for dimension 2.
For dimension 1, as we have seen above, we need to consider only numbers
(that is, tuples of dimension 1) up to H1. Consequently, for every subset R of Q,
there exists a smallest number gR ∈ {0, . . . , H1} such that the set of θ-suitable
words with respect to {R} and the tuple (gR) is nonempty; that is,
gR = min{g ∈ {0, . . . , H1} | suitM(θ, {R}, (g)) 6= ∅} . (6.26)
As a result, in Line 25 of the bound algorithm, a suitable word ζM,θ,{R},(gR) of
minimal length, say, of size
size(θ, {R}, (gR)) ,
is obtained. Let H2 be the maximum among H1 and all these sizes, that is,
H2 = max(H1, max{size(θ, {R}, (gR)) | R ⊆ Q}) . (6.27)
The following lemma shows that H2 indeed bounds the tuples of dimension 2
we need to consider in the bound algorithm.
Lemma 6.33. LetR ⊆P(Q) with |R| = 2, and let d¯ ∈NR. If suitM(θ,R, d¯) 6= ∅,
then there exists some tuple e¯ ∈NR such that the following holds:
e¯ ≤ d¯ (6.28)
suitM(θ,R, e¯) 6= ∅ (6.29)
e¯(R) ≤ H2 , for each R ∈ R . (6.30)
Proof. LetR ⊂P(Q) with |R| = 2 and d¯ ∈NR be such that suitM(θ,R, d¯) 6= ∅.
If d¯(R) ≤ H2, for each R ∈ R, then the statement of the lemma holds trivially
for d¯ itself, so we can take it as the desired tuple e¯.
Suppose now that d¯(R) > H2, for all R ∈ R. Let e¯ be the tuple defined by
e¯(R) = B0 ,
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for each R ∈ R. Then, (6.28) and (6.30) hold since
B0 = H1 ≤ H2 < d¯(R) ,
for every R ∈ R, and (6.29) holds because of Remark 6.32.
Finally, suppose, without loss of generality, that R = {S, S′} with
d¯(S) ≤ H2 and d¯(S′) > H2 . (6.31)
By the definition of suitable words, the assumption
suitM(θ,R, d¯) 6= ∅
implies that the set of suitable words where the restriction with respect to R is
relaxed to a proper subset of R is nonempty as well. In particular, we have
suitM(θ, {S}, d¯{S}) 6= ∅ .
In (6.26), we have chosen gS to be the smallest number with this property, so we
have
gS ≤ d¯(S) (6.32)
and
suitM(θ, {S}, (gS)) 6= ∅ . (6.33)
Let e¯ be the tuple defined by
e¯(S) = gS and e¯(S′) = H2 .
Then, we have
e¯(S) = gR
by (6.32)
≤ d¯(S)
by (6.31)
≤ H2
and
e¯(S′) = H2
by (6.31)
< d¯(S′) ,
which means that (6.28) and (6.30) hold. The condition (6.29) can be shown
as follows. By (6.33), the bound algorithm can choose a (θ, {S}, (gS))-suitable
word of minimal length in Line 25. By (6.27), this length is at most H2. By the
definition of suitable words, in turn, this means that the set of suitable words
where all components, thus in particular S′, are bounded by H2 is nonempty.
Hence, (6.29) holds.
Consequently, for every R ⊆ P(Q) of cardinality two, it suffices to go
through all tuples the components of which do not exceed H2, which narrows
down the tuples we need to consider with respect to R in the bound algorithm.
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The case of higher dimensions
The case of dimension two above illustrates our method for the general case of
dimension k ≥ 3: in order to bound the tuples of dimension k, we look at the
bounds we have obtained for the lower dimensions i = 1, . . . , k− 1.
The shift from dimension one to dimension two above, however, exploits
a feature that only exists in dimension one, namely the linear ordering of
the tuples of dimension one: in (6.26), for each R ∈ P(Q), we have chosen
the minimal number gR for which the corresponding set of suitable words is
nonempty. This linear order is missing in the higher dimensions, though, since
the ≤-relation on the set of tuples of higher dimensions is only a partial order.
In order to deal with this, we thus want to consider, roughly speaking, a maximal
antichain consisting of minimal successful tuples.
Let us first illustrate how we define such an antichain in order to obtain
a bound for dimension three (see Figure 6.3). Suppose that we have obtained
the bounds H1 and H2 for the dimensions one and two, respectively. Let R
be a subset of P(Q) of dimension two; that is, |R| = 2. As has been seen
above, it suffices to consider only tuples in (N≤H2)R, that is, only those tuples
whose components do not exceed H2. We now aim to construct a subset GR of
(N≤H2)R such that the following holds:
• Each tuple in GR is a successful tuple which is, moreover, minimal. That
is to say, whenever two tuples d¯ and e¯ belong to GR, then they are incom-
parable.
• The set GR is the maximal subset of (N≤H2)R with this property. That is
to say, for each tuple d¯ ∈ (N≤H2)R, if d¯ is a success, then there exists some
e¯ ∈ GR such that e¯ ≤ d¯.
A naive, yet straightforward, way of constructing GR is to enumerate all the
tuples in (N≤H2)R, each time checking whether the corresponding set of suitable
words is nonempty.
Note that GR is nonempty because the tuple g¯ where all components are
set to H2, by Remark 6.32, is a successful tuple since H2 ≥ B0. Note also that
each tuple d¯ in GR induces a suitable word of length size(θ,R, d¯). In order to
determine the bound for dimension three, we now take the maximum among
the lengths of these suitable words. That is, we set
H3 = max(H2, max{size(θ,R, d¯) | R ⊆P(Q), |R| = 2, d¯ ∈ GR}) .
Then, we can show, similarly to Lemma 6.33, that the bound algorithm needs to
consider, for tuples of dimension three, only those tuples whose components do
not exceed H3.
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S
S′
gS′
gS
B0
B0
Figure 6.3: Illustration of the antichain GR for R = {S, S′}. The horizontal and
the vertical axis represents the value of the S-component and the S′-component,
respectively. The gray-marked area represents the set of successful tuples while
the thick wavy line represents the antichain GR.
As a remark, we can rephrase the notations we have used in the case of
dimension two as follows. For each R ⊆ Q, we define
G{R} = {d¯ ∈N{R} | d¯(R) = gR} .
In this way, we obtain
H2 = max(H1, max{size(θ, {R}, d¯) | R ⊆ Q, d¯ ∈ G{R}}) .
Let us turn to the general case of dimension k ∈ {3, . . . , 2|Q|}, and let us
assume that we have determined the bounds for tuples of dimension smaller
than k.
For every R ⊆ P(Q) with |R| = k− 1, we define the set GR ⊆ (N≤Hk−1)R
as follows:
• Each tuple in GR is a successful tuple which is minimal. That is, whenever
two tuples d¯ and e¯ belong to GR, then they are incomparable.
• The set GR is the maximal subset of (N≤Hk−1)
R with this property. That
is, for each tuple d¯ ∈ (N≤Hk−1)R, if d¯ is a success, then there exists some
e¯ ∈ GR such that e¯ ≤ d¯.
As has been remarked above, GR can be constructed by enumerating all the
tuples in (N≤Hk−1)
R, each time checking whether the corresponding set of
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suitable words is nonempty. Furthermore, we define the bound Hk as
Hk = max(Hk−1, max{size(θ,R, d¯) | R ⊆P(Q), |R| = k− 1, d¯ ∈ GR}) .
(6.34)
We now show that the statement of Lemma 6.33 indeed holds for all dimen-
sions.
Lemma 6.34. For every k = 1, . . . , 2|Q|, every R ⊆ P(Q) with |R| = k, and every
d¯ ∈ NR, if suitM(θ,R, d¯) 6= ∅, then there exists some tuple e¯ ∈ NR such that the
following holds:
e¯ ≤ d¯ . (6.35)
suitM(θ,R, e¯) 6= ∅ . (6.36)
e¯(R) ≤ Hk , for each R ∈ R. (6.37)
Proof. The cases k = 1 and k = 2 have been treated in the last two subsections.
In the sequel, let k ≥ 3, and let R ⊆ P(Q) with |R| = k and d¯ ∈ NR be such
that suitM(θ,R, d¯) 6= ∅.
Firstly, suppose that d¯(R) ≤ Hk, for each R ∈ R. Then, the statement of the
lemma holds trivially for d¯ itself, so we can take it as the desired tuple e¯.
Secondly, suppose that d¯(R) > Hk, for all R ∈ R. Let e¯ be the tuple defined
by
e¯(R) = B0 ,
for each R ∈ R. Then, the requirements (6.35) and (6.37) are satisfied because
we have
B0 = H1 ≤ H2 ≤ · · · ≤ Hk−1 < d¯(R) ,
for each R ∈ R. Moreover, the requirement (6.36) holds because of Remark 6.32.
Finally, let us suppose that at least one but not all components of R do not
exceed Hk, and let R′ be the proper subset of R containing these components;
that is,
R′ = {R ∈ R | d¯(R) ≤ Hk} .
Further, consider the tuple d¯′ ∈NR′ that is obtained from d¯ by restricting it to
R′; that is,
d¯′ = d¯R′ .
By the definition of suitable words, the fact that d¯ is a success implies that d¯′,
too, is a success. As a result, by the construction of GR′ , there exists some tuple
g¯ ∈ GR′ such that
g¯ ≤ d¯′ .
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We now define e¯ ∈NR as the tuple with
e¯(R) =
{
g¯(R) , if R ∈ R′,
Hk , otherwise,
for each R ∈ R.
By the definition of e¯ and GR′ , we have, for each R ∈ R′,
e¯(R) = g¯(R) ≤ d¯′(R) ≤ d¯(R) ≤ Hk .
Furthermore, for each R ∈ R \R′, we have
e¯(R) = Hk < d¯(R) .
Hence, the requirements (6.35) and (6.37) of the lemma hold.
By the definition of GR′ , the tuple g¯ is a success with respect to R′; that is,
there exists a (θ,R′, g¯)-suitable word of length
size(θ,R′, g¯) ,
that is, by the definition of Hk, of length at most Hk. By the definition of suitable
words, this implies that the set of suitable words where all components other
than the ones in R′ are restricted by Hk is nonempty. In particular, the set of
(θ,R, e¯)-suitable words is nonempty, which means that (6.36) holds.
As a corollary of Lemma 6.34, for each nonempty subset R of P(Q), the
bound algorithm needs only to go through all the tuples whose components do
not exceed H|R|.
6.3.2 Estimating the bounds
We now come to estimating how large the bounds Hk, for k = 1, . . . , 2|Q|, can be,
which we will do, again, inductively.
To begin with, let us consider H1. By (6.25), H1 is the length of the shortest
word in suitM(θ), which we denote by size(θ). In Lemma 6.20 we have shown
that this set is regular, namely by providing an MSO-formula for it. It is well
known that MSO-formulas can be translated into finite automata, so an upper-
bound for size(θ) can be given in terms of the size (that is, the number of states)
of the finite automaton obtained from the formula given in the proof of Lemma
6.20. The size of the resulting automaton, however, is in worst case a tower
of power of 2 the height of which corresponds to the number of quantifier
alternations of the MSO-formula (see, for instance, the surveys by Thomas
[Tho97] and Weyer [Wey02]), which we state in the following remark:
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Remark 6.35. For every MSO-formula over words of length n, we can effectively
construct an equivalent finite automaton whose number of states is
22
. . .2︸ ︷︷ ︸
k+1
O(n)
where k is the number of quantifier alternations in the formula. For the sake of
exposition, we will write this expression using the arrow notation as
2 ↑ 2 ↑ . . . ↑ 2 ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
k+1
O(n) .
In the analysis of the computation of the bound algorithm BoundA,M(θ)
below, for a UTACS A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) and a subset M of P(Q), on a fixed
subset transition θ of A), we will use the following notations:
• |Q| denotes the number of states of the UTACS.
• |∆| denotes the number of transitions of the UTACS.
• For every transition τ = (Lτ, ϕτ,ψτ, a, qτ) in ∆, we denote its size by
|τ|, which incorporates the size of the regular language Lτ (which can
be assumed to be given by an MSO-formula ϕLτ ) as well as the sibling
constraints ϕτ and ψτ. As we are aiming at an upper-bound estimation,
further, it suffices to consider, among all the transitions in ∆, the one(s)
of maximum size, to which we will refer to as |τmax|. Furthermore, qamax
denotes the maximal number of quantifier alternations that appear in a
formula in ∆.
• |θ| denotes the number of transitions in the subset transition θ.
• |M| denotes the cardinality ofM.
• For every subset R of P(Q), we denote its cardinality by |R|. Further, for
every tuple d¯ ∈NR, let |d¯| be the greatest number occurring in d¯.
Using these notations, let us now analyze the length of the MSO-Formula
for suitM(θ) (the formula (6.10) on page 119 in the proof of Lemma 6.20)
• At the beginning, there are |θ| · |Q| existential quantifiers, which may
introduce one quantifier alternation.
• The second line is of size O(|θ| · (2|Q| · |Q|2 + |τmax|)) and may have qamax
quantifier alternations.
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• The third line is of size O(|θ| · |τmax|+ 2|Q|). The formula for the reflexive-
symmetric-transitive closure may have (qamax + 2) quantifier alternations,
so the third line may have (qamax + 3) quantifier alternations.
• Finally, the additional formula in the proof of Lemma 6.24 is of size
O(|M|) and has no quantifier alternations.
In summary, the formula describing the set suitM(θ) is of size
O(|θ| · (2|Q| · |Q|2 + |τmax|) + |M|) ,
and the number of quantifier alternations therein is bounded by
qamax + 4 .
Therefore, we obtain as an upper bound for the size of the corresponding finite
automaton, and thus an upper bound for size(θ) and H1, a tower of power of
height qamax + 5; that is,
H1 = 2 ↑ 2 ↑ . . . ↑ 2 ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
qamax+5
O(|θ| · (2|Q| · |Q|2 + |τmax|) + |M|) (6.38)
Inductively, let us now consider Hk, for k = 2, . . . , 2|Q|, assuming that we
have already dealt with H1, . . . , Hk−1.
As we are looking for an upper bound for Hk, let us assume that Hk is strictly
larger than Hk−1; that is, the definition of Hk in (6.34) can be simplified to
Hk = max{size(θ,R, d¯) | R ⊆P(Q), |R| = k− 1, d¯ ∈ GR} .
Let R ⊆P(Q) and d¯ ∈ GR. Then, size(θ,R, d¯) is the length of the shortest
word in suitM(θ,R, d¯). By Lemma 6.22 and Lemma 6.24, this set is definable by
some MSO-formula. We analyze the length of the MSO-formula given therein
(the formula (6.11) on page 121 in the proof of Lemma 6.22):
• At the beginning, there are |R| · |d¯|+ |θ| · |Q| existential quantifiers, which
may introduce one quantifier alternation.
• The second and third line, together, are of size O(|R| · (|d¯|2 + |d¯|)) and
have no quantifier alternations.
• The fourth line is of size O(|θ| · (2|Q| · |Q|2 + |τmax|)) and may have qamax
quantifier alternations.
• The fifth and sixth line, together, are of size O(|θ| · |τmax|+ 2|Q| + |R| ·
|d¯| + |θ| · |τmax|). The subformula clβ may have (qamax + 2) quantifier
alternations, so altogether there may be (qamax + 3) quantifier alternations.
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• The seventh line is of size O(|θ| · |τmax|+ |R| · |d¯|) and may have (qamax +
1) quantifier alternations.
• Finally, the additional formula in the proof of Lemma 6.24 is of size
O(|M|) and has no quantifier alternations.
In summary, the formula describing the set suitM(θ,R, d¯) is of size
O(|R| · |d¯|2 + |θ| · (2|Q| · |Q|2 + |τmax|) + |M|) (6.39)
and has (qamax + 4) quantifier alternations.
As we are concerned with taking the maximum over all possible subsets
R of P(Q) and all tuples d¯ in GR, we can replace |R| and |d¯| in (6.39) with
their respective upper bounds. As an upper bound for |R| we take 2|Q|. By the
definition of GR, each component of every tuples therein do not exceed Hk−1.
Hence, an upper bound for |d¯| is given by Hk−1. Therefore, as an upper bound
for the length of the MSO-formula defining suitM(θ,R, d¯), we obtain
O(2|Q| · H2k−1 + |θ| · (2|Q| · |Q|2 + |τmax|) + |M|) . (6.40)
Note that this upper bound does not depend on R and d¯ anymore, which means
that this upper bound also holds for the maximum over all R and d¯.
Therefore, as an upper bound for the size of the finite automaton recognizing
suitM(θ,R, d¯), and thus also an upper bound for size(θ,R, d¯), we obtain a power
tower of height (qamax + 5). Consequently, we obtain the following upper bound
for Hk:
Hk = 2 ↑ 2 ↑ . . . ↑ 2 ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
qamax+5
O(2|Q| · H2k−1 + |θ| · (2|Q| · |Q|2 + |τmax|) + |M|) . (6.41)
After inserting the estimation of Hi, for all i < k, we finally obtain the following
estimation of Hk:
Hk = 2 ↑ 2 ↑ . . . ↑ 2 ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
k·(qamax+5)
O(|θ| · (2|Q| · |Q|2 + |τmax|) + |M|) . (6.42)
We can now give an estimation of the bound provided by the bound lemma
(Lemma 6.27).
Lemma 6.36. For every nondeterministic UTACS A, we can effectively find a bound
B of size
B = 2 ↑ 2 ↑ . . . ↑ 2 ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(|A|·2|A|)
O(|A|) , (6.43)
which satisfies the requirements of Lemma 6.27.
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Proof. Let A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F), and let qamax be the maximal number of quantifier
alternations that occur in A.
For each M ⊆ P(Q), the value of BoundA,M(θ), according to Line 25 of
Algorithm 4, is at most the maximum of the size of the finite automata for
suitM(θ,R, d¯), for R ⊆P(Q) and d¯ ∈ NR. An upper bound for the length of
an MSO-formula describing this set is given by (6.39).
By Lemma 6.34, it suffices, for each R, to consider only tuples d¯ whose
components do not exceed H|R|. Moreover, since we are interested in an upper
bound, we may assume that
H1 ≤ H2 ≤ · · · ≤ H2|Q| .
Accordingly, we will use H2|Q| to give an upper bound for BoundA,M(θ).
Thus, similarly to (6.40), we obtain an upper bound
O(2|Q| · H22|Q| + |θ| · (2|Q| · |Q|2 + |τmax|) + |M|) (6.44)
for the size of the MSO-formula for suitM(θ,R, d¯) considered in Line 25 of
Algorithm 4. Further, this formula has at most (qamax + 4) quantifier alternations.
By (6.42), we thus obtain the following upper bound for BoundA,M(θ):
BoundA,M(θ) = 2 ↑ 2 ↑ . . . ↑ 2 ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2|Q|+1)·(qamax+5)
O(|θ| · (2|Q| · |Q|2 + |τmax|) + |M|) .
Recall that in the bound lemma we have taken the maximum over all the
bounds BoundA,M(θ) as the desired bound B. Thus, we will approximate |M|
with 2|Q| and, further, the sizes |θ|, |Q|, |τmax|, and qamax with the size |A| of the
underlying UTACS. After doing this, we finally obtain an upper bound for the
bound B resulting from the bound lemma, namely
B = 2 ↑ 2 ↑ . . . ↑ 2 ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(|A|·2|A|)
O(|A|) .
Using the same technique as above, we can show a similar upper bound for
the deterministic case.
Lemma 6.37. For every deterministic UTACS A, we can effectively find a bound B of
size
B = 2 ↑ 2 ↑ . . . ↑ 2 ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(|A|2)
O(|A|) , (6.45)
which satisfies the requirements of Lemma 6.12.
Proof. The proof is almost the same as in the nondeterministic case; the only
difference is that in the deterministic case the maximal dimension of the tuples
to be considered is |Q|, instead of 2|Q|, where Q is the state set of A.
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6.3.3 Complexity of the emptiness algorithms
Using the upper bounds obtained above, we can now derive an upper bound on
the time complexity of our emptiness algorithms.
Theorem 6.38. For every nondeterministic UTACS A, the algorithm Empty(A) runs,
in worst case, in time
2 ↑ 2 ↑ . . . ↑ 2 ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(|A|·2|A|)
O(|A|) .
Proof. Let A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F), and let B the bound provided by the bound
lemma (Lemma 6.27). Further, Lemma 6.36 above gives an upper bound for B.
As has been remarked in the proof of Lemma 6.28, the main loop of the
emptiness algorithm for nondeterministic UTACSs (Algorithm 5 on page 126) is
executed at most ((B + 1) · 23|Q|)-times.
In each iteration, the most costly operation is the test whether the set of
suitable words suit(θ,P(Q), d¯), for some subset transition θ and where d¯ records
the number of trees that have been collected in the previous rounds, is empty
(cf. Line 10). Similarly to (6.39), we can give an MSO-formula for the set
suit(θ,P(Q), d¯) which is of length
O(2|Q| · |d¯|2 + |θ| · (2|Q| · |Q|2 + |τmax|))
and has (qamax + 4) quantifier alternations, where qamax denotes the maximal
number of quantifier alternations that occur in A; |d¯| denotes the maximal
number occurring in d¯; and |τmax| denotes the maximal length of a transition
in ∆. Further, by the definition of the variable z (Line 7), which, moreover, is
non-increasing (cf. Remark 6.29), the values of d¯’s components are bounded by
(B + 1) · 22|Q|. Hence, this emptiness test can be done in time
2 ↑ 2 ↑ . . . ↑ 2 ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
qamax+5
O(2|Q| · (B + 1) · 22|Q| + |θ| · (2|Q| · |Q|2 + |τmax|)) . (6.46)
Consequently, after inserting into (6.46) the upper bound for B obtained
from Lemma 6.36, multiplying it by the number of iterations ((B + 1) · 23|Q|),
and approximating the sizes |θ|, |Q|, |τmax|, and qamax with the size |A| of
A, we obtain the desired upper bound on the running time of the emptiness
algorithm.
Similarly, we obtain the following complexity upper bound for the determin-
istic case:
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Theorem 6.39. For every deterministic UTACS A, the algorithm Empty(A) runs, in
worst case, in time
2 ↑ 2 ↑ . . . ↑ 2 ↑︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(|A|2)
O(|A|) .
Proof. Let A = (Q,Σ,Λ,∆, F) be a deterministic UTACS, and let B the bound
provided by Lemma 6.12.
The main loop of Algorithm 3 is executed (B · |Q|)-times. In each iteration
the most costly operation, again, is the test whether the set suit(τ, Q, d¯), for
some transition τ of A and where d¯ keeps track of the number of trees that have
been collected in the previous rounds, is empty. Using a similar analysis as in
the proof of Theorem 6.38 above, this time estimating the bound B using Lemma
6.37 instead of Lemma 6.36, we obtain the desired upper bound on the running
time of the emptiness algorithm.
In conclusion, the emptiness algorithms presented in the previous sections
provide a primitive-recursive, yet non-elementary upper bound for the empti-
ness problem for deterministic UTACSs and for the emptiness problem for
nondeterministic UTACSs. Note that the high complexity stems not only from
the translation of MSO-formulas into finite automata, but also from the method
we have pursued for establishing the bound lemma: we have proceeded com-
ponentwise (in terms of the states of the underlying UTACS), and in each step
we have carried out an analysis of the set of suitable words that involves an
exponential blow-up. In other words, we will still obtain a non-elementary
complexity even if we assume that the equality constraints are already given as
finite automata.
Regarding the lower-bound complexity, unfortunately, not much is known
yet. In the ranked setting, in contrast, it is known that the emptiness problem for
the deterministic case can be decided in polynomial time whereas the emptiness
problem for the nondeterministic case is EXPTIME-complete; for references, see
[CDG+07, Chapter 4].
6.4 Beyond sibling equalities
In the definition of UTACS, we can actually consider constraints with respect
to other equivalence relations than equality on trees like, for example, the
structural equivalence (two trees are said to be structurally equivalent if they
share the same set of nodes) or the height equivalence. More generally, we can
even consider relations which are defined by means of finite automata working
on pairs of trees; in the literature, such relations are sometimes called regular
tree relations. An example of an automaton model that considers constraints
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with respect to such a relation is the visibly tree automata with memory and
constraints introduced by Comon-Lundh et al. in [CLJP08].
For such an extension of UTACSs, where more general equivalence relations
than equality are used in the constraints, as usual, the question that arises is
whether the emptiness problem for the resulting automaton model remains
decidable. In this section, we will see that, if the equivalence relation under
consideration exhibits certain properties, then we can indeed generalize the
emptiness decision algorithm for UTACSs that we have developed in this chapter
to this extended automaton model.
Let us start with the definition of sibling constraints with respect to an
equivalence relation in general and then give the definition of the extended
automaton model.
Definition 6.40. Let Σ be an alphabet, and let R be a decidable equivalence
relation on TΣ. For each t ∈ TΣ, we denote the R-class of t by [t]R or [t], whenever
R is understood from the context.
Let Q be a finite, nonempty set (of tree automaton states). An atomic sibling
constraint with respect to R (or, for brevity, R-constraint) over Q has one of the
following forms:
∀x∀y. ϕ(x, y)→ (tx, ty) ∈ R (∀R)
∀x∀y. ϕ(x, y)→ (tx, ty) 6∈ R (∀ 6R)
∃x∃y. ϕ(x, y) ∧ (tx, ty) ∈ R (∃R)
∃x∃y. ϕ(x, y) ∧ (tx, ty) 6∈ R (∃ 6R)
The meaning of these constraints is based upon whether two trees belong to the
same equivalence class with respect to R and is defined analogously to equality
constraints. A sibling R-constraint over Q is a Boolean combination of atomic
sibling R-constraints. The set of all sibling R-constraints over Q is denoted by
CONSRQ.
Definition 6.41. Let Σ be an alphabet, and let R be a decidable equivalence rela-
tion on TΣ. An extended unranked-tree automaton with constraints between siblings
(or, for brevity, extended UTACS) over Σ is a system A = (Q,Σ, R,Λ,∆, F), where
Q, Λ, and F are as in the definition of a UTACS; R is a decidable equivalence
relation on TΣ; and ∆ consists of transitions of the form (L, α, a, q) where L ⊆ Q+
is regular, a ∈ Σ, q ∈ Q, and α is a sibling R-constraint over Q.
Runs of A, acceptance of a Σ-labeled tree by A, and the tree language
recognized by A are defined as usual.
Furthermore, we define a mapping evalA (or simply eval, whenever A is
clear from the context) assigning to each equivalence class of R, say [t]R, for
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some t ∈ TΣ, the set of states reached by the trees in [t]R; that is,
evalA([t]R) = {q ∈ Q | s→A q, for some s ∈ [t]R} .
Note that, in general, δA(t) ⊆ evalA([t]R).
Example 6.42. Let Σ = {a, b}, and let R be the structural equivalence on TΣ;
that is, for each pair, s and t, of Σ-labeled trees, we have (s, t) ∈ R if and only if
Doms = Domt .
A tree over Σ is said to be well-balanced if, for every node of the tree, all of its
children are structurally equivalent. The language of well-balanced trees over Σ
is recognized by the extended UTACS A = (Q,Σ, R,Λ,∆, F) defined as follows:
• Q = F = {q}.
• Λ = {(a, q), (b, q)}.
• ∆ = {(Q+, α, a, q), (Q+, α, b, q)} where α is a sibling R-constraint defined
as:
∀x∀y. x 6= y→ (tx, ty) ∈ R .
In the following, we aim to identify sufficient conditions under which we
can adapt the emptiness decision methods for UTACSs in the previous sections
to extended UTACSs.
Our emptiness decision method for UTACSs, in essence, consists of two
parts. The first part is concerned with the unrankedness aspect. Here, we have
to find a bound on the number distinct trees one needs in order to be able to
apply a (subset) transition. For this task, we provide a brute-force algorithm
which goes through all possible availability of distinct trees (with respect to a
collection indexed by state sets). The bound algorithm, actually, does not make
use of the fact that the constraints speak about equality between trees. Instead, it
only considers the notion of suitability, which is defined in terms whether or not
conflicts among constraints arise. Thus, when moving on to other equivalence
relations, the bound computed by the bound algorithm is still valid.
The second part, the emptiness algorithm itself, in essence, constructs trees
and keeps them in a collection which is indexed by subsets of the state set of the
input automaton, namely, in such a way that each constructed tree is assigned
the (unique) set of states it reaches. Then, in the proof of the correctness of the
algorithm, in particular in the induction step, we construct, starting from an
application of a (subset) transition, a certain number of distinct trees for which
the transition in question can still be applied. This is achieved by exchanging
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and permuting subtrees, which, since we are considering equality between trees,
indeed result in different trees.
Consequently, if we want to adapt our emptiness algorithm to extended
UTACSs, say, with respect to an equivalence relation R, then we have to take
into account the following aspects. Firstly, we have to collect R-classes instead
of just trees. Secondly, we must be able to assign to each so-collected R-class the
set of states to which the trees of the class evaluate. Thirdly, we have to make
sure that, given a tree of an R-class, exchanging and permuting its subtrees lead
to different R-classes. The following definition embodies these considerations:
Definition 6.43. An extended UTACS A = (Q,Σ, R,Λ,∆, F) is said to preserve
negative constraints if the underlying equivalence relation R exhibits the following
properties:
1. For each t ∈ TΣ, the set evalA([t]R) can effectively be determined.
2. For every a ∈ Σ and t1, . . . , tn, s ∈ TΣ, if (ti, s) 6∈ R holds, for some
1 ≤ i ≤ n, then so does
(a(t1 . . . ti . . . tn), a(t1 . . . s . . . tn)) 6∈ R .
3. For every a ∈ Σ and t1, . . . , tn ∈ TΣ, if (ti, tj) 6∈ R holds, for some 1 ≤ i <
j ≤ n, then so does
(a(t1 . . . ti . . . tj . . . tn), a(t1 . . . tj . . . ti . . . tn)) 6∈ R .
Example 6.44. Let Σ be an alphabet, and let R be the structural equivalence on
TΣ. Let A be an extended UTACS over Σ with R as the underlying equivalence
relation. Then, the following holds:
• For each t ∈ TΣ, the set [t]R is finite since Σ is finite. Hence, the set
evalA([t]R) can effectively be determined.
• Let a ∈ Σ and t1, . . . , tn, s ∈ TΣ. Suppose that s is not structurally equiv-
alent to ti, for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then, the trees a(t1 . . . ti . . . tn) and
a(t1 . . . s . . . tn) are not structurally equivalent.
• Let a ∈ Σ and t1, . . . , tn, s ∈ TΣ. Suppose that ti is not structurally equiv-
alent to tj, for some i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then, the trees a(t1 . . . ti . . . tj . . . tn)
and a(t1 . . . tj . . . ti . . . tn) are not structurally equivalent.
Consequently, every extended UTACS over Σ with the structural equivalence as
the underlying equivalence relation preserves negative constraints.
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Remark 6.45. Every UTACS can be seen as an extended UTACS with the
equality relation as the underlying equivalence relation. In the same way as
with structural equivalence, we can show that every UTACS preserves negative
constraints.
Theorem 6.46. The emptiness problem for the class of extended UTACSs that preserve
negative constraints is decidable.
Proof (sketch) . In the following, we argue how the emptiness decision pro-
cedure for nondeterministic UTACSs presented in Section 6.2 can be adapted
to solve the emptiness problem for extended UTACSs that preserve negative
constraints. For this, we will follow closely the line of proof presented there
while pointing out the places where the equivalence relation comes into play.
In the sequel, unless stated otherwise, let A = (Q,Σ, R,Λ,∆, F) be an ex-
tended UTACS that preserves negative constraints.
Subset transitions and suitable words. The notions of subset transitions and suit-
able words, actually, do not refer to the underlying relation R at all. Hence, it
can be taken as it is.
For a subset transition θ ∈ ΘaS, where a ∈ Σ and S ⊆ Q, its application
requires a sequence of trees t1, . . . , tm ∈ TΣ such that each transition (L, α, a, q)
occurring in θ can be applied to a(t1 . . . tm); that is, there exists a sequence of
states w = q1 . . . qm where qi ∈ eval([ti]), for all i = 1, . . . , m, such that w ∈ L,
and w, [t1], . . . , [tm] satisfy α. Moreover, such an application of θ results in a tree
t = a(t1 . . . tm) that evaluate at least to all the states of S.
Given a subset transition θ ∈ ΘaS, for some a ∈ Σ and S ⊆ Q, a nonempty
word ξ = S1 . . . Sm ∈ (P(Q))+, is called θ-suitable if it can be used in an
application of θ in the presence of trees t1, . . . , tm with eval([ti]) = Si, for each
i = 1, . . . , m, which leads to a tree t = a(t1 . . . tm) that reaches at least the states
in S. We denote the set of θ-suitable words is denoted by suit(θ).
The requirements that a word ξ over P(Q) is suitable, as it is presented in
the equality case, does not involve the equality directly but, instead, merely the
fact that equality is an equivalence relation. In particular, the regularity of the
sets of suitable words carries over from UTACSs into extended UTACSs.
The bound lemma. In the equality case, the main subject considered in the
context of the bound lemma is the number of distinct trees one needs in order to
apply a subset transition. Here, equality is replaced by the equivalence relation
R, so the subject of matter will be the number of distinct R-classes of trees.
Again, the considerations used in establishing the bound lemma are concerned
merely with this number and not with the underlying equivalence relation itself.
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Hence, we can show, for extended UTACSs, that there exists a bound, say B,
on the number of distinct R-classes that are needed in order to apply a subset
transition.
The emptiness algorithm. The emptiness algorithm for extended UTACSs (Algo-
rithm 6 on page 149) is an adaptation of the emptiness algorithm for nonde-
terministic UTACSs; for the most part, we use the same notation as with the
emptiness algorithm for nondeterministic UTACSs.
Instead of collecting distinct trees, we collect equivalence classes (or, to be
precise, trees representing them) of R. In other words, during the execution of
the algorithm a tree will be constructed and collected only if it does not belong
to the equivalence classes of the trees collected so far. Accordingly, a tree will
be assigned not only the states it can reach but also all the states that can be
reached by the trees of its equivalence class. Note that determining these states
is possible because of the first condition of Definition 6.43.
As with nondeterministic UTACSs, the termination of the algorithm is
guaranteed by the bound B provided by the bound lemma, and the soundness
of the algorithm follows by the construction of the algorithm. In order to show
the completeness of the algorithm, it suffices to show the following claim, which,
again, is an adaptation of the completeness lemma for the emptiness algorithm
for nondeterministic UTACSs (cf. Lemma 6.30).
Claim. Let t ∈ TΣ, and let S = eval([t]). Then, there exists some t′ ∈ [t] such that
t′ ∈ TS (that is, the class [t] will eventually be collected by the algorithm), or TS↑ has
been declared full (for some value of z) upon the termination of the algorithm.
As with the equality case, the completeness lemma can be shown by an
induction on the structure of the input trees t ∈ TΣ. In the equality case, one
crucial property of tree equality that has been used in the induction step is that
exchanging and permuting trees in an application of a subset transition result
in new trees, so we can indeed produce sufficiently many trees to make the
tree collection under consideration full. The second and the third condition of
Definition 6.43 ensure that this line of argumentation is still valid for the case
of extended UTACSs. That is to say, given a successful application of a subset
transition on a(t1 . . . tm), we obtain, due to the second condition, a new tree by
replacing the occurrences of some ti with some s that does not belong to [ti].
Likewise, the third condition guarantees that, given a successful application
of a subset transition on a(t1 . . . tm), we obtain a new tree by exchanging the
occurrences of ti with those of tj provided that (ti, tj) 6∈ R.
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Algorithm 6: The emptiness algorithm for extended UTACSs
1: procedure Empty(A) {A = (Q,Σ, R,Λ,∆, F)}
2: compute the bound B according to the bound lemma
3: for all a ∈ Σ do {initialize each TS with leaf classes}
4: if eval([a]) = S and there exists no t ∈ TS with (a, t) ∈ R then
5: add a to TS
6: end if
7: end for
8: for all nonempty subsets S of Q do
9: initialize d¯(S) with |TS| {initialize d¯}
10: end for
11: z := (B + 1) · 22|Q| {initialize z}
12: while there exist
13: − some subset transition θ ∈ ΘaS (for some a ∈ Σ and S ⊆ Q),
14: − some word ξ = S1 . . . Sm ∈ suit(θ,P(Q), d¯), and
15: − some trees t1, . . . , tm with ti ∈ TSi , for each i = 1, . . . , m,
16: such that
17: − θ can be applied using ξ and t1, . . . , tm,
18: − |TS↑| < z, and {TS↑ is not full}
19: − (a(t1 . . . tm), t) 6∈ R, for all t ∈ ⋃P⊆Q TP
{[a(t1 . . . tm)] has not been constructed previously}
20: do
21: P := eval([a(t1 . . . tm)]) {determine the state set reached by [a(t1 . . . tm)]}
22: add a(t1 . . . tm) to TP
23: d¯(P) := d¯(P) + 1 {update d¯}
24: if |TP↑| ≥ z then {if TP↑ has become full, then . . .
25: z := z− 2|Q| . . . decrease the bound z by 2|Q|}
26: end if
27: end while
28: if there exists some S ⊆ Q such that S ∩ F 6= ∅ and TS 6= ∅ then
29: return ‘T(A) 6= ∅’
30: else
31: return ‘T(A) = ∅’
32: end if
33: end procedure
As a corollary, the emptiness problem for the class of extended UTACSs
where the underlying equivalence relation is the structural equivalence is decid-
able.
To conclude, we remark that there are also other, fairly natural equivalence
relations that do not satisfy the conditions posed in Definition 6.43, so our
emptiness decision method cannot be applied to the extended UTACSs where
sibling constraints with respect to such an equivalence relation are used. An
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example of such an equivalence relation is the height equivalence (two trees are
said to be height-equivalent if they are of the same height), which violates the
second and the third condition of Definition 6.43. Nevertheless, in the ranked
setting, automata with constraints regarding the height equivalence are special
cases of tree automata with one memory (intorduced by Comon and Cortier in
[CC05]) and of tree automata with size constraints (introduced by Habermehl et al.
in [HIV06]), for which the emptiness problem turns out to be decidable.
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Chapter 7
FROM UNRANKED TREES TO DATA WORDS AND BACK AGAIN
A data word, loosely speaking, is a finite sequence of symbols from an infinite
alphabet or domain, which can be interpreted as data values. In addition,
usually, a symbol from a finite alphabet is also attached to each data value in a
data word. As trees can be used to represent data values (for instance, natural
numbers can be represented by unary trees), a data word can be represented by
an unranked tree as follows: we take the tree representations of the data values
as the children of the root of the unranked tree. In this respect, the unrankedness
aspect allows us to represent data words of arbitrary length.
Several automaton models and logics over data words have been proposed
in the literature; for references, see, for instance, the survey by Segoufin in
[Seg06]. In these formalisms, the only operation allowed regarding data values
is to check the equality between data values. With the representation of data
words as unranked trees described above, checking the equality between data
values amounts to checking the equality between subtrees (namely, between the
children of the root).
In this chapter, we are interested in a connection between UTACSs and lan-
guages of data words that is established by the representation of data words by
unranked trees described above. In particular, we can use UTACSs recognizing
languages of unranked trees that encode data words to define languages of data
words; for such a language of data words, the emptiness problem then amounts
to the emptiness problem for UTACSs, which has been shown to be decidable in
the previous chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the first section, after introducing
the notation we are going to use throughout this chapter regarding data words,
we derive from the definition of UTACSs a class of languages of data words;
more precisely, we will define a fragment of the monadic second-order logic
over data words based on the sibling constraints of UTACSs. For this logical
fragment, we then show that the satisfiability problem is decidable by reducing
this problem to the emptiness problem for UTACSs. In the second section, we
show that the validity problem, in contrast, is undecidable. As a corollary from
the latter result, we show in the last section of this chapter that the universality
problem for nondeterministic UTACSs is undecidable.
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7.1 A decidable logic over data words
To begin with, we fix the notation regarding data words that we are going to
use throughout this chapter. Here, we will mainly follow the notations used by
Segoufin in [Seg06].
Definition 7.1. Let Σ be an alphabet, and let D be an infinite alphabet. A
data word w over Σ and D is a finite sequence of pairs from Σ × D. That is,
w = w1 . . . wm where wi = (ai, di) ∈ Σ×D, for all i = 1, . . . , m. For such a data
word w, we refer to the word a1 . . . am as the string projection of w.
For ease of exposition, throughout this chapter we will consider, without
loss of generality, only data values from the set N>0 of positive integers; that
is, unless stated otherwise, we set D =N>0 and omit the reference to D. Also,
unless stated otherwise, let Σ be an alphabet that does not contain any of the
special symbols > and •, which will be used to encode data words as unranked
trees.
Definition 7.2. For every positive integer d ∈N>0, let d be a unary tree over
{•} of depth d (that is, containing (d + 1) symbols). In other words, d is a
representation of the data value d as a unary tree.
Given a data word over an alphabet Σ (and D), say w = (a1, d1) . . . (am, dm),
for some m ≥ 0, we define its encoding as an unranked tree over Σ ∪ {>, •},
denoted by treecode(w), as a tree of the form
> ( a1 d1 a2 d2 . . . am dm ) . (7.1)
That is, in a tree that encodes a data word the children of the root at the odd
positions represent the labels from Σ while the children at the even positions
represent the data values. For every language L of data words over Σ, we denote
by treecode(L) the set of unranked trees over Σ ∪ {>, •} that represent data
words in L.
Example 7.3. The encoding of the data word (a, 2)(b, 3)(c, 1)(c, 2) over {a, b, c}
andN>0 as an unranked tree is illustrated in Figure 7.1.
Given the encoding of data words as unranked trees, equality between data
values becomes equality between subtrees. That is to say, we can use UTACSs
accepting trees of the form given in (7.1) to define languages of data words.
For such a language of data words, in particular, the emptiness problem then
amounts to the emptiness problem for UTACSs, which, by Theorem 6.31, is
decidable.
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>
a •
•
•
b •
•
•
•
c •
•
c •
•
•
Figure 7.1: Representation of the data word (a, 2)(b, 3)(c, 1)(c, 2) of Example
7.3 as an unranked tree.
Following the notations of [Seg06], more specifically, we will consider a
fragment of the monadic second-order logic over data words the formulas of
which correspond to sibling constraints of UTACSs.
Definition 7.4. The monadic second-order logic over data words over Σ extends
MSO over words over Σ by additional atomic formulas of the form x ∼ y, where
x and y are first-order variables (that is, over positions), meaning that the data
values at the positions x and y are equal. Further, for convenience, we write
x 6∼ y instead of ¬(x ∼ y). We refer to this logic as MSO(<, Succ,∼) over Σ.
The first-order logic over data words over Σ is a fragment of MSO(<, Succ,∼)
where set variables and set quantifiers are not allowed. We refer to this logic as
FO(<, Succ,∼) over Σ.
In order to avoid confusion, we shall occasionally refer to the monadic
second-order logic and first-order logic over words (that is, without data values)
as MSO(<, Succ) and FO(<, Succ), respectively.
Example 7.5. The language of data words over {a, b} satisfying “between every
two distinct positions labeled with a and carrying the same data value there
exists a position labeled with b” can be defined by the following FO(<, Succ,∼)-
formula over {a, b}:
∀x∀y . [ x < y ∧ Laba(x) ∧ Laba(y) ∧ x ∼ y → ∃z . ( x < z < y ∧ Labb(z) ) ] .
As has been remarked, in an unranked tree that encodes a data word equality
between subtrees (more precisely, between the children of the root at the even
positions) represents equality between data values, so we can use UTACSs
accepting such trees to define languages of data words. Let us recall how
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atomic sibling constraints of UTACSs (cf. Definition 5.1) look like; for instance, a
∀=-constraint is of the form
∀x∀y . ϕ(x, y) → tx = ty
where ϕ is an MSO-formula. If we consider the trees at the positions x and y in
this constraint as data values, we obtain the following formula:
∀x∀y . ϕ(x, y) → x ∼ y .
That is to say, the sibling constraints of UTACSs correspond to a certain logic
over data words (with the equality predicate ∼), which we formally define as
follows.
Definition 7.6. The formulas of the logic MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼) over Σ contains
positive Boolean combinations of MSO(<, Succ,∼)-formulas over Σ of the form
∃X1 . . . ∃Xn .
(
θ(X1, . . . , Xn) ∧ α(X1, . . . , Xn)
)
(7.2)
where θ is an MSO-formula over Σ (that is, without ∼) with free occurrences of
the set variables X1, . . . , Xn, and α is a positive Boolean combination of formulas
of the forms:
∀x∀y. [ ϕ(X1, . . . , Xn, x, y)→ x ∼ y ]
∀x∀y. [ ϕ(X1, . . . , Xn, x, y)→ x 6∼ y ]
∃x∃y. [ ϕ(X1, . . . , Xn, x, y) ∧ x ∼ y ]
∃x∃y. [ ϕ(X1, . . . , Xn, x, y) ∧ x 6∼ y ]
(7.3)
In all these forms, ϕ, in turn, is an MSO-formula over Σ (that is, without ∼) with
free occurrences of the set variables X1, . . . , Xn and of the first-order variables x
and y.
Example 7.7. The language of data words satisfying “the data values at the first
and at the last position are equal, but they are different from the data values
at the other positions” can be defined by the following MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼)-
formula:[ ∀x∀y . x = min ∧ y = max → x ∼ y ] ∧[ ∀x∀y . ((x = min ∧ x < y < max) ∨ (min < x < y ∧ y = max)) → x 6∼ y ]
As a remark, this formula corresponds to the sibling constraint we have seen in
Example 5.2(b).
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Note that the formulas described in (7.3) correspond to the atomic sibling
constraints we have used in the definition of UTACSs. In fact, for every formula
of the logic MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼) over data words over an alphabet Σ, we
can construct a UTACS recognizing the set of trees that encode the data words
defined by the formula. This connection then allows us to reduce the satisfiability
problem for this logic (that is, the problem of determining, given formula of this
logic, whether there exists some data word that satisfies this formula) to the
emptiness problem for UTACSs, which, by Theorem 6.31, is decidable.
Proposition 7.8. Let Σ be an alphabet. Then, for every MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼)-
formula Φ over data words over Σ, we can effectively construct a nondeterministic
UTACS AΦ over Σ ∪ {>, •} such that T (AΦ) = {treecode(w) | w satisfies Φ}.
Proof. In order to deal with positive Boolean combinations (that is, conjunctions
and disjunctions) of formulas, we can use the fact that the class of nondeter-
ministic UTACSs is closed under intersection and union, so we may restrict
ourselves to formulas of the form given in (7.2). Given a formula Φ of the form
∃X1 . . . ∃Xn .
(
θ(X1, . . . , Xn) ∧ α(X1, . . . , Xn)
)
where θ(X1, . . . , Xn) is an MSO-formula over Σ and α is a positive Boolean
combination of formulas of the forms given (7.3), we construct a nondetermin-
istic UTACS AΦ = (Q,Σ ∪ {>, •},Λ,∆, F) as follows. The state set Q consists
of the state q•, the states qaζ , for every symbol a ∈ Σ and every mapping
ζ : {1, . . . , n} → {0, 1}, and the accepting state qfin. The leaf transitions and the
transitions of AΦ will be elaborated below.
To each unary tree over {•}, each of which is supposed to represent a data
value, the state q• is assigned. To this end, we introduce the leaf transition
(•, q•) and the transition (q•, true, •, q•).
To every leaf node labeled with a ∈ Σ, we nondeterministically assign one
of the states qaζ where ζ : {1, . . . , n} → {0, 1} represents whether the current
position belongs to the quantified sets X1, . . . , Xn. That is, we introduce, for each
a ∈ Σ and each ζ : {1, . . . , n} → {0, 1}, the leaf transitions (a, qaζ).
For the root, which is labeled by >, we allow one single transition, which
leads to the only accepting state qfin, namely
(L, β,>, qfin) ,
where, intuitively, the language L ⊆ Q+ expresses θ and the sibling constraint β
expresses α.
The language L consists of nonempty words over Q each of which satisfies
the properties, which are definable in MSO over Q (hence, L is indeed regular):
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• Every word in L is of even length, and every odd position therein is labeled
by some qaζ whereas every even position is labeled by q
•. That is, words in
L must conform to the regular expression(
(
⋃
a∈Σ
ζ : {1,...,n}→{0,1}
qaζ ) q
• )+ ,
which is definable as an MSO-formula over Q.
• The formula θ̂ (over Q) that is supposed to simulate θ (over Σ) on the odd
positions is satisfied. The formula θ̂ can inductively be obtained from θ by
performing the following transformation:
– x = y is transformed into Odd(x) ∧Odd(y) ∧ x = y.
– x < y is transformed into Odd(x) ∧Odd(y) ∧ x < y.
– Succ(x, y) is transformed into
Odd(x) ∧Odd(y) ∧ ∃z.(Labq•(z) ∧ Succ(x, z) ∧ Succ(z, y)) .
– Laba(x) is transformed into
Odd(x) ∧ ∨
ζ : {1,...,n}→{0,1}
Labqaζ (x) .
– For each set variable X 6∈ {X1, . . . , Xn}, the atomic formula X(x) is
transformed into Odd(x) ∧ X(x).
– Xi(x), for every i = 1, . . . , n, is transformed into
Odd(x) ∧ ∨
ζ : {1,...,n}→{0,1}
with ζ(i)=1
Labqaζ (x) .
– ∀x.ψ(x) is transformed into ∀x. Odd(x)→ ψ̂(x).
– ∃x.ψ(x) is transformed into ∃x. Odd(x) ∧ ψ̂(x).
– ∀X.ψ(X) is transformed into ∀X. (∀z.X(z)→ Odd(z))→ ψ̂(X).
– ∃X.ψ(X) is transformed into ∃X. (∀z.X(z)→ Odd(z)) ∧ ψ̂(X).
– ψ1 ∧ ψ2 is transformed into ψ̂1 ∧ ψ̂2.
– ψ1 ∨ ψ2 is transformed into ψ̂1 ∨ ψ̂2.
– ¬ψ is transformed into ¬ψ̂.
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Similarly, the sibling constraint β should represent the formula α, which
is a positive Boolean combination of formulas of the forms described in (7.3).
Without loss of generality, we consider the case where α is of the form
∀x∀y. [ ϕ(X1, . . . , Xn, x, y)→ x ∼ y ] ,
that is, an MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼)-formula over Σ, and construct for this formula
a corresponding atomic sibling constraints over Q. The other cases can be
dealt with analogously, and positive Boolean combinations can be dealt with by
taking positive Boolean combinations over atomic sibling constraints. Intuitively,
α compares the data values at the quantified positions x and y the symbol
projection (that is, the projection of the data word to the symbols of Σ) of which
satisfy ϕ. In our tree encoding the symbols from Σ are placed as children at the
odd positions of the root whereas the data values are at the even positions. For
this reason, β should compare the sibling subtrees at those even positions x and
y for which the positions directly preceding them, say x′ and y′, respectively,
satisfy ϕ̂, where ϕ̂ results from the restriction of ϕ to the odd positions similar to
what we have done to θ above. In brief, we thus express α as the ∀=-constraint
∀x∀y.
[ ( ∃x′∃y′. Succ(x′, x) ∧ Succ(y′, y) ∧ ϕ̂(X1, . . . , Xn, x′, y′) )→ tx = ty ] .
It is straightforward to show that AΦ recognizes the set of unranked trees
that encode the data words over Σ that satisfy Φ.
Theorem 7.9. The satisfiability problem for the logic MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼) over
data words over Σ, for every alphabet Σ, is decidable.
Proof. Given an MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼)-formula Φ over Σ, we can construct, by
Proposition 7.8, a nondeterministic UTACS AΦ over Σ ∪ {>, •} that recognizes
the set of trees that encode the data words satisfying Φ. Therefore, Φ is satisfiable
if and only if the tree language recognized by AΦ is not empty. The statement
of the theorem then follows from the decidability of the emptiness problem for
UTACSs (Theorem 6.31).
A fragment of the logic MSO(<, Succ,∼) over data words that has been
studied in the literature is the one considered by Bojan´czyk et al. in [BMS+06],
namely the logic EMSO2(<, Succ,∼); a formula of this logic consists of a block
of existential monadic second-order quantifiers followed by an FO(<, Succ,∼)-
formula in which only two first-order variables may occur. In particular, it has
been shown that the satisfiability problem for this logic is decidable, which
is achieved via a translation of formulas of this logic to a certain automaton
model on data words, called data automata, for which the emptiness problem is
decidable.
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In comparison with the logic EMSO2(<, Succ,∼) over data words, the logic
MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼) described above seems to be weaker because of the
restricted use of data comparisons. In particular, it can be shown, by an analysis
similar to the notion of suitability used in Section 6.1 and Section 6.2, that
the string projection of every MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼)-definable language of data
words always yields a regular language. Hence, for instance, the language of
data words over {a, b} satisfying “every pair of a-labeled positions carry different
data values, and for each a-labeled position there exists a b-labeled position
carrying the same data value” cannot be defined in MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼) since
the string projection of this language yields a language (of finite words) over
{a, b} which is not regular. This language, however, is definable by the following
EMSO2(<, Succ,∼)-formula (cf. [BMS+06]):[ ∀x∀y. Laba(x)∧Laba(y)→ x 6∼ y ]∧ [ ∀x. Laba(x)→ (∃y. Labb(y)∧ x ∼ y) ] .
On the other hand, MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼)-formulas may use more than
just two first-order variables, in contrast to EMSO2(<, Succ,∼)-formulas. For
instance, the language of data words over {a, b} satisfying “between every pair
of a-labeled positions carrying the same data value there exists a b-labeled
position” (cf. Example 7.5), to define which we seemingly need at at least three
first-order variable, can be defined in MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼) by expressing that
“every pair of a-labeled positions without any b-labeled position in between
must carry different data values”, that is,
∀x∀y. [ x < y ∧ Laba(x) ∧ Laba(y) ∧ ¬∃z.(x < z < y ∧ Labb(z))→ x 6∼ y ] .
To the best of our knowledge, it is still an open question whether this language
can be expressed in EMSO2(<, Succ,∼) (see [Seg06]).
7.2 Validity
The validity problem for MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼) over an alphabet Σ is the ques-
tion of determining, given an MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼)-formula, whether all data
words over Σ satisfy the formula. In this section, we are going to show that
this problem is undecidable by reducing to it the halting problem for 2-register
machines, which is well known to be undecidable (cf. Section 2). More precisely,
given a 2-register machine, we will construct an MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼)-formula
such that the 2-register machine has a halting computation if and only if there
exists some data word that does not satisfy the formula and that is supposed to
encode the halting computation.
To begin with, we describe how we can encode computations of a 2-register
machine as data words. As a remark, the encoding we will use is similar to
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the one used in [BMS+06] to reduce Post’s correspondence problem, which is
undecidable, to the satisfiability problem for FO3(<, Succ,∼), the first-order
logic over data words where only three first-order variables are allowed.
Definition 7.10. Let M be a 2-register machine with k ≥ 0 instructions. Let
κ1 . . . κm, where κ` = (p`, d`, e`) ∈ {1, . . . , k} ×N2, for each ` = 1, . . . , m, be
a sequence of configurations of M. We define the data-word representation
of κ1 . . . κm, denoted by code(κ1 . . . κm), the following data word over ΣM =
{1, . . . , k} ∪ {a, b,⊥,⊥ , $}
($, h) (p1, h) (⊥, h) (a, i11) . . . (a, i1d1) (⊥ , h) (b, j11) . . . (b, j1e1)
($, h) . . .
($, h) (pm, h) (⊥, h) (a, im1) . . . (a, imdm) (⊥ , h) (b, jm1) . . . (b, jmem)
($, h) , (7.4)
for some data values h, i11, . . . , imdm , j11, . . . , jmem ∈ D which, moreover, satisfy
the following requirements (to simplify notation, let I` = {i`1, . . . , i`d`} and
J` = {j`1, . . . , j`e`}, for each 1 ≤ ` ≤ m):
• For all 1 ≤ ` ≤ m, we have
|I`| = d` and (7.5)
|J`| = e` . (7.6)
That is, the data values inside each a-block or b-block are pairwise different.
• For all 1 ≤ ` < m, we have
I` = I`+1 or (7.7a)
I` ( I`+1 and i(`+1)d`+1 6∈ I` or (7.7b)
I`+1 ( I` and i`d` 6∈ I`+1 . (7.7c)
These three cases, intuitively, correspond to the cases d` = d`+1, d` < d`+1,
and d` > d`+1, respectively. In the first place, this means that, for every
pair of subsequent configurations κ` and κ`+1, the data values used in the
`-th a-block must occur among the ones used in the (`+ 1)-th a-block,
or vice versa. Moreover, if the two sets of data values are different, then
the difference can be observed at the last position of the corresponding
a-block. Similarly, for the `-th and (`+ 1)-th b-blocks we have:
J` = J`+1 or (7.8a)
J` ( J`+1 and j(`+1)e`+1 6∈ J` or (7.8b)
J`+1 ( J` and j`e` 6∈ J`+1 . (7.8c)
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Note that (7.4) also requires that the data values at the positions that are not
labeled with a nor b are equal.
As a remark, for every sequence of configurations of M, there always ex-
ist data values that satisfy these properties; for instance, a canonical choice
(assuming D = N>0) would be I` = {1, . . . , d`} and J` = {1, . . . , e`}, for all
` = 1, . . . , m.
Given the encoding, the reduction, actually, is fairly standard. However, we
encounter some technical difficulties that arise from the restricted quantification
patterns that are allowed in MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼)-formulas (cf. (7.3)), namely,
only ∀x∀y and ∃x∃y. As an illustration, consider the case of a word encoding of a
2-register machine computation which contains two consecutive configurations,
say κ = p⊥ad⊥ be and κ′ = p′⊥ad′⊥ be′ , which do not represent a correct
execution of, say, an increment to the first register. This occurs if, for example,
e < e′ (that is, κ′ contains more b’s than κ). Intuitively, this can be captured by
expressing the following formulas: first, in each of κ and κ′, all the data values
attached to the b-positions are pairwise different; second, for each b-position
of κ there exists a b-position in κ′ with the same data value; third, there exists
a b-position in κ′ such that the data value attached to it does not occur at the
b-positions of κ. Notice the quantification patterns occurring in these formulas,
namely, ∀x∀y, ∀x∃y, and ∃x∀y, respectively. The first quantification pattern,
∀x∀y, and the third one, ∃x∀y, can easily be expressed as an MSOUTACS(<
, Succ,∼)-formula. The second one, ∀x∃y, however, cannot be expressed as
an MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼)-formula; we overcome this difficulty by putting the
additional requirements on the data values used in a data-word representation
of a sequence of configurations in the definition above.
Theorem 7.11. The validity problem for MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼) is undecidable.
Proof. Given a 2-register machine M with k ≥ 1 instructions, we aim to construct
an MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼)-formula ΦM over data words over the alphabet ΣM =
{1, . . . , k} ∪ {a, b,⊥,⊥ , $} such that M has a halting computation if and only if
there exists some data word over ΣM that does not satisfy the formula. We will
define ΦM as a disjunction of several formulas, each of which corresponds to a
possible case that a data word, say w, does not represent a halting computation
of M. More precisely, we will consider the following cases:
1. The string projection of w does not represent a sequence of configurations
of M.
2. There exist two positions for which the labels are neither a nor b, but for
which the data values are different.
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3. The data values appearing at the positions labeled with a or b violate at
least one of the requirements of w being a data-word representation of a
sequence of M-configurations (in the sense of Definition 7.10).
4. The data word w indeed encodes a sequence of M-configurations, but this
sequence is not a halting computation of M.
For case 1 we just need to give an MSOUTACS(<, Succ)-formula (without ∼)
defining the complement of the regular language
(${1, . . . , k}⊥a∗⊥ b∗)+$ ,
which is possible since regular languages are closed under complementation
and since regular languages are MSOUTACS(<, Succ)-definable.
Case 2 can be taken care of with the formula
∃x∃y.¬Laba(x) ∧ ¬Labb(x) ∧ ¬Laba(y) ∧ ¬Labb(y) ∧ x 6∼ y .
For case 3, to simplify notation, let I` = {i`1, . . . , i`d`} and J` = {j`1, . . . , j`e`},
for each 1 ≤ ` ≤ m. That is, I` and J` contain the data values appearing at the
`-th a-block and b-block, respectively. Assuming that w is of the form (7.4), we
now distinguish some subcases which correspond to whether (7.5), (7.6), (7.7),
or (7.8) is violated. For the sake of simplicity, we will refer to the infix of w that
corresponds to the configuration κ`, for each ` = 1, . . . , m, as code(κ`).
If (7.5) or (7.6) is violated, for some ` ∈ {1, . . . , m}, this means that there
exist two distinct positions within the `-th a-block or b-block, respectively, which
share the same data value. For the former subcase, we just need to verify that
there are two distinct positions x and y such that both are labeled with a and in
between only a-labeled positions occur, and the data values at these positions
are equal; this can be expressed by the following formula
m∨
`=1
∃x∃y. x < y ∧ Laba(x) ∧ Laba(y) ∧
[∀z.x < z < y→ Laba(z)] ∧ x ∼ y .
The latter subcase can be treated analogously (we just need to replace all
occurrences of a in the formula above with b).
If (7.7) is violated, this means that there exists some ` ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that
one of the following cases occurs:
• There are some data values g, h such that
g ∈ I` \ I`+1 and h ∈ I`+1 \ I` .
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In other words, there is some data value g inside the a-block of code(κ`)
that differs from data values inside the a-block of code(κ`+1), and, con-
versely, there is some data value h inside the a-block of code(κ`+1) that
differs from all data values inside the a-block of code(κ`). The desired
formula is given by
∃Xˆ∃X˜∃Y∃Z . “Xˆ and X˜ are consecutive a-blocks”
∧ Sing(Y) ∧ Sing(Z) ∧Y ⊆ Xˆ ∧ Z ⊆ X˜
∧ ∀x∀y. (Y(x) ∧ X˜(y)→ x 6∼ y)
∧ ∀x∀y. (Xˆ(x) ∧ Z(y)→ x 6∼ y) .
Here, the set variables Xˆ and X˜ mark all positions inside the a-block of
code(κ`) and all positions inside the a-block of code(κ`+1), respectively. In
addition, we use the set variables Y and Z to mark the positions where
g and h, respectively, occur. The subformula expressing that one set is a
subset of another (denoted by ⊆ in the formula above) as well as the one
expressing that a set is a singleton set (the predicate Sing above) can be
defined in MSO(<, Succ) as usual. The formula expressing that Xˆ and X˜
are consecutive a-blocks is given by the MSO(<, Succ)-formula
∃x∃y∃x′∃y′ . x < y < x′ < y′
∧ Lab⊥(x) ∧ Lab⊥ (y) ∧ Lab⊥(x′) ∧ Lab⊥ (y′)
∧ ∀z. (x < z < y→ Laba(z))
∧ ∀z. (x′ < z < y′ → Laba(z))
∧ ∀z. (y < z < x′ → ¬Laba(z))
∧ ∀z. (Xˆ(z)↔ x < z < y)
∧ ∀z. (X˜(z)↔ x′ < z < y′) .
Here, the idea is to fix some positions x, y, x′, y′ which constitute a con-
secutive sequence of the labels ⊥,⊥ ,⊥,⊥ . Then, Xˆ and X˜ should exactly
contain those positions between x and y and between x′ and y′, respec-
tively.
• The set I` is not a subset of I`+1, but the data value at the last position of
the `-th a-block (that is, i`d` ∈ I`) belongs to I`+1. In other words, there
exist some data values g ∈ I` and h ∈ I`+1 such that, on the one hand, g
differs from all data values occurring in I`+1, and, on the other hand, h
coincides with i`d` . For this, we define the following formula:
∃Xˆ∃X˜∃Y∃Z . “Xˆ and X˜ are consecutive a-blocks”
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∧ Sing(Y) ∧ Sing(Z) ∧Y ⊆ Xˆ ∧ Z ⊆ X˜
∧ ∀x∀y. (Y(x) ∧ X˜(y)→ x 6∼ y)
∧ ∀x∀y. (Xˆ(x) ∧ Last(Xˆ, x) ∧ Z(y)→ x ∼ y) .
Here, as before, the set variables Xˆ and X˜ mark all positions inside the
a-block of code(κ`) and all positions inside the a-block of code(κ`+1),
respectively, and the set variables Y and Z mark the positions where g and
h, respectively, occur. In addition, the subformula Last(Xˆ, x) says that x is
the last position in Xˆ (and thus the position of i`d`), that is,
Last(Xˆ, x) = Xˆ(x) ∧ (∀z. Succ(x, z)→ ¬Xˆ(z)) .
• Symmetrically, the set I`+1 is not a subset of I`, but the data value at the
last position of the (`+ 1)-st a-block (that is, i(`+1)d`+1 ∈ I`+1) belongs to
I`. This case can be treated analogously to the case above.
The case that (7.8) is violated can be treated similarly as with (7.7) above; we
just have to consider the b-blocks instead of the a-blocks.
It remains to handle case 4, so let us now consider data words that represent
some sequence κ1 . . . κm of M-configurations. Our aim is to provide a formula
that should be satisfied if the represented sequence of configurations is not a
halting computation of M. For one thing, this is the case if the first configuration
of the sequence is not the initial configuration (that is, the one with instruction
number 1 and register values 0) or the last configuration of the sequence is not a
halting configuration (that is, one with the instruction number k). This can easily
be described by an MSO(<, Succ)-formula, without using any data comparison
at all; the formula just has to express that the string projection of the underlying
data word does not begin with $1⊥⊥ $ or that the label appearing after the last
but one occurrence of $ is not k.
For another thing, the sequence κ1 . . . κm is not a halting computation if
among these configurations there is a pair of consecutive configurations, say κ`
and κ`+1, such that κ`+1 does not constitute the next configuration of κ`. In other
words, κ`+1 does not result from the correct execution of M on the configuration
κ`. We elaborate this case below, where, to simplify notations, we set κ = κ`,
p = p`, d = d`, e = e`, and κ′ = κ`+1, p′ = p`+1, d′ = d`+1, e′ = e`+1.
We first guess the configurations κ and κ′ by using the set variables K
and K′, which are supposed to contain the positions of code(κ) and code(κ′),
respectively, such that κ and κ′ are consecutive configurations. The following
formula expresses that K and K′ are consecutive configurations:
∃x∃y∃z . x < y < z ∧ Lab$(x) ∧ Lab$(y) ∧ Lab$(z)
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∧ ∀z′. ((x < z′ < y ∨ y < z′ < z) → ¬Lab$(z′))
∧ ∀z′. (x < z′ < y ↔ K(z))
∧ ∀z′. (y < z′ < z ↔ K′(z)) .
Roughly speaking, the idea is to fix some positions x, y, z that constitute consec-
utive occurrences of $ and to define K and K′ as the sets of positions between x
and y and between y and z, respectively.
If the instruction of M to be executed from configuration κ (namely, the
instruction number p) is INC(R1), then an incorrect execution means that at least
one of the following cases occurs:
• p′ 6= p + 1. This can be described by an MSO(<, Succ)-formula.
• e′ 6= e. We consider the case e > e′ (the case e < e′ can be dealt with
analogously). For this, we first mark all occurrences of b in κ′ by means
of a set variable X˜ and then (nondeterministically) mark one occurrence
of b in κ with a set variable Xˆ. Then, we require that the data value at
the position marked with Xˆ differs from all data values at the positions
marked with X˜. This can be expressed by the formula
∃K∃K′∃Xˆ∃X˜ . “K and K′ represent consecutive configurations”
∧ “X˜ contains exactly all the b-positions of K′”
∧ “Xˆ contains exactly one b-position of K”
∧ ∀x∀y. (Xˆ(x) ∧ X˜(y)→ x 6∼ y) .
The subformula expressing that X˜ contains exactly all the b-positions of K′
is defined by
∀x. (X˜(x)↔ K′(x) ∧ Labb(x))
whereas the subformula expressing that Xˆ contains exactly one b-position
of K is defined by
Sing(Xˆ) ∧ ∀x. (Xˆ(x)→ K′(x) ∧ Labb(x)) .
Together with the assumption that the underlying data word is a valid data-
word representation of a sequence of M-configurations (which satisfies, in
particular, (7.8c)), we can thus verify that there are more occurrences of b
in κ than in κ′, which means that e > e′ holds.
• d′ 6= d + 1. We distinguish the following subcases:
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– d′ ≥ d + 2. For this case, the main idea is to mark all occurrences of a
in code(κ) with a set variable Xˆ and then nondeterministically mark
exactly two occurrences of a in code(κ′) with a set variable X˜. Then,
we require that the data values at the positions of X˜ are different from
all the data values at the positions of Xˆ. This can be expressed by
∃K∃K′∃Xˆ∃X˜ . “K and K′ represent consecutive configurations”
∧ ∀x. (Xˆ(x)↔ K(x) ∧ Laba(x))
∧ ∃x∃y. (x < y ∧ ∀z. (X˜(z)↔ (z = x ∨ z = y)))
∧ ∀z. (X˜(z)→ K′(z) ∧ Laba(z))
∧ ∀x∀y. (Xˆ(x) ∧ X˜(y)→ x 6∼ y) .
Together with the assumption that w is a valid data-word represen-
tation of a sequence of M-configurations, we can thus verify that
d′ ≥ d + 2 holds.
– d′ ≤ d. For this case, first, we mark all but the last occurrence of a in
code(κ′) with a set variable X˜. Then, we nondeterministically mark
one occurrence of a in code(κ) with a set variable Xˆ and require that
the data value at this position differs from all the data values at the
positions marked with X˜. This can be expressed by
∃K∃K′∃Xˆ∃X˜ . “K and K′ represent consecutive configurations”
∧ ∀x. (X˜(x)↔ K′(x) ∧ Laba(x)
∧ ∃z.(x < z ∧ K′(z) ∧ Laba(z))
)
∧ Sing(Xˆ) ∧ ∀x. (Xˆ(x)→ K(x) ∧ Laba(x))
∧ ∀x∀y. (Xˆ(x) ∧ X˜(y)→ x 6∼ y) .
Assuming that the underlying data word is a valid data-word rep-
resentation of a sequence of M-configurations (which satisfies, in
particular, (7.7)), we can thus verify that d′ ≤ d holds, as justified as
follows.
If d′ = d, then (7.7a) holds. Thus, since X˜ omits the last a-position
in code(κ′), there exists a data value inside the a-block of code(κ)
(namely the one that corresponds to the data value at the last a-
position of κ′) that differs from all the data values inside the a-block
of code(κ′) that are marked with X˜. If d′ < d, then, by (7.7c), the
existence of such a data value holds anyway.
Conversely, if d′ > d, then by (7.7b) such a data value does not exist.
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The 2-register machine instructions INC(R2), DEC(R1), and DEC(R2)} can
be treated analogously to INC(R1) above. For the instruction GOTO n, 1 ≤ n ≤ k,
an incorrect execution means
• p′ 6= n, or
• d′ 6= d, or
• e′ 6= e;
each of these cases can be dealt with as above. Finally, an incorrect execution of
IF (R1 = 0) GOTO n (or, similarly, IF (R2 = 0) GOTO n), 1 ≤ n ≤ k, means that
at least one of the following cases, which can also be handled as above, occurs:
• d = 0 and p′ 6= n (respectively, e = 0 and p′ 6= n), or
• d 6= 0 and p′ 6= p + 1 (respectively, e 6= 0 and p′ 6= p + 1), or
• d′ 6= d, or
• e′ 6= e.
To sum up, the 2-register machine M has a halting computation if and
only if there exists a data word that does not satisfy ψM. Given a halting
computation of M, it can be transformed into a data word representation, which,
in turn, does not satisfy ΦM. Conversely, without a halting computation it is
not possible to build a data word that does not belong to at least one the cases
we have treated above, so every data word over ΣM satisfies ΦM. Hence, the
halting problem for 2-register machines is reducible to the validity problem for
MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼), so the latter is undecidable.
7.3 Universality of UTACS
In this section, we turn our attention back to UTACSs, namely to the universality
problem for UTACSs, which is the problem of determining whether a given
UTACS accepts all its input trees. Since data words can be represented as
unranked trees, this problem is closely related to the validity problem for the
logic MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼) over data words, which we have just shown to
be undecidable. In fact, we will make use of the encoding of data words as
unranked trees to reduce the latter problem to the former problem, thereby
showing that the former is undecidable.
Theorem 7.12. The universality problem for nondeterministic UTACSs is undecid-
able.
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Proof. We reduce the validity problem for MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼) over data
words to the universality problem for nondeterministic UTACSs. Since the
validity problem for MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼), by Theorem 7.12, is undecidable, it
follows that the universality problem for nondeterministic UTACSs is undecid-
able as well.
Let Φ be an MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼)-formula over data words over an alpha-
bet Σ. By Proposition 7.8, we can effectively construct a nondeterministic UTACS
AΦ over Σ ∪ {>, •} such that T (AΦ) = {treecode(w) | w satisfies Φ}.
Let Tnc be the set of trees over Σ∪ {>, •} that do not encode any data words,
that is, do not have the form (7.1) given in Definition 7.2. More precisely, a
tree over Σ ∪ {>, •} does not encode any data word if it falls into one of the
following cases:
• The root is not labeled with >, or there exists some node other than the
root that is labeled with >.
• The root has an odd number of children or has no children.
• There exists some odd-position child of the root that is not a leaf node.
• There exists some symbol in Σ that occurs at a node other than the odd-
position children of the root, or there exists some odd-position child of the
root whose label does not belong to Σ.
• There exists some •-labeled node of rank ≥ 2.
Note that each of these conditions can be checked by a nondeterministic UTACS
that does not make use of any sibling constraints; in fact, each of these cases
corresponds to a regular tree language over Σ ∪ {>, •}. Consequently, we
can construct a nondeterministic UTACS, say Anc, that recognizes the tree
language Tnc.
By the closure of nondeterministic UTACSs under union, we can construct a
nondeterministic UTACS BΦ such that T (BΦ) = T (AΦ) ∪ T (Anc).
In order to complete the reduction, it remains to show that Φ is satisfied by
all data words over Σ if and only ifBΦ accepts all trees over Σ∪{>, •}. Suppose
that every data word over Σ satisfies Φ. Then, every tree over Σ ∪ {>, •} that
encodes a data word is accepted by AΦ. At the same time, every tree over
Σ ∪ {>, •} that does not encode any data word is accepted by Anc. Hence, the
UTACS BΦ accepts all trees over Σ ∪ {>, •}. Conversely, suppose that there
exists a data word w that does not satisfy Φ. Then, there exists a tree, namely
treecode(w), which encodes this data word and which is not accepted by AΦ
and thus also not accepted by BΦ.
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Regarding deterministic UTACSs, in contrast, the universality problem is
decidable since deterministic UTACSs are effectively closed under complemen-
tation; the decidability of universality then follows from the decidability of
emptiness.
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In the second part of the thesis, we have introduced the notion of UTACSs, which
extends finite automata on unranked trees by means of equality and disequality
constraints between siblings subtrees in the transitions. In sibling constraints,
we have proposed using MSO-formulas to address the pairs of positions to
be compared for equality. It then turned out that nondeterministic UTACSs
are more expressive than deterministic ones, a result that contrasts with the
ranked-tree setting. Our main result is that the emptiness problem for UTACSs,
both for the deterministic and the nondeterministic case, is decidable. The
emptiness decision procedures, however, are of non-elementary complexity. We
also discussed a connection between UTACSs and languages of data words; in
particular, we have introduced a logic over data words for which the satisfiability
problem reduces to the emptiness problem for UTACSs and is thus decidable.
The validity problem for this logic, in contrast, is undecidable, which allows us
to conclude that the universality problem for UTACSs is undecidable.
In the following, we briefly discuss further prospects and address some
open problems. Some of these issues have already been raised in the previous
chapters and are included below for the sake of completeness.
Complexity of emptiness. We have not yet been able to settle the precise com-
plexity of the emptiness problem for UTACSs, in the sense that there is still a
large complexity gap between the known upper and lower bound.
The emptiness decision procedures in Chapter 6 provide a primitive-recur-
sive, yet non-elementary upper bound for the emptiness problem, both in the
deterministic and in the nondeterministic case. The high complexity stems from
the fact that in the proof of the bound lemma we have proceeded componentwise
(in terms of the states of the underlying UTACS) and that each of these steps
involves an exponential blow-up.
One possible approach toward a better upper bound is to provide a different
proof for the bound lemma, for example, by using a better analysis of the notion
of (restricted) suitability. Another possible approach is to consider the notion
of pumping, as has been done by Filiot et al. in the context of automata with
global equality constraints (see [Fil08, FTT07, FTT08]). Note that the operation
of pumping, due to the equality and disequality constraints, may have to be
performed at several places in a run tree in parallel. With a notion of pumping
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at hand, the emptiness problem then reduces to the task of determining whether
some tree of a bounded size is accepted.
From the ranked-tree setting, the following lower bounds for the empti-
ness problem can be derived: polynomial time for the deterministic case and
EXPTIME-hardness for the nondeterministic case (see [CDG+07, Chapter 4]).
A first step toward a more precise lower bound could be to define a family of
(deterministic) UTACSs such that each tree accepted by a UTACS of this family
is at least of size (doubly) exponential in the size of the underlying UTACS.
Connection with data languages. The connection between our automaton model
and languages of data words deserves further studies. In Chapter 7, in particular,
we have left open the precise connection between the class of languages of data
words that are definable in MSOUTACS(<, Succ,∼) and the ones that are defin-
able in EMSO2(<, Succ,∼). Furthermore, it might be worthwhile to consider
other formalisms for data languages that have been considered in the literature,
such as (alternating) register automata, pebble automata, data automata, and
the linear temporal logic with the so-called freeze quantifier. For a survey of
these formalisms, we refer the reader to [Seg06].
Connection with logics over unranked trees. The notion of logics over unranked
trees with subtree-equality predicate has yet to be explored. In [FTT07, FTT08,
Fil08], Filiot et al. considered monadic second-order logic over trees with tree-
equality predicates. It turns out that the satisfiability problem for this logic is
undecidable. Nevertheless, the authors succeeded in identifying a fragment
of this logic with decidable satisfiability, which corresponds to subclasses of
tree automata with global equality (and disequality) constraints for which the
emptiness problem is decidable. In the same spirit, extensions of monadic
second-order logic that correspond to UTACSs should be investigated.
Further extensions. It could be interesting to compare the expressive power
of UTACSs with that of the tree automata with global equality constraints
mentioned above. Furthermore, one could consider tree automata where both
types of constraints are employed, as has been done with arithmetical constraints
in the first part of the thesis. In a next step, one could also study the combination
of arithmetical constraints and subtree-equality constraints.
As has been mentioned in Section 6.4, a possible future work includes
considering unranked-tree automata with constraints with respect to more
general (equivalence) relations than equality. For example, one could compare,
instead of the input subtrees themselves, the output of the computation of a
transducer on these subtrees. Furthermore, one could consider relations that are
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definable by tree transducers. These considerations are, in fact, related to some
recent works on (ranked) tree automata with constraints. For instance, Comon
and Cortier considered in [CC05] tree automata with equality constraints where
the constraints are posed not directly to the input subtrees but, instead, to some
output trees, called memories, which are produced during a bottom-up run of the
automata. This automaton model has also been extended by Comon-Lundh et al.
in [CLJP08] to include more general relations than equality between memories.
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